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What is Chapter 2Formula?

In 1981 the Congress consolidated several educational
laws into one act, the Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act (ECIA). The bulk of the consolidation
is contained in Chapter 2 of the Act. Programs previ-
ously established under other federal legislation were
grouped into three subchapters:

Subchapter ABasic Skills Development

Subchapter BEducational Improvement and
Support Services

s Subchapter CSpecial Programs

The purpose of Chapter 2 is to supplement local dis-
trict funds in one or more of the areas defined by the
subchapters. Examples of programs consolidated untie-
each subchapter are listed inigure 1. Concurrent with
the consoldation of prograThs was a reduction in the
total funds available to school districts; A state
receives Chapter 2 funds based on its population of
school-aged children and in . turn allocates at least 80%
of these funds to local school districts; The districts
receive an initial allocation based on student enroll-
ment. A supplementary sum is also allocated based on
the number of students 'whose education imposes a higher
than average per -pupil cost on the district. Under the_
Texas formula, districts earn the supplement based on
how many low-Income students, neglected and/or delin-
quent children, _students of limited English profi-
ciency, and handicaped students they have Altogether,
AISD received $44044,91 §. "for the 1982-83 school year The
activities._ described in this report were funded from
Chapter 2 money allocated by formula, hence the program
is named Chapter 2Formula. The remaining 20% is used,
within certain guidelines, how ever the state education
agency_ decides it should be used. Activities funded
with these discretionary monies are collectively
referred to as the Chapter 2 Discretionary Program;



FINAL. REPORT

Project Title: Chapter 2Formula

Contact _Person: Walter Davis, David Doss

Major Positive_Findings:

1. Parents, teachers, and campus administrators all think that it is
important that bus monitors be provided on the busses their
children and students ride.

2. Parents; teachers; and campus administrators generally are satis-
fied with the performance of the bus monitors.

3. Campus administrators report few problems with the extracurricular
transportation provided to their schools.

Major Findings Requiring Action:

I. On - the -bus observations revealed a great variation in the effect-
tiveness of bus monitors. There is no clearly estabilshed standard
operating procedure applicable to this position; and consistent
supervision of the monitors appears to be lacking;

2. Parents, teachers, principals; and base supervisors all recognize
the need for improved training of bus monitors;

3. The funding reduction which occurred with the consolidation of pro-
grams into Chapter- 2 severely reduced the number of programs funded
in AISD, and the level of funding of those which survived was
severely -educed.

Evaluation Summary:

AISD received $404;918 in Chapter 2Formula funds for the 1982-83
school year. The District chose to use its formula funds for two sets
of activities in Subchapter B, bus monitors and extracurricular trans-
portation for desegregation purposes. The Chapter 2Formula Evalua-
tion was conducted to meet the assurances made by the District in
applying for Chapter 2 funds. The following report summarizes the
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findings of the evaluation. For more detailed information, the reader
is referred to the FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT: Chapter 2Formula, publi-
cation number 82.78.

This report is divided into three Sections. The first section reports
on what happened to programs funded under the Emergency School Aid Act
(ESAA) in 1981-82. The second section reports evaluation results for
the bus monitor program; The final section reports evaluation results
about the extracurricular transportation program.

THE EFFECTS OF ECIA ON FORMER ESAA PROGRAMS

The Emergency School Aid Act was the largest of the federal programs
present in the District which were consolidated into Chapter 2, and it
is the only one for which information could be found. Figure 2 shows
the current status of the various 1981-82 ESAA-funded programs. O the
11 programs listed, four were discontinued completely (ABC Schools,
Minority Leadership; Staff Support Team, and Site Monitors). Three
programs were greatly reduced in funding and funded from left-over ESAA
funds (SCLR Augmentation; Management, and Outdoor Learning). The
Learning Resources Center supplement was continued under local funding.
And three programs were reduced in funding and supported from Chapter 2
(Bus Monitors; Extracurricular Transportation, and Evaluation). It
Seems clear that the reduction of funds occurring concurrently- with the
consolidation of programs severely reduced the number of programs
funded within AISD, and the level of funding of those which survived
was also drastically reduced.

Chapter 2
Subchapter Example Proorams

A. Basic Skills State baSic skills improvement program (ESEA,
Development Title II)

Special programs for improving basic skills (ESEA;
Title II)

B. Educational IhStri,ictibhal materials and school library resources

Improvement (ESEA, Title IV)
and Support Guidance, counseling; and testing (ESEA, Title IV)

SerVices Emergency school aid (ESAA,_Title VI)
Pi-iicollege science teacher training (NSFA)

C: Special
Projects

Metric education (ESEA, Title III)
Law-related education (ESEA; Title III)
Dissemination of information (ESEA; Title III)
Community schools (ESEA;
Gifted and talented children (ESEA, Title IX)
Career Education Incertive Act.

Figure 1. EXAMPLES OF FEDERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS CONSOLIDATED INTO
CHAPTER 2 OF ECIA.
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Program and Status 1981-82 1982-83

Discontinued-Programs

Austin Bilingual-Cross Cultural Schools 69;715 -0-

Minority Leadership Tral.Ding Program 10;065 -0-

Staff Support Team 53.344 -0-

Site MOnitort 298;662 -0-

Continued at Reduced Levels

EValUatiOn and. Information Provision 62,263 9,497

Extracurricular Transportation . 280,666 175,963

Bus Monitors 302,269 204;988

School-Community_Liaison Representatives
(SCLR) Augmentation 624,414 37,116*

ESAA Management 124,444 40,572*

Outdoor Learning 87,636 49,415*

Continued-Under Local Funding

172,381 -0-Learning Resource Center

Total 2,085,859 577,556

*Funded from carryover funds.

Figure 2: FATE OF PROGRAMS FUNOE0 FROM ESAA FUNDS IN 1981-82.

BUS MONITORS

Chapter 2 funds in the amount of .$204,988 were used to pay the salaries
of fifty part-time bus monitors. Bus monitors for desegregation bus
routes were first employed during the 1980-81 school year. It is their
job to provide assistance to students in paired schools who ride the
bus to school. The fourteen schools served by bus monitors are: .

Allan, Barton Hills; Bryker Woods; Casis; Goya Ile, Highland Park, Metz,
Norman; Oak Springs, Rosewood, Sanchez, Sims, Sunset Valley, and
W ooten.

Evaluation activities included the following:

sending question -mires to teachers and campus
administrators (principals and assistant principalS);

interviewing parents, bus monitors, bus drivers,
and transportation base supervisors;

and carrying out on-the-bus observations.
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How important is thebus_moni_tor_program to parents, teacherSL and
administrators?

Parents) teachers, and campus administrators all agreed that the bus
monitors provide a needed service to their children and their studentS.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of each group who agreed with the State=
men t, "The buS monitor activity is important."

Group

Parents

Teachers

Administrators

34

143

16

Agree__ Disagree

Neutral or
Do Not Know-

91% 3% 6%

74% 6% 21%

88% 0% 13%.

Figure 3. THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF ADMINISTRATORS, PARENTS, AND
TEACHERS RESPONDING TO THE FOLLOWING ISSUE: 'THE BUS MONITOR

ACTIVITY IS IMPORTANT."

How satisfied are theywith the perfo ance of bus monitors?

The same groups were also asked how satisfied they were with the per=
for mance of buS monitors. They were not in as much agreement about the
performance of the monitors as about the need for the program. Con=
sidering only those who stated an opinion one way or another, it is

clear from Figure 4 that the parents were the least positive group.
The ratios of positive to negative endorsements by the groups were
generally _positive in direction about 2:1 for parents, 4:1 for teach=
ers, and 8.:1 for administrators.

Group N Satisfied issatA_sfied

NeUtral or
Do Not Know

Parents 34 68% 30% 3%

Teachers 142 46% 12% 43%

Administrators 17 47% 6% 47%

Figure 4. THE-NUMBER -AND PERCENT OF ADMINISTRATORS'; PARENTS'., AND

TEACHERS'._DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT, "HOW SATISFIED

ARE YOU WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF BUS MONITORS?"
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What do these groups and others tee as problems -Withthebus _moGitor_
program?

While the level of tatitfaction With the bus monitor program was rea-
sonably high, the interviews, questionnaires, and observations revealed
several interlocking "problems" associated with the performance of the
monitors. The first is a lack of standard operating procedures.
Reading the narratives of the observations gives the dear impression
that the training of monitors consists of giving them a few general
instructions as to what they are to, do on their job and putting them on
a bus. The variation is great among monitors in how they board Stu=
dents, how they seat them, where they sit, how they approach the
sUpervision of the students, and how they exit students. As a result,
some routes run extremely smoothly while others border on bedlam. The
lack of standard operating procedures has safety implications. For
example; in an emergency situation, those busses that use a routine,
orderly exiting procedure when they arrive at the school would probably
evacuate the bus more quickly and with more order than those busses
where studeRts push, shove, and exit the bus in a stampede when they
arrive at school;

There also appears to be o good way for base supervisors to know what
is actually happening on t e bus routes. This became apparent when the
responses of monitors, dri ers, and base supervisors were compared on
the question, "What are t e most important duties that a bus monitor
performs?" Drivers and ronitors most frequently answered that keeping
students in their seats was the most important task.' Base monitors,
and incidentally many parents as well, answered that the most important
task was helping students across the street, an action only rarely
observed during 20 observations.

Despite the fact that the District has a number of experienced, dedi-
cated monitors who do an excellent job, attracting a stable; reliable
group of bus monitors who are interested in the job seems to be the
second problem area; Monitors work a split shift totaling about 4.5
hours a day; The pay is less than five dollars an hour. As a result,
both absenteeism and employee turnover appear high. Monitors were
absent on 15% of the routes observed, a finding which is consistent
witkh the figures reported by several base supervisort. Those who were
observed had one year and three months of experience on the average,
but the range was from three years to one day. Some of the monitors
are high school students, aria many have received no training in tech=
piques of how to maintain order on the bus. Some drivers and super=
visors complain that the younger monitors are lacking in the skills
necetsary to supervise a bus load of youngsters. People suitable for
this job undoubtedly exist in this city; however, no mechanism seems to
exist to bring them to the door of the Transportation Department.
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The third problem area deals with the supervision of secondary stu-
dents. On the morning bus routes, after leaving the elementary stu-
dents at their school, the bus picks up secondary students and takes
them to school prior to returning to the base. As a rule, the monitors
do not supervise these students. This creates some morale problems
with drivers because the monitors are being paid even though they are
only riding the bus; However, the general impression of base super-
visors and others is that the monitors are nut adequately trained to
supervise these older students.

The fourth problem area is TRAINING. People are not born knowing how
to be bus monitors. Yet the range of monitor behavior evident in the
observation narratives implies that the training given the monitors is
minimal or nonexistent. In fact, only 47% of the monitors reported
receiving any job training, and half of those who were trained thought
the training they received was inadequate.

The need for more and better training is evident to all groups. Par-
ents, teachers; admini strators; and supervisors were all asked to corn=l

plete the open-ended question, "The best way to improve the bus moni=
toring process might be to ; . ." Figure 5 shows that for three
groups, teachers, supervisors, and administrators, the most common
response was to improve the training of monitors. The parentt' most

Croup

Parents

Responses

Most Common ReSpOnse

Changes in\monitors'
behavior toward
students

Administrators Improve monitors'
training

Teachers Improve monitors'
training

Base Supervisors Improve monitors'
training

Second Most Common Responae

Changes in operating
procedures

Third Most-ComMon Response

Changes in monitor's
hiring procedures

Expand the bus monitor Develop a bus site

program monitor position

Changes in monitors'
student supervisory
procedures

Have monitors supervise
secondary students

Changes in monitor's
hiring procedures

Change in monitor's
hiring procedures

Figure 5. RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT; "THE BEST WAY TO IMPROVE THE BUANONITOR/NG PROCESS MIGHT

BE TO...."



common response also implies the need for training in how to supervise
the children. The drivers were asked "if there is anything the monitors
should do that they are not currently doing. Most did not have any
suggestions, however, three of the eignt who did have suggestions
responded in ways that suggested a need for more training. The areas
listed below stand out as areas where:additional training is needed.

_ First aid.

Exit door operation and use.

Emergency procedures.

o Training in student supervision.

The Transportation Department perceives that it is faced with tremen-
dous challanges to address with limited manpower and budget resources.
As a result, improvement in the performance of bus monitors appears to
be given a low priority. Transportation personnel may be giving the
maximum time and attention possible to the selection, training, and
supervision of, bus monitors given the resources available to them;
/Given the difficult economic situation in which the District finds
itself; more resources may not be appropriate, especially since the
program generally receives passing marks from parents, teachers, and
administrators. On the other hand, an examination of the narratives of
the on-the-bus observations shows that in many instances the funds
going to bus monitors are not adding much to the safety and comfort of
the students.

Considering this situation raises the question of whether another
arrangement might be more appropriate? Can other departments be con-
vinced to provide the training for bus monitors? Can part of the
Chapter 2 funds be used to supply the training? Would the principals
have better luck in locating long-term prospects to become bus moni-
tors?

One Solution that has been suggested is to tie a number of part-time
positions together to make full=time positions of which bus monitoring
is a part. In one actual case, the monitor catches \tsh. bus at its
first stop in the morning. She rides to school where 'she works as a
breakfast monitor. Later she works as a lynch monitor. Before and
after lunch she donates her time to the school. In the afternoon she
rides the bus home as a bus monitor. ThiS approach has the additional
advantage of helping the monitor become an integral part of the school
to which she is assigned. A concerted effort by principals, Personnel,
and Transportation to provide full-time employment in this model might
be fruitful.



EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION

The Extracurricular Transportation Activity was the/other Subchapter B
component the District chose to fund with Chapter 2- Formula funds;
This activity was funded at $175,968. The school assignment changes of
the District's desegregation_ plan created problems in ensuring that all
students have access . to participation in extracurricular activities.
The fundS were used to provide reassigned students with transportation
to and from extracurricular activities;

These services, were provided to all junior high schools and to all high
schools except LB3. Generally, two extracurricular bus routes were
provided to each school daily; They arrived after the regular bus runs
had taken most students home; The first of the extracurricular runs
was called the "Activity Run" and was intended for use by students who
remained at school for an extracurricular activities such as bandy_
drill team, or a club activity; The later bus, the "Athletic Run," was
intended for use by students who were involved in athletic practice.
In addition, schools sometimes required early busseS to bring students
to School for preschool activities.

Sometimes problems arise at a school concerning extracurricular trans-.
portation. For example; there are no students at the school who need
to catch the Activity Run. It is the job of -a designated assistant
principal, the campus' extracurricular transportation coordinator
(CETC), to contact the Transportation Department to cancel the Activity
Run. On the other hand, if the Activity Run buS is going to be late,
it would be the responsibility of the base dispatcher to let the CETC
know that the bus will not arrive as Scheduled.

The evaluation data collected about the extracurricular :transportation
activity consisted entirely of interview and questionnaire information
from persons involved with the programinterviews with CETC's and
transportation base dispatchers and questionnaire items sent to
secondary' principals and assistant principals.. The evaluation focused
on learning how the transportaton bases and the schools communicated
with each other and what problems they saw from their perspectives. In

addition, administrators were asked whether problems with t vice
existed at their schools. They were provided with an opportunity o

comment.

Satisfaction With the Program

In general, the principals and assistant principals did not report any
major problems with the service. Only 17 of 61 reported problems; The
most frequent negative comment implied that having the busses available
encourages students who are not involved in extracurricular activities
to remain at school and in the general area. The administrators saw
this as creating problems in student supervision.



Problems From the CETC'S Point of View

The CETC's are the administrators with the closest day-to-day contact
with the extracurricular bus service, yet only 3 of 19 reported any
problems with the service. When asked how the school responded to a
change in the need for extracurricular transportation, only three
reported that they contacted the base dispatcher. The other schools
contacted the main transportation office directly.

Problem's From the Base Dispatcher's Point of View

The base dispatchers reported that sometimes the schools requested
either too many or too few busses or gave insufficient notice of the
need for changes in the established request for busses. Within their
department they reported problems of sometimes not having enough busses
or enough large busses available. Only two of the eight dispatchers
reported contacting school administrators when they needed to report a
problem to the school. Three contacted office personnel, and two con-
tacted activity sponsors. While the reported _level of problems appears
to be low, the level of contact between CETC's and base dispatchers is
also low. It may be that having CETC's has focused attention on the'
need for communication between the schools and the Transportation
Department. Therefore, while there is little direct communication
between CETC's and base dispatchers, the communication between other
school personnei and Transportation has been adequate to keep the num-
ber of reported problems low.

In summary the extracurricular transportation service appears to be
funetiOning well.

Bibliography

EVALUATION DESIGN: Chapter 2Formula. Austin, TX.: Office of
Research and Evaluation (Pub. No. 82.22), Austin Independent School
District, October 1982.

The evaluation design describes the evaluation plan for
Chapter 2Formula Evaluation. It includes a project and
evaluation summary, major decision and evaluation questions
to be addressed, dissemination plans, information sources
to be used, data to be collected in the schools; and evaluation
resources.

TECHNICAL REPORT: Chapter 2Formula. Austin, TX.: Office of
Research and Evaluation (Pub. No..82.78), Austin Independent School
District, June 1983.

This technical report includes procedures and results for a
variety of information source's used by Chapter 2Formula eval-
uation staff. This report is divided into three evaluation
studies: evaluation of Chapter 2 block grant funding, the bus
monitor activity, and extracurricular transportation.
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Director-Administrator Interviews

Brief Description of the instrument:

A series of structured and unstructured interviews. Questions were unique for each
interview and were developed when the need for information or clarification concern-
ing evaluation issues arose.

To whom was the instrument administered?

Interviews were conducted with the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Administrator and the
District's Transportation Director.

----How many tithes was the instrument administered?

Numerous times throughout the 1982-33 school year.

When was the instrument administered?

Interviews began in September 1982 and have been ongoing throughout the Chapter 2--
FormuiaEvaIuation process.

Where was the instrument administered?

USUally in the cffice or the persod being interviewed.

Who administered the instrument?

The Chapter 2Formula Evaluator and intern.

What training did the administrators have?

Ceneral :raining iri interviewing techniques

Was the instrument administered under standardized donditiOnt?

No.

Were there problems with the instrument or the -administration that
might affect the validity of the data?

None that are known.

Who developed the instrument?

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

What reliability and validity data are available,dn the instrument?

:1/A.

Are there norm data available for interpreting the results?

18
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DIRECTORADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEWS

Purpose

The interviews were designed td Contribute information for Cla following

decision and evaluation questions from the Chapter 2-- Formula Evaluation

Design

Chapter 2 Block Grant Funding EValudtion

Decision Question Dl: Should the DiStritt continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter 2 in the future?

Evaluation Question DI-1: Are the activities
that are funded from monies now included in the
Chapter 2 block grant continuing under other
funding sources? If so, at what levels?

Evaluation Question D1-2: Ate but monitors meet-
ing the needs of the students and schools they
serve?

Evaluation Question D1-3: DoeS the Chapter 2
funded extracurricular program meet its speci-
fied goals?

Bus Monitor Activity

-Decision Question D2: Should AISD continue to fund bus moni-

tors from Chapter 2? If so, are program alterations necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-5: Are the characteristics
of the students and schoola served taken into con-
sideration in the assignment of bUS monitors?

Evaluation Question D2-6: DO all appropriate

routes for K; 1-3 schools have bdS monitors?

Evaluation 0..estion D2-7: What ate the primary
duties and responsibilitieS of bUS monitors?

Evaluation Question D2-9: Can the management of
the bus monitor be improved?

Extracurricular Transportation Activity

-Decision Question D3: Should the Austin ISD continue to use

Chapter 2 funds to provide transportation for extracurricular

activities?

A=3 ,
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Evaluation Question D3=1: _What kinds of extracurricu-
lar transportation activities are provided to schools?

Evaluation Question D3 -2: What_type8 of extra-
curricular transportation activities are funded by
Chapter 2 monies?

Evaluation Question_D3=3:_ ROW is extracurricular
transportation coordinated between the schools and
the ;Department of Transportation?

Evaluation Question D3-4: _Are.there ways in which
the provision of extracurricular transportation could
be improved and/or be made more cost effective?
From the Transportation Department's perspective?
From the schools' perspective?

Procedure

The evaluation of the use of Chapter 2--Farmula funds. is required by law.
The ATSD receives Chapter 2-- Formula money from the federal government
through the Texas Education Association to_fund_educational improvement
and support services. Austin Independent School_District has chosen to-
use its funds for two sets of activities in Subchapter B: bus monitors

and extracurricular transportation. Attachment A-1 lists ECIA Chapter 2
Activities by subchapter. The evaluation focused on:

a. An examination of the current status of AlSD activities
which were previously funded by programs consolidated
into the Chapter 2 block grant.

b. An examination of the effectiveness of activities
funded under Chapter 2 and the areas of functioning
in which improvement is needed.

The interviewing process began in early fall_1982. It was designed to
gather information necessary for the evaluation activities included in

the Chapter 2--Formula Evaluation besign. The topics covered included
the ten 1981-82 ESAA fUnded activities that composed the District's

Supportive Services Programi and Bu Monitor and Extracurricular Trans-
portation Activities.

\

Instrument. The Director-Administrator Interviews were developed by
Office of Research and Evaluatibh staff. The interviews were a series
of structured and unstructured questions developed to assist in the

development and implementation_of the evaluation process. Input used

to develop questions, was provided by the Chapter 2--Formula Evaluator

and Intern.
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82.78

-Interviewees. The Chapter 2 Grant Planning Administrator is in charge of
a management componeat responsible_for'monitoring the proper use of funds

as well as developing:new applications. The Transportation Department
Director is responsible for the overall planning and operation Of the
District's transportation system._ These persons were selected as inter-
viewees because_of their working knowledge of the activities included
in the Chapter 2--FOrMuld Evaluation.

Implementation. Interviews with the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Admit-ifs-
trator and the Transportation Department_ Director began in early fall
1982 and have continued throughout the Chapter 2-7FOrmUla_evaluation
process. Interviews were sCheduled whenever new information or
clarification of existing information was required.

Results

The interviews conducted with the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Adminis-
trator and the Transportation Department Director did not directly
result in any evaluation findings. The interviews'_ importance lies in
the fact that they provided background information in deVeloping and
conducting Chapter 2--Formula evaluation activities. These interviews
provided general and specific background information concerting_ the
current status of AISD activities which_were previouSlY_funded by

programs. consolidated into the Chapter 2 block grant_and the effective-

ness of the activities funded under Chapter 2: the bUS totitor and
extracurricular transportation activities. Mord objective information
was obtained from other sources through.interViews surveys, and con-

tent analysis techniques. This information presented in Appendice5i

B-L; The reader is referred to these other appendices in the findings
volume for evaluation findings.

A=5



82.78 Attachment A-1

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

ProjecUPrpgram School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULE 03Distribution of Funds

ECIA; chapter 2

Distribution of Fiscal Year 1983 funds allocated for Chapter 2 activities:

Subchapter ABasic Skills Drieleprhant
S 1 State basie skills improvement program (ESEA Title II)

2. Special programs for intproving basic skills (ESEA, Title II)

S Subchapter ElEducational imprerrernent and Support Services
S 1 465 1. Instructional materials and school library resources (ESEA, Title IV)

2. Improvement in.local educationg1 practices (ESEA, Title IV)
3. Guidance, counseling, and reefing (ESEA, Title IV)

_1905453 4 Emergency school aid (ESEA, Title VI)
5. Precollege science teacher training (NSFA)
8. Teacher corps and teacher centers (Higher EduCatIon Act Of 1965)

Subchapter C-- Special Prefect*
1 Metric education (ESEA, Title III)
2 Arts in education (ESEA, Title III)
3. Preschool partnership programs (ESEA, Tlua ill)
4 C,onsumer education (ESEA, Title III)
5. Youth employment (ESEA, Title III)
8. Law-related education (ESEA, Title III)
7 Environmental education (ESEA, Title III)
8 Health education (ESEA, Title III)
9. Correction' education (ESEA, Title

10. Dissemination of information (F_SEA, Title III)
11 Biomedical sciences (ESEA, Title III)
12. Population education (ESEA, TICE, III)
13 Community schoOls (ESEA, Title VIII)
14 Gifted and talented children (ESEA, Title IX)
15. Educational proficiency standards (E.SEA,Title IX)
18. Women't educational equity (ESEA. Title IX)
17. Special grants for safe schoOls (ESEA Title IX)
18 Ethnic heritage program (ESEA, Title IX)
19 Career Education Incentive Act
20. Follow through (Econ. Opp. Act, Title V; Part B)

390,453t Total Chapter 2 funds budgeted for Fiscal Year 1983

7 - 901
Co.-01st. No

AT:- -1. 0 -]
Date Submitted

14,465 Total Chapter 2 funds budgeted for Fiscal Year 1983 above to be used for the benefit of children In private honprotit cis
merttary and secondary schoele
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Chapter 2-- Formula

Appendix B

ACTIVITY RESOURCES INSTRUMENT

B-1
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Activity Resources Instrument

Brief Description of the instrument:
The "Activity_Resourres Instrument" contains a tabular description of ten District
activities. The instrizaent_lists staffing and funding lwels for each activity in
fiscal years 1981-82 and 1982-83. The percentages of funding by source for each
activity were also noted.

To whom was the instrument administered?

The instrument was completed by the Chapter 2Formula EValuation Intern through
individUaI Consultations with District personnel who were associated with .the opera-
tion of one or more of the ten activities' under review.

llow many times was the instrument administered?
N/A.

When was the instrument administered?
Information to complete the instrument was collected in Januar)? 1983-

Where was the instrument administered?

Information was collected via telephone contact and the school mail system.

P.

Who adthinistered the instrument?
The Chapter 2 Evaluation Intern.

What training did the administratort have?

Was the instrument administered under standardiled conditions?

N/A.

Were there problems with the instrument or the administration that
might affect the validity or the data?
No known problems With the instrument.

Who developed the instrument?

The Chapter 2--F'ormula Evaluation intern

4.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?
N/A,.

Are there norm data available fcr interpreting the results?

N/A.

B-2
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES INSTRUMENT

Purpose

The Activity Resources Instrument was designed to contribute information
fOr the follOWing deCiSiOn and evaluation questions froth the Chapter 2==
Formula Evaluation Design:

Decision Question Dl: _Should the District continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter. 2 in the future?

Evaluation Question D1-5: Are the activities that
were funded from monies now included in the Chap-
ter 2 blodk_grant continuing under other funding
sources? If so, at what levela?

Procedure

One part of the Chapter 2--Formula Evaluation was designed to examine the_fate
of AISD activities:which were previously funded by programs_ consolidated into
the Chapter 2 block grant. An effort was_made to collect_the_bulk of the
necessary information from the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Administrator to save
time and effort and to minimize ORE interference with currently operating
activities. The data_collection_process was hampered in_the later collection
stages_by afire in the office of the Grant Planning Administrator. The fire
necessitated contact_with former and current_ administrative personnel of the
activities under study. It also prevented obtaining records for the 1980-81
fascal year.

The ORE Staff was unable to obtain relevant information concerning activities
that receiVed_federal funds other than the ten 1980=82 ESAA funded activities
and the activities funded under subchapter B of the Chapter 2--Formula block
grant. Attachment B=1 contains a full listing of funding areas concerning
Chapter 2.

The_major areas addressed by this evaluation include: staffing levels, sources
of funding, increases -and decireases in funding, continued activities, discon-
tinued activities, and created activities.

A brief description of each; activity is provided below:

1. School_ Improvement. This activity_providedfOr full- and
part-time bus/campus monitors to ride to and from school
with the students. The full -time attendants stayed at the
campus during_the school day to'assist parents, students,
and Staff._ The part -time_ personnel. served as bus monitors
and rode the busses to and from school with the students.

2. EXtracurricular-Transportattion-Snpport-Augmentation. This
activityprovided bus service for high school students
participating in activities after School houra;

B-3 25.
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ft

3. Outdoor Learning_Program. This activity provided materials
and equipment foroutdoor study trips to bring students

together in a Variety of situations and places.

4. The School-Community Liaison Program--Augmentation (SCL
Augmentation) provided human relation problem resolution,
crisis intervention, and student activity support to AISD
§ChO61§ Mo§t_impacted by -the desegregation court order.
ESAA provided this activity with additional staff for this

.purpose.

5. Minority Leadership-Developmen-t. This activity provided
leadership training for five, teachers and ten adminis-
trators -in the 'flistrict. These people were chosen on the
basis of having the potential to move ahead faster if
provided with additional support and training which they

may have been unable to afford on their own.

6. Austin Bilingual-Cross Cultural School-s(ABC Schools);

This activity provided fOr_bilingual instructional spe-
cialists to assist_four paired schools with a total
program providing both English and.Spanish as second

languages.

7; Resource Center. Thi§_aCtivity provided staff develop-

ment to nlassroom teachers. The training was aimed a:
desegregation problems_in_targeted schools. Some train-

ing' was done during_school hours with classroom teachers

who were released through the use of substitutes; Other

training was offered after school hours; Teachers
received stipends for attending after school hours train-

ing sessions.

8. Management Team. This activity provided for a manage-
ment, component to operate the ESAA program; The team

was responsible -for monitoring the proper use of funds

as well as developing new,applications;

9. Evaluation Compan-ent. ThiS component evaluated
the impact of desegregation on the District;Local
funds were used to supplement these activities.

10. Staff_Support Team. The team offered their services to
principals and whole school faculties; Support was

offered in order to increase teacher skills of stress

management, human relations; and change;

Data Collection. _The'_"ACtivity Resources Instrument" was developed by

Office of Research and Evaluation taff during the early spring of-the

1982-83.Sdhool year (Attachment B-2); Input for potential issues to be

B-4
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addressed was solicited from the Chapter 2 formula Evaluator, and the

Grant Planning Administrator;

General information concerning the activities to be examined was obtained

from an interview with the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Adthinistrater. The

administrator had complete information concerning the ESAA:contribUtiona
to each activity and partial information concerning the level of ?..ncal

funding. These informational gaps were filled through telephone_contact
with District personnel who were associated with the operation of one or
More of the ten activities. A longitudinal examination of activity
resources extending back beyond the 1981-82 fiscal year was planned but

could not be accomplished because fire destroyed many of the pertinent

records.

Data Analysis. The data were analyzed with a hand-held calculator. The

source of funding and the level of staffing was obtained for each activity.

This information is contained in Attachment B-2. The category, "Source
of Funding" for fiscal year 1981-82 was segmented i4to two subcategories,

"Local" and "ESAA." For fiscal year 1982-83 this citegory was divided
into three sections: "Local," "ESAA Carryover," and "Chapter 2." . The

number and percent of total was calculated for each. The total amount

of funding for each activity was also calculated.

The total of each subcategory and its percentage of the grand total was

. also calculated. The yearly funding fer all the activities is also
posted. The above information is listed in Attachment B-2.

Results

The 1981-82 ESA funded activities made up the District's Supportive

SetViCeS_Ptogram, The 1982-83 activities are those continued unddt:
Chapter 2 Block Grant; Local; and ESAA Carryover funds. The 198283
funding status of the ten ESAA funding activities is noted in tabular

forth in Figure B-1. Thirty-five percent of the programs were discontinued

froth the 1981 -82 to 1982-83 fiscal:year; The following section contains

a report on the current status of each activity:

1. Sth-04-1-Ittip-rdvainen_t_. The site monitor activity was diaz
continued in favor of continued funding for the buS
monitor activity. It, was felt that more could be done
with part-time bus monitors than full -time site monitors.

'''-"Patailta believed that.bus monitors were more important.

_ -

2. Extracutricular -TranspOrtation; The program is continuing
with 36 percent local funding and 64 percent Chapter 2

BlOck Grant Funding.

3. Outdoor Learnin. The tittdoor learning curriculum was
developed under ESAA funds; The opetation of the program
is continuing under ESAA carryover funds.

B-5 2
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4. SCL Augmentation. The_SCL program was in existence prior to
198182 ESAA; ESAA monies augmented its operation. The program

is continuing its operation at a reduced level using local

and ESAA carryover funds.

5. Minority Leadership Program. The program was discontinued.

6. ABC Schools. The program was discontinued.

,
7. Resource Center. The Center was developed with ESAA funds;

Local funds support its current operation:

8. ManagementTeam. The administrative structure was ended
with the removal_of_ESAA_funding; Some clerical_per-
sonnel and services at the District's Department of Federal
and State Compliance Office are being funded under this

title through ESAA carryover funds.

Evaluation Component. The ESAA evaluation component was
replaced by two smaller evaluations- -one component to
evaluate the programs fUnded under Chapter 2--Formula and

one component to evaluate the activities funded under
Chapter 2Discretionary.

10. Staff Support. : The program was discontinued.

The fcllowing calculations-represent-the-best-information available for- -

describing the funding levels of the ten ESAA activities under block grants.

In -some cases- information was not available in the form that afforded a

breakdown that was applicable to this evaluation; other data sources were

destroyed inthe aforementioned fire. With these caveats in mind, the

results are presented below. In the 1982-83 school year:

.
The funding levels for the ten 1981-82 ESAA Activities

declined by 64 percent.

Local funding for the ten
by 12 percent ($32,484).

1981-82 ESAA Activities increased

Federal fUnding for the ten 1981-82 ESAA Activities declined

by 73 percent.

.. The staffing_levels-for the ten 1981-82 ESAA Activities
declined by 54 percent; 49 percent of this decline was due

to the discontinuation of activities;

A complete listing -of the changes in funding'levels of the-ten 1981:=82 ESAA

Activities is_notedin Figure B72 Figure 8-3.1ists the changes in the

staffing levels of the -ten block grant evaluation activities. Attachment

B-2 lists the number of staff and funding levels for the 1981-82 and the

1982-83 school years for the ten activities.

B=6
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Percent
Activity Status Number of Total

Discontinued

1. ABC Schools
2; Minority Leadership
3; Staff Support Team
4. 11 School Improvement (Site Monitors)

3.5 35

Continued Under ESAA Carryover Funds 2 20

1. Management Component
2.- Outdoor Learning

Continued Under Local Funding

1. Resource Center.

Continued Under ESAA Carryover and Local Funds

1. SCL Program

Continued Under Chapter 2 Funding

1; 11 School Improvement (Bus Monitors)
2. Extracurricular Transportation
3. Evaluation (ESAA/Chapter 2--Formula)

'Newly Created ;5_

1. 11 Evaluation (Chapter 2 -;== Discretionary)

Total

10

10

20

10 100

Figure B-1. 1982-83 FUNDING STATUS OF THE TEN 1981-82 ESAA ACTIVITIES.
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Type of Activity

Funding Level

Fiscal Year Change

L9-8-1-82 1982-83 Numeric Percent

1. School Improvement 600,931 268,301 -332,630 =55

A) Bus MbhitorS 302;269 268,301 -33,968 -11

B) Site MonitOtS 298;662 d* -298,662 -=100

2. Extraturricular
Transportation ..._ 369;445 275;968 -93,477 =25

3. OUtdbor Learning 87;636 49,415 -38,221 =44

4. School-Community
Liaison Program
Augmentation 762,737 151,676 -611,061 =80

5. Mihority LeadetShip
Training Program 10,065 d -10,065 =100

6. ABC SchbolS 69,715 d =69,715 =100

7. ttesource Center 172;381 e** -172,381 =100

8. Management Team 124444 40,572 -83,87 =67

9. Evaluation and Pro-
vision Of Information 75;361 49,024- - 26,337 =35

A) ESAA/Chapter 2 =-
Formula 75,361 20;629 -54;732 -73

B) Chapter -2 ==
DiScretionaty N/C*** 28,345 28,345 -

10. Staff Support Team , 53,344 d -53,344 -100

TOtal 2,326;059 834,956 -1,491,103 =64

*d = discontinued program
**e = exterLal funding discontinued
**N/C = not created

Figure B-2, CHANGES IN FUNDING LEVELS OF THE TEN 1981-82 ESAA ACTIVITIES.
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Type of Activity

Staffing Level

Fiscal Year Change
198182 1982-83 -Numeric Percent

1. School Improvement 106 60 -46 -43

A) Bus monitors 75 60 -15 -20

B) Site monitors 31 d* -31 -100

2. Extracurricular Transportation N/A** N/A - -

3. Outdoor Learning 2 1 -50

_..4..___SchoolCommunity._Liais_on ... _ _

Program Augmentation 26 3 .==23 -88

5. Minority Leadership Training
Program N/A d -

6. Austin Bilingual-Cross
Cultural Schools 2 d =2 '=-.100

7. Resource Center 2.5 é*** -2.5 -100

8. Management Team
1

3 1.5 -1.5 -50

9. Evaluation and Provision of J

1

Information 4.5 2.61 -1.89 -42

A) ESAA/Chapter 2--Formula 4.5_ 1.37 =3.13 -70

B) Chapter 2-Discretionary N/C**** 1.24 -1.24 100

10. Staff Support Team 2 d -2 -100

Grand Total 1:48 68***** -80***** -54

*d = discontinued;
**N/A = Unable to obtain.
***e = External funding discontinued.
****N/C = Notcreated;
***** = Rounded figures.

Figure B-3. CHANGES IN THE STAFFING LEVELS OF THE TEN BLOCK GRANT.
EVALUATION ACTIVITIES.



82.78 Attachment B-1

TES EDUCATION AGENCY
Standard Application System (SAS)

Project/Program School Year 1982-83
Special Populations Programs

SCHEDULE *13Distribution of Funds

ECU., Chaptor P

Distribution of Fiscal Year 1983 funds allocated for Chapter 2 activities:

d

s 4 -4.918

Sulocitepter ABasle Skills Development
1- State basic skills Improvement program (ESEA, Title II)
2.. Special programs for Improving -basic skills (ESEA, Title II)

Subchapter 8Educational improvement and Support SarviCes
14 .-465- 1 Instructional materials and school library resources (ESEA, Title IV)

2. Improvement In local educational practices (ESEA, Title IV)
3. Guidance, counseling, and testing (ESEA, Title IV)

-19-0-_145-3-L- 4 Emergenc-y school aid (ESEA; Title VI)
4- Precollege science teacher training (NSFA)
8. Teacher corps and teacher centers (Higher Education Act of 198.5)

Subchapter CSoecial ProjecUi
1 Metric education (ESEA, Titte iiI

Arts In education (ESEA, Title ill)
3. Preachool partnership programs (ESEA, Titis III)

Consumer education (ESEA; Title III)
4 Youth employment (ESEA, Title III)
8. Law-related education (ESEA, Title III)
7- "&riffronrnental education (ESEA, Title ill)
& Health education (ESEA. Title Ill)
9. Correction education (ES..P.A. Title Ill)

10 Diw--emination of Information (ESEA, Title Ill)
11 Biomedical sciences (SEA -. Title III)
12.. Population educatiOn (ESEA, Title III)
1", community schools ('SEA, Title VIII)
14 Gilled and taiented children (ESEA, Title IX)
14 Educational proficiency 5tandarts (ESEA,.TItle IX)
18 Women's educational equity (ESEA, Title IX)
17 Special grants for safe scnools (ESEA, Title IX)
18. Ethnic heritage program (ESEA, Title IX)
19 Career Education Incentive Act
°II Follow through (Econ. Opp; Act, Title V, Part 8)

390, /4 3 Total Chapter 2 funds budgsted for Fiscal Year 19-3.4

14,465
.Total Crtecter 2 funds budgeted for Fiscal Year 1983 above to be used
mentavy and secondary schools

32

227 - 901
CO. -01st. NC

AM 10 136Zi
Date Submitte

for the benefit of children h private non-pnzfit sil



Activity

1981-82 Final Year

Activity Resources

1982-83 Fiscal Year

Number

of

Staff

Source of Funding

1. School Improve-

Med

A) HOS Monitors

B) Site

Monitors

2. Extracurricular

Transportation

3, Outdoor

Learning

4, SCL Augmentation

5 Minority

Leadership

6. ABC Schools

1. Resource Center

8. Management Team

9. Evaluation

A)ESAA/Chapter

2--Furmula

11) Chapter 2--

Biscretionary

10. Staff Support

Total

106

75

3i

N/A

2

16

N/A

2

2.5

3

4:5

4.5

2

148

Local

Percent

of

Amount Mal

4-
-0-

-0-

118,719

-0-

118,323

-0-

-0-

-0-

=0:

13,098

13,098

N/C

-0-

240,200

24

18

11

17

10

ESAA

Percent

of

Amount Total

Total Funding

Amount

Number

of

Staff

Percent--

Source of Funding

Local ESAA Carryover chiput 2

00

Total Funding 00

Amount

Percent

of

Total

600,931

302,269

298,662

280;666

81;636

624;414

10,065

69,715

172,381

124,446

62;263

62,263

53,344

2,085,859

100

100

lOU

76

100

82

600,931

302,269

298,662

369,445

87,636

1f2;137

100

100

100

100

100

100

100 10,065 100

100 69,715 100

100 172,381 100

100 124;444 100

83 75,361 100

83 75,361 100

100

90

NIC

53;344

2,126,059

100

100

60

60

N/A

1

d

d

dok

1.5

2.61

1.37

1.24

68, I I

40,000

40,000

d

100,000

-0-

114,560

d

-0-

-0-

18,124

11;132

15

15

36

76

37

54

Percent

OE

Amount TOEdi Amount

23,313

23,313

9

9

49,415 100

37,116 24

d

40,572

-0-

-0-

6,992 25 -0-

212,684 33

d

150,416

100

IN

Percent

of

Total Amount Percent

204;98$

204,988

d

175;968

-0-

-0-

d

d

-0-

30,900

9,497

21,403

d

76

76

64

63

46

75

268,301 100

268,301 100

2/5,968 100

49,415 100

151,676 100

40,572 100

49;024 100

20;629 I00

28,395 100

0

411,856 49 834,956 100

discontinued

A*e.. external ronding discontinued

"*NIC 4 nut created

Attachment 11-2. NUNBER OF STAFF AND FUNDING LEVEL BY SOURCE FOR ThE BLOCK CHANT EVALUATION ACTIVITIES,

33
34
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Chapter 2--Formula

Appendix C

PARENT SURVEY

C-1
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Parent Survey

Brief Description of the instrument:
The survey ccnsisced of five questions. The first two questions were asked of all
reSpendentS. The retaining three were asked only of those respondents who indicated_
that they were familiar with the bus monitor activity. These questions are identical
to the last three questions of the administrator and teacher bus monitor survey
instruments. Question 5 is identical to question 6 of the Base Supervisor Interview
Form.

To whom was the instrument administered?

A random sample of about three percent parents (n 51) with children enrolled in
grades K-3 was surveyed.

How many times was the instrument administered?

Once.

When was the instrument administered?

Interviews were conducted on April 20, 21, 27.; and 28.

Where was the_ instrument administered?

The interviews were conducted by telephoning the parents at their homes.

Who administered the instrument?

The EValuation Intern.

What training did the administrators have?

General training in interviewing techniques.

Was the instrument administered under standardized conditions?

No.

Were there problems with the instrument or the adrninistr7tion that
might affect the validity of the data?

None that are known.

Who developed the instrument.?

OL'ce of Research and Evaluation Staff:

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?

None.

Are there norm data available for Interpreting the results?

Some item responses can be compared to those of administrators, teachers, and .base
supervisors on their surveys.

n_
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PARENT SURVEY

Purpose

The survey was designed to contribute information fot the folldwing
decision and evaluation questions from the Chapter 2 -- Formula Evaluation
Design:

Decision Question Dl: _Should-the District continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter 2 in the future?

Evaluation Question Dl -2: Are bus monitors_ meet-
ing the needs of the students and schoolS they
serve?

Decision Question D2: Should AISD continue to fund buS monitors
from Chapter 2? If so, are program alterations necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-1: Do the parents whose_
children are transported on monitored buSSeS believe
that the monitors are meeting the needs of their
children?

Evaluation Question D2-8: How do principals, teacherS
parents, bus drivers, and bus monitors think that
bus monitors' performance' could be improved?

- -
Evaluation Question D2-9 Can the management of the
bus monitors be improved?

Procedure

The "Parent Survey" was designed to collect' information from parents with
children enrolled in grades K -3 on issues concerning the bus monitor
activity. Some of the questions were constructed to match those of the
administrator, teacher, ana base supervisor surveys in order to -gain an
overall understanding of how the bus monitor activity is operating. The

topics covered included leyel of satisfaCtion, degree of importance, and
the best way to improve the bus monitor activity.

Instrument. The "Parent Survey" was developed -by Office of Research:_
and Evaluation staff during the winter and early Spring Of_the 1982-83
school year. Input for potential questions was solicited from the
Chapter 2--Formula Evaluatori the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Administrator,

and the Transportation Director. A ccpy of the interview instrument is
shown in Attachment C-1.

C--3 37
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Sample. In MarCh 1983, a random sample of three percent of the parents

with children in grades K-3 was drawn. All parents with children in

paired schOO1S Were eligible. No attempts were made to identify parents
whose children actually rode on busses staffed with monitors. Parents

were selectedluSing a stratified sampling procedure that yielded_e4dal

proportions of parents by 8th-d-01. The total population was 1,806

parents. Parents were included in the selection process, if their chit=

dren attended bne_Of the following fourteen schools: Allan, Barton

HillS, Bryker Woods casts, Govalle, Highland Park; Metz, Norman; Oak

Springs, Rosewood; Santhet, Sims, Sunset Valley, and Wooten. The

procedures used to Select parents resulted in a sample size of 51.

Implementation. The first task was parent selection; This task required

the selection of 50 pareht8; an extra -parent was selected to ensure that

all schools were repreSented. Substitutes were not allowed due to time

and staff conSideratiOhS.

The original queStiOnnaite was revised to facilitate the coding of

responses. The major changes included the addition of response scales

on questions 3 and 4.

"Parent Interview"letter was mailed on April 7th to.inform parents

tnat the Evaluation Intern_WbUld be contacting them by phone. The_

letter briefly described_the purpose of the phone interview, provided

a brief description of the_bUS monitor program, and the time required_

for thephone interview. The general purpose of the letter was to_makd

the parents aware of the Survey process and to limit any concern abdut

its legitimacy; A copy of this letter is contained in Attachment C-2.

An interview format was developed for the parent survey. Its.purPOSe

was to increase the consistency among the interviews : The format- proz=

vided enough structure to ensure a consistent order and style while_

allowing for variability among respondents; The "Interview Format for

Parent Survey" is contained in Attachment 0-3;

Tre interview protesS Started on April 20. All parent interviews were

conducted by the EValuatiOn Intern. Parents were interviewed in the

late afternoon and_early evening hours (3:00 p,m, - 8:00 p.m.), Ah

identification_huMbet was written on each completed questionnaire so

that an indiVidUal parent Could be identified; This was done to

accidental recontect with a parent and to keep a record on each Parent

in case a followup call was necessary. A minimum of five callS were

to be made to each hbOsehold before considering the parent as unreach-

able. The majority of the_parents were contacted and interviewed on

the first call. Parents that could not be contacted in the late after-

noon or early evening hoUtS Were also called during the late morning

and early afternoon hoUrS. Only five parents had to be contacted Within

this time period. _Abbut 30 percent of the parents recalled receiving

the "Parent Inrervidie letter. The interview process with these parents

was somewhat easier due to their understanding of the purpose_ of the

interview. The majority of the parents usually requested a brief

explanation of the interview'process, clarification of the bus monitor

Cz4
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activity; how the results would be used; and whether the bus monitor
activity would be continued prior to their answering questions; Nearly
all of the interviews were conducted on April 20, 21; 27, and 28. A
total of 44 parents were contacted, representing a contact rate of 86
percent.

Data-Analyels. The data was analyzed using a hand -held calculator. The
number and percent of respondents answering each question in various ways
Were calculated. Responses for figures I; 3; and 4 were analyzed using
the total sample population (51) to calculate the results. The remain-
ing figures include calculations based on a sample population of 34.
This is the number of respondents who answered "Yes" to qnestion 1. If

a parent answered "No" to question 1, "Are you familiar with AISD bus
thbilitbr, aCtiVity?"; it was decided that it would not be relevant to ask
thetriAUest!_bns 3, 4, and 5. Parents answering "No" to question 1 were
provided with a brief description of the bus monitor activity which
enabled them to respond to question 2 The questionnaire in Attachment
C=1 and the interview format in Attachment C-3 contain directions and
instructions concerning the point at which to terminate an interview.

Results

Responses. Parents were asked five open-ended questions concerning the
bUS monitor activity. The general nature of the interview questions
pteVetted any one question from specifically addressing any one particular
decision or evaluation question; therefore; the responses are listed.by
interview question.

Question monitor "-activity?

The_tajbrity of the parents; 67 percent, stated that they were familiar
With the bus monitor activity. Their familiarity ranged from a vague
conception of the program to a very detailed description of a bus monitor's

role. Figure C-1 lists the number and percent of each response category.

More parents were aware of bus monitors through other sources than from

What their children told them. This finding and the low percentage of
parentS who were unaware of the bus monitor activity partly justifies
the decision not to preselect parents on the basis of whether their child.

rides on a bus that is serviced by a monitor. Figure C-2 notes the source

Of awareness indicated by parents.

Question 2:---Do--,-,riju-believe_that____such an activity is necessary?

The majority of the parents; 72 percent; indicated that the bus monitor

activity was necessary. Figure C - -3 provides a further breakdown.

C-5
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The most common response category is "Monitor Students' Behavior;"
followed closely by "Pr-Ovid-6 A§SiStente to the Driver." It is interest-

ing to note that the third most common category: "Provide Assistance
in Crossing the Street," is actually One of the least most practiced

activities. From the writer's observation, one possible cause is dis-

agreement over whether it is the driVer'S or the monitor's task: The

remaining categories are noted in Figure C-4. Attachment C-4 lists the

complete set of parents'.CommentS Concerning question 2.

Of the parents who stated that they Were familiar with the bus monitor
activity; 94 percent said it was nece§Sery, ThiS figure is slightly

higher. than the 88 percent obtained froth tho§e who were not familiar

with the bus monitor activity. Figure C-5 lists the complete series
of comparisons between questions 1 and 2.

Question 3: Could you tell me whether You are Satisfied with the level

of service provided by bus monitors?

A majority; 68 percent, of the parents Stated that they were satisfied

with the bus monitors. A subStential percentage, 30 percent, stated
that they were dissatisfied with the service provided by busimonitors.

The positive comments were very general in mature; -the usual response

was, "I do not have any complaints SO I_gueSS I am satisfied;" The

negative comments were more specific; the majority centeredaroundthe
monitors' lack of tact in disciplining_ the students. Figure C-6 lists

the number and percentages of the Obtained responses.

Question 4:- How important is it to you that the bus monitor activity

continue?

Of _the.34 :parents respondingto thequeStiOn, 91 percent stated that the

bus monitor program was important enough to tontinued.:The-paterits'

comments concerning this issue Were very general; most centered on the

issue of safety. Basically, parents believed that since the bus monitor

activity exists, there must be some purpose for its existence; however'

few could state a specific reason to support its continuation; Figure

C-7 contains the type of responses to question 4 and their corresponding

frequencies.

Question 5: The best way to improve the bus monitoring process might

be to.;

The most common suggestion concerning this issue was changing the moni-

tors' behavior toward children. This issue is closely related to the

second most common suggestion,_ changes in the hiring and/or training of

monitors; Parents ingeneralbelieve that the-bus monitor concept is a

good idea; but they are somewhat concerned in the -way it is implemented.

The majority of comments adVdCate an increase in training concerning

child psychology. Parents believe that monitors are not trained well

enough to handle a busload of young students. Many parents believe that

C-6
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monitors are not screened well enough prior to hiring; because they feel
that many do not have the personality to work with children. .., Although
32 percent of the parents indicated that they did not know enough about
the activity to comment on its operation the 68 percent who did provided
some very insightful comments. Some of the better comments are:

...institute an improved bus safety program for children

...employ a substitute system which ensures that every bus
that requires a monitor has a monitor.

..`institute a parent-monitor-driver meeting at the beginning
Of each school term.

...provide the monitor with a hand held stop sign to use
When assisting the children in crossing streets.

...provide.tne monitor with a badge and/or vest to increase
the children's awareness of them as an authority figure;

The above are composite comments of several parents responding to -les-

tion 5; Figure C-8 lists parents' suggestions by category. \Attachment
C=5 lists the parents' complete comments by category made in response
to question 5.
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Type of Response
Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

No 8 '16

Yes 34 67

Unable to contact 7 14

Person spoke no English 1 , 2

Refused 1 2

Total 51- 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure C-1. PARENTS RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "ARE YOU
FAMILIAR WITH AISD BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY?".

o

Source of Awareness
Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Other sources 14 41

Through child 10 29

Through child and other
sources 10 29

Total 34* 99**

*Parents that responded "No" to Question I were removed from
total.

**Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure C-2. PARENTS SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING BUS
MONITORS.

4
C-8
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Response
Number of
Responses

Yes 37

No 2

Do not know 3

Blank 9

Total 51

Percent
of Total

73

4

I 6

\ 18

101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure C-3. PARENTS' RESPONSES TO QUESTION 2, "DO YOU BELIEVE
THAT...[THE BUS MONITOR]...ACTIVITY IS NECESSARY?
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Category of ,Response

Number of
Responses

Per-cent

of Total

General safety

Provide assistance in crossing
the-Street

2

5 10

Provide assistance to the driver 10 20

Monitor students' behavior 11 22

Increase the number of monitors 2 4

Insure a safe ride 3 6

Yes; reason not specified 4 8

NO 2 4

Do not know 3 6

No response 9 18

Total 51 102*

noes not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure C=4. CATEGORIES OF PARENT RESPONSES TO QUESTION 2__"DO

YOU BELIEVE THAT...[THE BUS MONITOR]... ACTIVITY IS

NECESSARY?".
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Response to
Question 1*

Response to
Question 2**

Number/Of Percent
RespOnSeS of Total

YeS ' Yes . 30 59

Yes No 2 4

Yes DO not know 2 4
i

No ;/ Yes 7 14

No Do not know 1 2

Blank Blank 9 18

Total 51 101*-**

*Question 1: Are you_ familiar_ with AISD bus monitor activity?

**Question 2: Do you believe that such an activity is
necessary?

***Does not total_100 percent due to rounding error;

Figure C-5. COMPARISON OF PARENTS' RESPONSES BETWEEN QUESTION
1 AND 2.

Responses

Number of
Responses

Percent_
of Total

Very''satisfied 5 15

Satisfied 18 53

Neutral 1 3

Disappointed 8 24

Very disappointed 2 6

Total 34* 101**

*Parents that responded "No" to Question 1 were removed from

total.
**Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure C-6. PARENTS' LEVEL- OF SATISFACTION WITH BUS MONITORS.

45
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Responses
Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Very important 17 50

Important 14 41

Neutral 2 6

Insignificant 1 3

Very insignificant 0

Total 34* 100

*Parents that responded "No" to Question 1 were removed from
total;

Figure C-7. PARENTS' PERCEIVED LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE OF THE BUS
MONITORACTIVITY.

Suggestions
NuMber of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Changes in the hiring and/or
training of monitors 5 15

Changes in monitors' behavior
toward children 9 26

Changes in operating procedures 7 21

No improvements are needed 2 6

Do not;know 11 32

Total 34* 100

*ParentS that responded "NO" to Question -l-were -removed -from total.

Figure C-8. PARENTS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "THE BEST WAY TO
IMPROVE THE BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY MIGHT BE TO...?".
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D-2 BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY=PARENT SURVEY QUESTIONS (TELEPHONE SURVEY)

. Are you familiar with AISDbut monitor activity?

2. Do you believe that such an activity is necessary?

IF QUESTION #1 WAS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY, CONTINUE WITH THE FOLLOWING

QUESTIONS, IF NOT, TERMINATE THE INTERVIEW.

3. Could you tell me whether you are satisfied with the level of service

provided by bus monitors?

_ Very_ Satisfied Dissappointed Very

Satitfied Neutral Disappointed

4. How important is it to you that the bus monitor activity contines?

Very
Important

Important
Neutral

Insignificant Very
Insignificant

5. The be way to improve the bus monitoring process might be to . .

47
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AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

April 7, 1983

Deter Parent:

Attachment C-2

The- Austin. Independent School District--Office of Research.and,
Evaluation is conducting a telephone survey of parents whose
children are enrolled in_grades 1-3. The purpose of the survey
is to learn how parents feel about the bus monitor prograb.
This program proVides for_another adult to ride with abus driver
throughout the morning and afternoon_bus_routes roassiar ale -
mentary children in having a_safe and enjoyable ride. We are
evaluating, the.pro:;ram in order tc batter serve the needs of
the children and their parents.

As parc of che evaluation we are interviewing randomly selected
pareuts whose children are enrolled in grades 1-3. The tele-
phone interview will require about ten minutes of your time
--no preparation is necessary. You will be contacted by me
within the next three weeks. I will discuss the bus monitor
pro2rem at a time that is convenient ro you. .

The ir.formation you give us could be of great help to you and
Ocher parents ':/hose children are enrolled and/or plan to enroll
in elementary education in tha District,

We lock furward to your participation in this important survey.

Si ,rely,

/ ./
Walter E. Davis
Evaluator

48

6100 GUADALUPE. AUSTIN, TEXAS 78752 512 / 458-1227
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Attachment C-3.

INTERVIEW FORMAT FOR PARENT SURVEY

(Page 1 of 5)

C-15
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INTERVIEW FORMAT FOR PARENT SURVEY

Dialogue is typed in lower case letters.

Directions are typed in upper case letters.

INTRODUCTION

Attachment C-3
(Page 2 of 5)

Hello, . . . I would like to speak with Ms., M. or Mrs.

my name is Walter Davis; I am with the Austin Independent School District-

Office of Research and Evaluation. I am talking with parents whose children

are enrolled in grades 1-3. Your name was randomly selected from a list

of these parents. We are interested in finding out what parents think

about the bus monitor program.

I have mailed letters to all the selected parents informing them of the.

survey and that I would be contacting them in the near future regarding

a phone interview. Did you receive a copy of this letter?

IF YES. CONTINUE WITH INTERVIEW FORMAT

IF NO EXPLAIN THE CONTENT OF THE LETTER. STATE THE

FOLLOWING:

1) PURPOSE OF-THE LETTER
2) PURPOSE OF TELEPHONE INTERVIEW

Were you able to review the letter?

IF YES, CONTINUE WITH INTERVIEW FORMAT-

IF NO, REPEAT SEVERAL HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CONTACT LETTER.

EMPHASIZE THE FOLLOWING:

BASICALLY, THE LETTER STATES THAT WE ARE CONDUCTING

A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW OF RANDOMLY SELECTED PARENTS
WITH CHILDREN ENROLLED IN GRADES 1 -3. THE LETTER
ALSO STATES THAT WE WOULD BE CALLING ON YOU FOR

YOUR COMMENTS CONCERNING THE BUS MONITOR PROGRAM.

As the letLer stated, I would just like.to ask you several general

questions concerning your impression of the bus monitor program. The

interview will take approximately ten minutes. Would this be a

time for us to talk?

C-16
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INTERVIEW FORMAT continued Attachment C-3
.(Page 3 of 5)

IF. YES, CONTINUE WITH INTERVIEW FORMAT.

IF NO, TRY TO GET THE PARENT TO INDICATE A SPECIFIC DAY
AND TIME FOR INTERVIEW.

SP:LC-CAL NOTE

IF THE PARENT APPE RELUCTANT OR INQUISTIVE CONTINUE
WITH THE OPTIONAL S ION THAT FOLLOWS, IF NOT SKIP TO
THE ASTERISK.

OPTIONAL- ECTION

Before we begin, I would 1
you make will be confidenti
with those of other parents'
report will be submitted to
operate the program.

to emphasize that the comments
1. They will be combined
to form a final "report. :This

the persons Who monitor and

?but patticipstion in this evaluation is very important
. without the comments_. of parents a complete picture

Of this program would not be.possible.. We believe that
the best way to learn About the child's opinions of the
program is to speak with their parents.

*Before I proceed with the interview, are there any questions you would
like to, ask me?

IF NO, BEGIN THE INTERVIEW.

IF YES, ANSWERS THE QUESTIONS BRIEFLY; MORE COMPLETE
RESPONSES CAN BE GIVEN AFTER THE LAS QUESTION IS
ANSWERED.

ZNTERVIEW-QUESTIONS

The first question is:

Are you familiar with. AISD bus monitor activity?

The second question is:

Do you believe that Such an activity is

O=17

necessary?
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INTERVIEW FuRMAT continued
Attach ent C-3
(Page 4 of 5)

IF QUESTION #1 WAS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY, CONTI WITH

THE INTERVIEW

IF QUESTION #1 WAS ANSWERED NEGATivtLY, TERMINATE THE

INTERVIEW B' FOLLOWING TEM, "ENDING THE INTERVIEW
PROCEDURES," NOTED ON THE. LAST PAGE AND SECTION OF THIS

FORMAT.

The third question is:

Could you tell me whether yollare satisfied with the level of service

provided by bus monitors?

RECORD nESPONSES ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING SCALE:

Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

The fourth question is

Neutral
Disappointed 'Very

Disappoiated.

How important is it to you that the bus monitor activity continues?

Very
Important

RECORD RESPONSES ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING SCALE:

Important

-The-fifth question_ls:

Insignificant Very

Neutral Insignificant

The best way to improve the bus monitoring process might be to .

C-=18
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INTERVIEW FORMAT continued

.DING TEE INTERVIEW PROCEDURES

end of interview

Attachment C-3
(Page 5 of 5)

AFTER QUESTION #5 HAS BEEN ANSWERED, ASK THE RESPONDENT
IF Ihm HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE INTERVIEW IF
THEY HAVE-NONE; THANK.TEEM FOR THEIR TIME AND COOPERATION.

...

rF THE RESPONDENT HAS QUESTIONS, ANSWER nicEm AS CLEARLY.
AS POSSIBLE; THANKING THEM FOR THEIR INTEREST AND
COOPERATION.
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Attachment C-4

PARENTS' COMMENTS CONCERNING QUESTION 2

(Page 1 of 5)
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ITEM 2- Parent Survey

Attachment C-4
(Page 2 of 5)

Do you believe that::: [the bus monitor]:;.activity is necessary?

RaA-g-0-ag

GENERAL SAFETY

Number of Responses

2

...[It's]...niceto have a monitor from a safety factor standpoint.

2. Yes, ...because with t%a kids being bussed great distances...
[a monitor]...a responsible person can detect problems before they
become too great;

PROVIDE ASSISTANCE IN CROSSING THE STREET 5

1. ...[Ye8]...cro88ing the kids...they are great for kids in the
traffic.

2. Yes, ...well for one thing my son lost his key on the bus...the
monitor insures that the children take their belongings home and
help them cross the street.

3. YeS, because_the kids need some kind of supervision and to help
them cross the street because a lot of cars are impatient.

4 Yes, the monitor walks my child across every evening.

5.' Yes, some of the younger children need help crossing'the Street;
also behavior on the bus needs to be maintained.

PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO THE DRIVER 10

1. Yes, she helps the driver.

2. Yes, I think so...the driver needs co have help sometimes...bus
riding habits can also 'be developed.

3. Yes, ...[the bus monitor]...can watch the children while the
driver watches the road.

4. think so, I do not see how the driver can control the kids
by himself.

5. Yes, ...[the monitors]...can help to keep the kids from distract-
ing the bus driver.

6. YeS,becauSe the bus drivers have so much on their minds with
driving.

C-22 55
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Attachment C-4
(Page 3 of 5)

7; Yes, I think it helps,..I do not see hoW a bus driver can control-
that many kids...and drive safely.

8; Yes, because the driver_ is bUSy...the_kidS can get rowdy and the
driver cannot stop the bus to quiet them dbwt.

9; Yes, ...for the bus driver's sake and the kids' oafety;..to
prevent accidents and to keep the kids

10. Yes, from my standpoint of view it will enable the bus driver to

drive and keep his hands on the wheel.

MONITOR STUDENTS' BEHAVIOR 11

1. Certainly do, ...in one particular incident the bus broke down and

the driver had to walk to a Seven=Eleven to call for help...the

kids immediately lost control after the driver left.

2. Yes; very much so...for one reason kidS dot't mind any more;and I've

seen too many things that could happen_ while the driver is driving...

bus monitors are needed for junior high AlSo.

3; Yes; to keep discipline on the bus.

4; Yes; because my nephews get into trouble with other kids. on the

bus;

5. Yes; in some cases...some of the kidS live far away from schoo

and the kids have time to act up.

6. Considering little kids, yes it is, I have to stand on the corner
and watch them board in the morning...if I didn't they would act

up;

7. Yes, especially in the primary grades, first it is needed to

discipIin,a the students and second fbr safety reasons.

8; Yes :o keep the kids from jumping up and dbWt.

9;. For sure; :::wit': all those little kids hdppitig around the bus.

10; [Yes]...i ,hink that it is necessary to hold discipline.

11. [Yes];;;I do not really know how kidS Are on the bus, but knowing

kids...I guess they are necessary.

(f'123
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(Page 4 of 5)

INCREASE THE NUMBER OF MONITORS 2

1. Yes, but I do not think that they are doing a good Jo ...maybe they'
need_ two...(monitors on each bus]....

2. Yes, I think we need to have twb...(monitors]..., and I also
believe that we need to have a dependable person...the_bUS driver
has to monitor and drive which is hard with 30 kidS and one person.

INSURE A SAFE RIDE

1. Yes, ...my daughter was having trouble with Colo_rdd_kidS on the
bus...so the monitor placed her in a seat near the driver.

2. At first I did not...I think it's good...one helped my child this
year...she is a little shy and did not like riding the bus.

3. Yes, I guess so...to keep the children occupied and keep the
driver facing the road.

NOT SPECIFIED

1. Yes, I do...originallY I didn't...well, helpful is a better word.

2. Yes, ...I think it is a good thing for the little ones, maybe for
the big ones also.

3. Yes, ...I think it is very necessary.

4. Yes.

NO, IT IS NOT NECESSARY

1. No, I do not believe so...1 do not approve of_buSSing nor anything
nssociated with it.

2; No, it is not necessary, but it is a good idea.
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Attachment C-4
(Page 5 of 5)

DO NOT KNOW

1. It really depends on the discipline of the children, I really do
not know.--

2; Well.;.I do not know...the kids have too ,itringent a set of rules
to follow...they cannot say anything while riding the bus;

3; I do not know since there isn't a monitor on my daughter's bus;

NO RESPONSE 9

TOTAL 51

Attachment C -4. PARENTS' COMMENTS CONCERNING QUESTION 2, "DO YOU BELIEVE
THAT... [THE BUS MONITOR]...ACTIVITY IS NECESSARY?
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Attachment C-5

PARENTS' COMMENTS CONCERNING QUESTION 5

(Page I of 4)
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ITEM 5-- Parent Survey

Attachment C75
(Page 2 of 4)

The best way to improve the bus monitoring process might be to:

Suggestions Number Suggesting

CHANGES IN HIRING AND/OR TRAINING 5

1. ...[the transportation department :::should screen their people
more carefully.... I do not think that all the people they hire...
[as bus monitors]...care about kids.

2. I would screen the people that I hire..to make sure that they
could handle kids...because if they do not have the touch...[to
handle the students]...there will always be problems on the
busses.... They do not have to hire Ph.D.'s however.

3. Probably if they had some parenting training;;;the last monitor we
had was awful.... More careful selection may eliminate the need
for training;

4. ...keeping them in school like it used to be...hiring someone from
the community...leaving them at school all day...hiring people.
who can relate to children;

5. I would say, pay more and get more dependable workers. If...[the
monitors]...get paid good, they will work good...and make sure
monitors get off the bus to help the children cross the street.

CHANGES IN MONITORS' BEHAVIOR TOWARD CHILDREN 9

1. I dO not knoW...helping the children cross the street..

2. I really do_not know...but someone needs to make sure that the
kids get off at the right stop.

3. Well...I just don't know what she should do...he or She or
whatever.... I think they should suspeLd all kids who are fight-
ing nn the bus. The monitor should be more firm.... I know that
they cannot hit the children.... We should have a parent meeting
to diScuSS the...[ role] ...of the bus monitor.

4. Take more consideration for the children.... The strategy that
they use to handle kids is_wrong.,[it is too harsh].... Better
screening for monitors would help. A training program should be
established.

5. Some points the: stress are not necessary, such as, stopping kids
from turning around and speaking to other kids. I can understand
...[the monitors]...stopping the kids from running down the aisle
and throwing things but not from turning around within their seats.

C-28
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(Page 3 of 4)

6. The bus monitor should pay more attent4on to_who gets on and
where they exit -a list of students and their exits should be
carried by all drivers.

7. TO watch the kids closer..., not to laugh about bad behavior...,
and not to allow other kidS to pick on other kida...aome kids
are more sensitive than others.

8. Keeping the_children at bay -is -fine, but not allowing them to
say a word is wrong. Our little boy is not rambunctious...he
comes home crying sometimes because of the_ monitor,..the
monitors are real mean.... My kid hates the bus with a passion.

9. I do not see that it needs any improvement unless they allow
the monitor to hit...spank the children.

CHANGES IN OPERATING PROCEDURES

1. I really do not know.... I haven't had any complaints.... I do
not know.... I do not know...well...everyone that is...[a monitor]
...should be given a general set of instructions, or rules to
follow...[and]...they ought to be identifiable...[they shouId]...
wear a hat or badge or something that says they are associated
with the bus.

2. To make sure that there is always a monitor on the bus and that
these must be subs - like teachers and drivers are substituted
for by others and we have to consider providing enough funds to
ensure that all busses have monitors.

3; Just to keep the same monitor on the same route.

4. I do not have an opinion about how to improve it...wait...I'll
tell you one way...one thing they could do is...when the monitor
gets off the bus she should have a signal Jr. sign to hold and

she should stand there till...[the children]...are all across...
[the street).

5. They seemed to have improved it quite a bit. I wish that
Monitors could work at the school also. The few hours in the
morning and evening is not good for someone;.;a full day's work
is the main thing;

6. I would say that it should continue and that if there is no
monitor on a bus...let the driver take names...not to put the
kids off the bus, but to tell the principals who is acting up.

7. I would like to see what was done in the past...a bus safety
orogram for the children.
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82.78 (Page 4 of 4)

NO IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED

1. I believe the kids are safer...the way it is going it looks like
it is doing alright.... I still feel that everything was better
the way it was before...[bussing]..;;

2. I do not think so...they are doing the best they can;

DO NOT KNOW 11

1. I really do not know the rules and regulations.... I have heard
no complaints from my daughter or other parents.

2. I really do not know;

3; I do not know...I wouldn't know what to say.

4. I do not know anything about the buS monitor program to say how it

can be changed.

5; I really do not know how it can be improved.

6; I do not know much about it so I do not have any comments about how

it should be changed.

7 I would not know what to say about thiS question.

I do not know;;;I am sure that they are doing the best job that

they can;

9. I do not know...I would have to ask my daughters...but they have

not said anything bad about them.

10; I do not know anything about how to improve the program.

11. I really do not know enough to say how it should be changed...all

I know is that I would like for it to continue.

TOTAL RESPONSES 34

62
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Chapter 2-=For:tiuld

Appendix D

BUS DRIVER INTERVIEW
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Bus- Driver Interview

Brief Description of the instrument:
The survey consisted of fi,.e openended questions designed to elicit general and
specific information_concerning bus drivers' perceptions of the role of the bus
monitor. Questions I, 2, 3, and 5 are the same as questions I, 2, 3, and 5 of the
8213 Xonitor Survey. Question 2 of the Base Supervisor Interview is the same as
question 1 of the Bus Driver Interview.

To whom was the instrument administered?

A random sample (N -19) of about seven percent of the District regular bus drivers
was interviewed.

How many times was the instrument administered?
Once.

When was the instrument administered?

The interviews were conducted between January 5 and February 9, 1983.

Where was the instrument administered?

On each driver's bus.

Who adminitered the instrument?
The EValdatiOn Intern.

What training did the administrators have?
General training in interviewing techniques.

Was the instrument administered under standardised conditions?

Were -there problems with the instrument or the administration that
might the validity of the data?
None char are known.

WhO develCped the instrument?

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

What reliability and validity data are avaflable on the instrument?

Several drivers appeared to be unable or unwilling to fUlly respond to some questions
due to a lack of knowledge concerning a bus monitor's duties\and/or a reluctance to
make negative comments concerning a fellow employee.

Are there norm data available for interpreting the results?
Some item responses can be compared to those of bus monitors and base supervisors on
their surveys.
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BUS DRIVER INTERVIEW

Purpose

The questionnaire was designed to contribute information for the follow-
ing decision and evaluation questions from the Chapter 2--Formula
Evaluation Design:

Decision Question Dl: Should the District continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter 2 in the future?

Evaluation Question D1-2: Are bus monitors meeting
the needs of the students and schools they serve?

Decision Question D2: Should AISD continue to fund bus moni-
tors from Chapter 2? If so, are program alterations
necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-8: How do principals,
teachers, parents, bus drivers, and bus monitors
think that bus monitors' performance could be
improved?

Evaluation Question D2-9: Can the management of
the bus monitors be improved?

Procedure

The Bus Driver Interview was condUcted in spr-y; 7.983. It was designed
to collect general and specific information cQ: -yri:ing bus drivers' per-
ceptions of the role of the bus monitor. Some quitions were
constructed to match those of the bus monitor's base t-Tervis-Or'S
questionnaires to gain an overall understanding -41. ho the hus monitor
activity is functioning. The topics covered inc:!., d ::11e bInst important

duties of a monitor, description of the uorking r,-ALionship between the
driver and the monitor, and suggestions tc the mc,nitor

activity.

Instrument. The Bus Driver Interview was developtd by Office of_7asearch
and Evaluation staff during late winter and early spriu of the 198283_
school year. Input for potential questions and revlsiou. were soli-cited
from the Chapter 2--Formula Evaluator, the Chapter 2 Grant Plann'ng
Administrator and the Transportation Director. A copy of the interview
instrument is contained in Attachment D-1.
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Sample. In DeceMber, 1982, a random sample of twenty routes served by

bus monitors were selected for observation. It was. decided to interview

both the monitors and_dtiVet$ or the bus routes chosen for observation.

This procedure not only saved Staff time and resources but also allowed

for response comparisons between the_Seletted monitors and drivers.

There are 464 District bUS dtiVerS; 190 of these arespetial education

bus drivers. The remaining 274 driVetS represent the total population

for the study. Special edUcation drivers were excluded from considera-

tion because their routes ate not directly affected by the District's

desegregation plan. A stratified sampling procedure was used to select

the twenty routes for observation, bUS dtiver's and buS monitor's

interviews. RoUtes selettad intlUdedthOSe with bus
monitor's
nitors which

served the following schoolS: _Allan, Barton Hills; Bryker Woods, CasiS,

Govalle; Highland Park, Meti, Norman, Oak Springs, RoseWood; Sanchez,

Sims, Sunset Valley; and Wooten. The procedures used to select drivers

resulted in a sample size of 19. ThadriVer on one route was sub-

stituted for by a base supervisor. The base supervisor was not inter-

viewed as a driver.

_Implementation. The first task was driver selection. The selection

procedure used is described in greater- detail in the procedUre section .

of Appendix G.;--Attachment G-4, Bus MenitOr Observation Narratives. The

diivers interviewed were those assigned to selected routes according to

a prearranged schedule. AttachMent_D=-2_contains a copy of the\obserVa-

tion schedule. Drivers were interviewed duting the route at break

periods; Interviews averaged about ten minutes. The drivers were

informed of the purpose of the interview by transportation personnel.

Each driver was also provided with a brief description of the evaluation

purpose and content by the Chapter 2Formula Evaluation Intern attfie

time of introductions.

The interview process started On_January 3 and was completed on February 9;;

1983. Interviews took place Within the -12U8 Interviews were conducted

between the hours of 6:30 a.M.=9:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m;-5:30 p.m. An
,identication numbez was written on etch completed questionnaire so

that an individual driver_ce,..1t1 be tetcntacte if the need arose. The \

Evaluation Internhad the depaute_timf for e ch selected bus route

and the base from whit it ,-Iparted. A total of 19 interviews were con-'\

ducted, representing a :.ontai-.:t rate Of 100 percent.

..\

Data AnalySls. The dat-,.. .r4S_an:i1VZed using a hand-held calculator. The

number and percent of rei-ondentt answering each luestion in various wayS.

were calculated. Respen. for Figures 12171 through D-4 we-e analyzed by

examining the total numbat_Of 67mrjCn.'73 made :o each question and tallying

these responses by the nUbb:,* of t :Zes they ,ate mentioned. This procedure

resulted in the number iii7,ri. .
:..-i-:inE; gre.J.er than the cumber of

drivers interviewed. Lls -:,_;:-..- ':Is s,:.::ted:

a; because the gene.-ai :he qileionsdid not al ow

the recording f ;;J.; :01-15-: par question, an'
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b. to increase the amount of information obtained from
each driVer.

DriVerS'commentS to ques-tion 5 were noted as single responses.

RdSultS

Responses. Bus drivers were asked five_open-ended_ questions concerning
the bus monitor activity:. The general format of che_interview questions
prevented any one question from specifically addressing any one particu-
lar decision or evaluation question; therefore, the responses are
listed by interview question.

Question 1: What are the most important dutieS that a buS monitor
performs?

The responses to this question were divided into two separate categori-
"Driver_Related Service Provision" and 'Student Related Service Pro
vision." The majority, 65 percent, of the monitors'_ duties given
focused on providing service that was student related. This is interet
ing because it shows that the services provided by the_monitors do
focus only on the students; many activities are provided to assist tile.
drivers as well.

About la: percent of the drivers stated_ that the monitor would be very
important in situations that require the use of_safety and emergency
exiting procedures. Several drivers also stated that a monitor's_ presence
allows them to concentrate more on_driving.__The majority of the driverS
stated that they were more than able to handle both driving and Student
discipline chores in their monitor's abSence.

Question 2: Which bus monitor activities make the driVer'S job
easier?

Drivers were asked this question to discover which monitor's activity
was considered to be of the greatest assistance._ The drivers stated that

keeping students seated was the activity that made their job'easier.
This activity was also stated as the most important (see Figure D-1).
A complete listing of the activities and the number of responses per-
taining to each is posted in Figure D-2.

Question 3: Working together, how do buS drivers and buS monitors
supervise children?

This question focuses on a very difficult subject: "Who's in charge,

and to what)extent?" In essence, the bus driver is the person in charge
of the bus (i.e., "It is the bus driver's bus"). This situation, however,
is not all that clear; unless thedriver releases some of his/her au-
thority, the monitor may be looked upon_by the students as just another
passenger. The responses given by the drivers show that the monitor in
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the majority of situations has some responsibility in supervising the
students and in making on-the-bus policy decisions. Figure_D-3 lists
three on-bus supervisory styles;_the_first, "Monitor and Driver Work
Under a Clear Division of Labor," affords the monitor little independ-
ence in deciding how to tend to the studentS. The remaining -two

categories.provide the monitor with Yle opportunity to- provide a
greater amount of input into the monitoring of the students' behavior.

Question 4: What does a driver do differently when their bus monitor
is absent?

The most common response was to "watch the children more."_ Although
a substantial number of activities were mentioned, the basic consensus
was that the "...driver is usually able to handle most situations_ when

the monitor is absent." The majority of drivers commented_that the
monitor's absence adversely affected the quality of their driving, since
they had to watch both the road and the students. Figure -D =4 lists the

activities performed by bus drivers when the monitor is absent.

Question 5: Is there anything bus monitors should do that they are
not currently doing?

The majority 58 percent, of the bus drivers stated -that there was
nothing else monitors should do on school busses. Several drivers Were
unable or unwilling to respond to this question out of a lack of know-

ledge concerning the range of a bus monitor's duties and/or a reluctance

to make negative comments , erning a fellow employee. Figure D-5

contains a listing of resp by category. AttachMent D-3 contains

a complete listing of the comments concerning question 5.

Two issues arose during the evaluation process that were not Specifically

addressed in the evaluation design; they are:

a. The age of the monitor, and

b. the monitor's role concerning junior and Senior high
school students.

Several drivers commented on the employment of senior_high school students

as bus monitors; These drivers believed that high school students did
not represent the proper authority figure for students_and_therefore had

a more difficult time controlling students. Drivers also_believed that
monitors should have chilren of their own; it was felt that monitors with

children had more knowledge and concern toward young children. Drivers_

also wanted older monitors on the bus to assist them in controlling high

school students. Some drivers believed that a monitor who is enrolled in
high school did not represent the: )roper authority figure to keep older

students under control due to the similarity in age.

The monitoring of junior and senior high school students is also a matter

of concern for bus drivers. According to the bus monitor's employment
guidelines, monitors are only to tend to elementary StudentS; Currently,
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when a bus leaves_a transportation_base it usually runs two routes: an

elementary route followed by a junior or senior high route. The monitors
are on duty for the elementary portion of the route and in many cases
discontinue their monitoring responsibilities after the last elementary
student has gotten off the bus. A majority of the drivers interviewed
believe that high school students need to be monitored in the same
manner as elementary students. Some drivers also resent thefact that
monitors are paid for riding on the high school po-tion_of_the route
even though many perform no monitoring duties. Currently it is not
possible for monitors to be returned to the transportation base after
the elementary students are off the bus due to the overlapping route
schedules and limited supply of busses. Bus_monitors are not allowed
to discipline high school students because of the transportation policies,

even though many drivers prefer that they shoUld. Those monitors that
do monitor the high school routes were observed to have performed an
excellent job (see Appendix G).
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Type of Duty
Number\of Percent
Mentions of Total

Driver Related Service Provision 17 35

1.

2.

Assist driver in maintaining order

Assist driver in handling safety and
emergency procedures 9

3. Help with cleaning bus 1

4. Help with pre-trip checkout procedures

5. Serve as a witness in driver=Studeht
dispute 1

6. Monitor students' noise level to driver's
preference 3

S-tudent-Related Service Rrovision

1. Keep students seated

2. Maintain personable contact with students

3. Provide general discipline

4 Keep students' heads and liMbS Within
the bus

11

9

9

Provide assistance to students in
crossing streets 5

Total

32 65

49 100

zigur 1 BUS DRIVERS' PERSPECTIVES ON THE MOST IMPORTANT DUTIES OF
A BUS MONITOR.
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Number of

Type of Activity Responses
Percent_
of Total

Keeping students quiet 4 15
--I

Relating with students 4 15

Keeping students seated 7 26

Maintaining general discipline 6 22

Taking care of sick students 2 7

Helping students cross streets 1 4

Help with cleaning the bias 1 4

Learning the names of students 1 4

Be on the job on time, every day 1 4

Total 27 102*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure 0-2. 3US DRIVERS' IMPRESSION OF THE BUS MONITOR'S ACTIVITIES
THAT MAKE ThE DRIVER'S JOB EASIER.

t.4
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Supervisory Style

Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Rlgid-Supervishay_Structure 11 41

1. Driver disciplines students 4n front of
bus; the monitor, the rear 4

2. Driver informS monitor about MiSbehaving.
students

3. Monitor handles general isciplinE actions
While the driver handles ail extre, e
behavioral problems 5

Monito-r and DriverSharzSIf, 7,7t5ory
ResponsibilitieS 13 48

1. BOth decide which stude..thLE. should be
reported to the school administrator 2

2. Both prepare a seating arrangument
for students 4

3. ,Oth decide on noise level

4; Both decide on an acceptable range of
students' behavior 6

Monitor Disciplines Students Without
Help from the Driver 3 ll

Total 27 100

Figure D-3. SUPERVISORY STYLES USED BY BUS DRIVERS AND BUS MONITORS AS
REPORTED BY BUS DRIVERS.
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Type of Activity
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

Watch students more 6 23

Walk students across street 5 19

Stopping the bus to discipline students 4 15

Keep children seated 4 15

Speak to students prior to departure 2 8

Monitor noise levol 1 4

Check for student belongings

Select student monitors 4

Nothing 8

Total 26 100

Figure D-4. ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY THE BJS DRIVERS WHEN THE BUS
MONITOR IS ABSENT.
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Number of

Suggestion Suggestions

Percent
of Total

Improve Monitor's ability to control
students 2 11

'Expand monitor's authority over secondary
students 2 11

HfrE monitors who are mature in age
i manner 2 11

Te-E:zh monitors first aid and safety
t-ocedures 1 5

Change not specified 1 5

Nothing 11 58

Total 19 101*

*Does not total ; *-cent lue to rounding error.

Figure D-5. BUS DRIVERS' SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING CHANGES IN THE ROLE OF

THE BUS MONITOR.
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0-2. BUS Monitor ActivitySus Driver Survey

Attadhment D-1

1. What are the most important duties that a bus monitor performs?

2. Which bus monitor activities make the driver's job easier?

Working together, haw do bus drivers and bus monitors supervise
children?

4. What does a driver do differently when their bus monitor is absent?

Is there anything bus monitors should do that they are not currently
doing?

To be administered to selected 1=3 schools' bus drivers who are paired with bus
monitors.
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Attachment D-2

Bus Monitor Observations, noted by DAte, Bus Route i.;71Iber, Base

and Morning/Afternoon Routes

MORNING ROUTES

Route # Observation Order Date Base**

121 1. Govalle Jan. 5 North

90 2. Sanchez Jan. 6 LBJ'

98 3. Sunset Valley Jan. 7 South

133 4. Oak Springs Jan. 11* LBJ

75 5. Rosewood Jan. 18* North

150 6. SimS Jan. 19 North

95 7. Sunset Valley Jan. 25* South

183 8. Highland Park Jan. 26* Central

48 9. Metz Feb. 1 LBJ

70 10. ,,,llan Feb. 2 North

Optional observation dayS February 8th and 9th.

Route

AFTERNOON ROUTES

# Observation Order Date Base

73 1. Allan Jan; 5 North

142 2. Allan Jan; 6 South

157 3. NOrMen Jan. 7 LBJ

47 4. Metz Jan; 11 LBJ

97 5; Sunset valley Jan; 19 South

10 6; Highland Park Jan. 21 LBJ

113 7; Casis Jan. 26 South

154 8; Sims Feb. 2 LBJ

164 9; Bryker WOoda Feb. 4 Central

110 10. GovaIIe Feb. 9 North

Optional obServation days February 11th and 16th.

*Bus driver and Bus monitor interviews will be conducted con-

currently in conjunction with observations__InterviewS with

Base Super-Jisors and DiSpatthers (both morning _and afternoon)

will be conducted on dates With an asterisk. Observation/

Interview dates may vary due to unforeseen circumstances.

**Central Base = Criswell Center
LBJ Base = Deleon Terminal
North Base = Sneed Tertinal
South Base = Saegert Center

7t;
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Attachment D-3.

RESPONSES TO QUESTION 5

(Page i of 4)
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ITEM 5 - "BUS Driver" Survey

Attachment D-3
(Page 2 of 4)

Is there anything bus monitors should do that they are not currently
doing?

BUS Drivers' SuggestidtS

IMPROVE MONITOR'S ABILITY TO CONTROL STUDENTS 2

1. I cannot thitk Of_anythitg...improve their ability to get children
to listen and on hOW to control kids.

2. They should be given the power to put bad kids off the bus.

EXPAND MONITOR'S AUTHORITY OVER SECONDARY STUDENTS 3

1. They should be able to- control all the :::hildren, not just the
elementary children...[they should alSO bt able to control the
junior and senior high school studentS]....

Help keep the bus clean.

Drive...the empty bus...[back to the base]...So that they can.
drive the bus in an emergency.

They should watct6Vet_the high school students; it does not
make sense that they tide around on the junior high and senior
high school routes vithoUt supervising the Students; The

monitors are haSSled by junior high and senior high school
stUdents; they -say "What is -the purpose of a monitor.Eall they
dip is sit on the bUS and ride...they do not do anything."
[Monitors need td Show]...more respons:.bility for older
students. _[Drivers]... need help with the junior and senior
high school-StudettS...they are more difficult to control than
the elementary student6.

Monitors should not be students; but rather older people.

HIRE MONITORS WHO ARE MATURE IN AGE AND MANNER

1. Monitors should be mOrd_Mature in age and manner--a young
immature Monitor is unable to control the children.
Monitor must:
...show authoritY;
...keep children facing forward,
...prevent them frOM placing coats over their heads;
...prevent-....[Students]...from playing with pencils,
...count the children.
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(Page 3 of 4)

2. The older the monitor...[the better]..., they handle the
children like they are their on kids, The younger monitors
let the noise level remain too high. My monitor doesn't
like the noise to get too high...she does her job. Just
having another adult allows me to keep my mind on the road.

An experienced driVer does not require a monitor as much
as a new driver...just because a monitor is not on board
does not mean the children are going to get away with mur-
der,. It is a good idea- to have the program, but not to
have young monitors on junior high and senior high routes..
My monitor was a good mOnitor; so I have few criticisms of
the bus monitor activity.

TEACH MONITORS FIRST AID AND SAFETY PROCEDURES 1

1. The monitor needs to know firstdid and how to evacuate a
bus; The monitor should know what td_dO_in order to get
the students off the bus. MOditotS should also know how
to drive a school bus in case of an emergency (and to be

old enough to do it). [Students Seated beyond]...four to
five rows rearward are out of the_driver'S range of disci-

pline; therefore, the monitor needs to -.Tatch...[from the
sixth row]...to the rear.

CHANGE NOT SPECIFIED 1

1. Well, ...it depends on the monitor.

NOTHING 11

; No;

; No, ...my monitor has been trained as to what she wishes her to do.

No, ...as far as I can see they all do the job they are supposed

to do.

4; No;

5; No Monitors are good to have...8ote students come up with fairy

tales that sometimes get the driVetS fired or transferred.

6. No; the bus monitor I have is great! She_talked to the

[and]...she got along with the parents. It is the supervisor's
job to tell the monitor what to do; not mine.

D=.17
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7; No.

8. Nothing, we just need more monitors.

Attachmt D=3
(Pe.g.. 4 4)

9. I do not think so...here again it depends on theirduaI
mbnitor...8ote exceed their responsiblil 'lies in a good

Sense while others Sleep.

10. Nothing.

11. Nb_ektra duties needed.... Common sense and good human
relation skills cover any nonstandard situations.

TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEM 5 19.

t'"" r+-rerts7.777,7R3.1":"47.1!r7Valrerer.Frr.r.v.-, - .. .

::1;yt,..

ID_PgrIE TAToter ... GM= 04._,NtrAvageita
570,1%acKe IVSF-12 AA. monE gatki 1_ ..Ippil_Tim_To male.

CJ ra4t4 ; galal istM sot oti4..119 weigx.;

-Ade 35T
ezvoPremc A
MARcli
V/11-1 VioLet4c5,
/MTh E-A,A13ii5a,
HARA55M eNrv INHUMANE
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Chapter 2--FormuIa

Appendix E

BUS MONITOR INTERVIEW
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: 3us Monitor Interview

Brief Description of the instrument:

The questionnaire consisted of five open-ended questions designed.to elicit
general and specific information concerning bus monitors' perceptions of their
role. Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 are similar to questions 1, 2, 3; and 5 of the
3us Driver Interview. Question 1 is similar to question 2 of the Base Super-
visor Interview;

To whom was the instrument administered?

A random sample (n-17) of about 23 oercent of the DistriCt's bus monitors
(h60) Was interviewed;

HOW many tim' s was the instrumert edminittered?

Once.

When was the instrument administered?

The interviews were conducted between January 5 Viand February 9; 1983

Where was the instrument administered?

On the bus that each monitor was assigned

Who administered the instrument?

The Evaluation intern.

V-aining did the administrators have?

_,zneral training in interviewing techniques.

Was the instrument administered under standardized conditions?

N/A.

Were_there .problems _with. the instrument or the administration that
might affect the validity of the data?

one that are known;

Who developed the instrument?

Office of Researbh and Evaluation staff.

That reliability and validity data Are available on the instrument?

None.

are there norm data available for intarpreting the results?

Some item responses can be compared to those of bus monitors and base
supervisors.
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BUS MONITOR INTERVIEW

Purpose

The interview format was designed to contribute information for the
following decision and evaluation questions from the Chapter 2-- F- ormula
Evaluation Design:

Decision Question Di: _ShoUld the DiStriCt continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter 2 ih the future?

Evaluation Question Dl -2: Are bus monitors meet-
ing the needs of the Student8 and schools they

; serve?

Decision Question D2: Should AISD continue to fund-bus moni-

tors from Chapter 2? If so, are program Alterations
necessary?

Evaluation Question D2 -8: HoW do principals,
teachers, parents, bus drivers, and bUS,noni-
tors think that bus monitors' perfortance could

be improved?

PrOtedUre

The Bus Monitor Interview was conducted in early :ing 1983. It was

designed_to collect general and specific informal: ;1 concerning bus
monitors' perceptions of their. role. Some of the questions were con-
structed to match thOSe of the bus driver's and base supervisor's
interviews to gain an overall_ understanding of the bus monitor activity.

The topics cove -red in-Chided the most important duties performed by a

monitor, description of theSuperviScry styles employed by various
driver-monitor teams, and the perceived value of bus monitor training:

Instrument. The Bus Monitor_InterVieW was developed by Office of
Research and EValUatiOn Staff during late winter and early spring of

the 1982-83 school year. -Input for-potential questions and revisions

were solicited frOM the Chapter_2-7ForMula Evaluator, the Chapter 2

Grant Planning Administrator_ and the Transportation Director. A copy
of the interview instrument is contained in Attachment E-l;

Sample. In late -fall- 1982, random sample of twenty elementary school
bus routes served by bus monitors was selected for observation. It

was decided to interview both the monitors and drivers on theseselected

routes. There are 60 School bus monitors; this figure represents the
total- population. No di8tinction was made between special education and

E-38



desegregation route monitors becauSe of the sometimes random method of

assignment.

A stratified sampling procedure_WdSUsed to select the twenty routes
for observation and their associated monitors. The main criteria used
for selection was that the route be served by a monitor. A more detailed
description of the sampling OrciCedure used is contained in Appendix 0;

'Routes selected served the frillOWihg eletntary school.:: Allan; Barton

Hills, Bryker Woods, Casis, GoValle, Highland Park, Metz; Norman; Oak

Springs, sewood, Sanchez, SiMS; SUhSet Valley, and Wooten.- The pro-
cedures used to select monitors reSiilted_in a sample size of 17. Three

monitors were absent on their preselected interview dates; Substitution

of routes and interview dates was not possible due to limited staff

time and resources.

Implementation. The monitors interviewed Were those assigned to routes
selected for bus monitors' ObSerVation.S. A copy of the observation

schedule is posted in Attachment E=2. MbnitOtS were interviewed after

observations were completed. ObserVatiOnSWete considered complete
after the last elementary student exited the bus for either school or

home. The interviews averaged abbUt ten Minutes. Monitors were pro-

vided with a general descriptibh Of the interview purpose by transporta-

tion personnel. Each monitor was provided with a more detailed,
description of the evaluation purpose and content by the Chapter 2--,

Formula Evaluation Intern at the time of introductions;

The interview process Started on January 5 and was completed on

February 9, 1983. InterViewS took place within the bus after the
elementary students had exited. Itterviews r Lre conducted between the

hours of 7:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.75:30 p.m. An identification

number was written on each_tompleted questionnaire to aid in matching

,.he bus driver interview; bus monitor interview, and observation record

for each route.

total of 17 interviews were conducted, representing a contact rate

of 85 percent.

Data Analysis. The data was analyzed using a hand-held calculator. The

number and percent of respondents answering each question in various ways

were calculated.

Results

Responses. Bus monitors were asked five open-ended questions concerning

the bus monitor activity. The responses are listed by interview ques-
tion because the_budStiOnS' general format prevented any one question

from specifically AddreSSing any one particular decision or evaluation

question.
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Question l: Who.: are the most important duties that a bus monitor
per fermis?

All of the bus monitors Stated that their most important duties focused
on providing assistance to students. The bus drivers stated in Appendix
Figure D-1 that 35 percent of the monitor duties were driver related.
Stith drivers and monitors agreed that the most important monitor's duty
is to make sure students are seated properly. A complete listing of the
bus monitors' impressions of their most important duties is contained in
Figure

Question 2: In what ways are bus monitors most helpful- -to bbs _drivers?

The monitors believed that keeping students quiet was the MOst help-
fUl ictivity they performed ir, assisting bus drivers. The bus drivers

is Appendix Di Figure_&-2, that keeping students seated was the
bus monitor activity that made the_dtiVer'S job easier. The difference
between C:ie two Tesponses is not_that great considering that both are
attempts tolimit t" .ountOf distraction students may cause on a bus.
Figbre E=2 list§ th tegories of bbs monitors' impressions of the ways
in which buS monitors are most helpful to bus drivers.

Question 3:_ Working together; how do :,us drivers and bus monitors
supervise children?

The response to this question was very similar to bus drivers' responses
concerning question 3 Of th,_ bus driver interview; where the supervisory
style was nearly eVenly_diVided between a rigid structure and a coopera-
tivestructure. A rigid structure is considered to be one established by
the driver; while a cooperative structure is one based on contributions
provided bY_the_monitor and driVer. The major point of difference between.
monitors and_drivers_concerning this issue is noted by the finding that
11 percent of the driVerS believed that the disciplining of students is
the_sole responsibility of the monitor. Figure E-3 lists the supervisory
styles expressed by the monitors.

Question 4: What training did you receive? Did it adequately, prepare
you for the job you are doing?

A little more than half, 53_perteht, of the monitors stated that they
were not trained. Of the 47 percent that received trainingithe most
common training program consisted_of workshops and films. A complete
deScription of the of training received by bus monitors is listed
in Fig6r6 F.=4.

The importance or training was equally noted by monitors who had received
training and those that -had not. FOUr monitors in each of these groups
stated that some rorm or training was necessary. The similarity of
responses was also true tor the number of monitors who-believed training
was unnecessary; two monitors in each group made this comment. Figure
"2]==5 contains a tabular deScription of the bus monitors' perceptions con-
cerning the necessity of training.
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The importance of traiiz:g can be pointed out by a comment made by one
monitor who stated, "One of my jobs is to open the rear door in case
there Is a fire or accident that pr -ts the students from exiting
througL the front door; I do not kr DW;" Although this is probably
an extreme example ol lack of training; it clearly shows the need for
a structured training program for monitors; Further; evidence for
improved training is noted in the finding that half of the monitors who
received training stated that it did not adequately prepare them in per-
forming the role of a bus monitor. Figure E-6 displays this information
in a tabular format. One monitor summed her add other monitors' con-
cerns regardin their training program in the following :-=ommeats:

fAle viewed films -- primarily an orientation process .r7,+ Than

a training se88ioil It did help in a ',;ay, ho',:ever,

not point out a lot of the duties that have to do...the
messages in the film were not very clear We need ...train-
ing on how to conduct oneself and ways to handle children.

I would also like to receive more guidance from d fivers in
defining the roles and duties of monitors.

I would like to see conferences headed by bus monitors...we
need to exchange ideas with other monitors since we do not
receive training.

nnitor' -eceive little guidance from either the drivers or
the tra, rtation department.

The fi .V showed us in orientation were difficult to
Unders,and. They should tell the monitors that they arc
like Substitute t: _hers...we are-',ofirst people...the
students...see ouide their housE

They should show a film about bus monitors riding abus.
This film should depict the behaviors that a bus monitor
should express.

Ve need training films...the ones E viewed dealt with
emergency situations and first aid not the everyday situ-
Ation8 that we encounter.

Monitors should go through a step-by-step training program
aimed at exposing them to situations that they will encounter
on the bus.

I would like see demonstrations (role playing) not just
films and ta_....dealing with children is difficult.

The preceding comments represent the best guide for the develOpment of a

bus monitor training program received from a monitor.

F -6
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Question 5: Are there things that you would like to do on the bus that
you :Ire ru,r1 doin.g now?

The majority; 65 percent; of the monitors stated that there was nothing
that they wished to do that they were not currently doing. A ,1.:lioritv;

58 percent; of the drivers stated that the monitors shoutj rict :..ake any
changes in their current behavior. The majority of monitors believed
that they were busy enough already and d:d not se.e the need to change_
their current duties. Figure E-7 contains a list of the bus monitors'
suggestions.
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Number of Percent_

Type of Dut'. Responses of total

Make sure students are seated properly 14 30

Enforce riding rules 11 24

Make sure stude!lls ri home safely 6 13

Prevent fights 11

Keep students' iambs within the bus 7

Help students cross streets 3 7

Be a friend/mother to students 2

Report students who behave badly 1 2

Help students locate their bus stops 1 2

Total 46

Fi4ure E-1. BUS MONITORS' IMPRESSIONS OF THEIR MOST IM?ORTANT DUTIES.
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Type L.. Activity

NUMber of Per it

ReSponses of _al

Keeping studentS qui 10

Maintaining discipline 7 2

Keeping students seated 5 16

Hclping students cross streets 1 3

Helping the driver watch for cars 1 3

Counting students 1

Relating with students 3

Conduct ourselves in a safe and professional
manner j. 3

Help -.:lean the has 1 3

Insuring a safe ride for the Students 1 3

Taking badly behaving students to the school's

office 1 3

Keeping studeuts from fi.ghtin g 1 3

Total 31 98

*Does not total 100 percent dUe to rounding error;

Figure E-2. BUS MCILTORS' IMPRESSIONS OF TEL :4A'1:8 IN WHICH BUS MONITORS

ARE MOST HELPFUL TO BUS DRIVERS.
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SuperviSOry Style
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

Rigid supervisory structure 8 47

1. Driver watches students in front rows;
Monitor thoSe in the rear seats 3

2. Driver tells monitor if he/she is
perfbi-Mihg incorrectly

3. Dri.'er haS final authority concerning
Childreh's behavior 4

Cooperative supervisory arrangement

Both share respon:Ability in keeping
the students in order
Driver and monitor discuss issues of
mutual importance

Monitor disciplines students_ without help
from rf-:e iriven

No_r_esoonst-

Totn1

2

8 47

17 100

Figure E -3. SUPERVISORY STYLES USED BY BUS DRIVERS AND BUS MONITORS AS
REPORTED BY BUS MONITORS.

Type of
NUMber of Pertent_
Responses of Total

Workshops/films 4 24

First aid/emergency procedures

School community liaison activity training
program

None

Total

18

9 53

17

'Does not total 100 percent due to roundin error.

Figure E-4; TYPES OF TRAINING RECEIVED 3 MONITORS.

E -10
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Necessity of Training
Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Monitors who were not trained 9 53

1. Yes, training is necessary 4

1. No; training is unnecessary 2

3. Do not know 3

Moni-tors_ who rez_eived_ trainin.g_ 8 47

1. Yes, trainin is necessary
2. No, trainin;; is unnecessary
3. o not know 2

Total 17 100

Figure E -5. BUS :iONITORS' PERCEPTIONS CONCERNING Th.. NECESSITY OF
TRAINING.

The Significance of Training
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

The n3Laing was sufficient 4 50

The training was deficient 4 50

Tot-al receiving training 8 100

Figure E-6. BUS MONITORS' OPINIONS CONCERNING THE QUA -17'Y OF TR.:
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Number of Percet
Suggestions for Responses of Total

More authority over stcierli 3 18

More contact with princip and parents

Increase number of workhours from four to eight

Nothing 11 65

Total 17 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure E-7. BUS MONITORS' SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES.
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D-2. This Monitor ActivityBus Monitor Survey

1. What are the most important dcties that a bus monitor performs?

2. In ;oat ways are bus monitors most helpful to bus drivers?

3, Working together, how do bus drivers and bus monitors supervise children?

4. What training did you receive? Did it adequately prepare you for the job
you are doing?

5. Are there things that you would like to do on the buS that you are not
doing now?

To be a&liniStered to selected 1-3 Schof:1S' buS monitcrS.

E-1 3
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Bus Monitor ObservationS; noted by Datl, Bus Route Number; Base
and Morning/Afternoon.RouteS

MORNING ROUTES

Route # Observation Order D-. r. Base* ,,

121 1; Govalle 7:,:l . NOrth

90 2; Sanchez .11-: , LBJ

98 3; Sunset Valley jr1. 7 SoUth

133 4. Oak Springs Jan; 7-1* LBJ

75 Rosewood Jan; 18* North

i50 Sims Jan; 19 North

95 Sunset Valley Jan; 25* South

183 Highland Park Jan; 26* Central

48 Metz Feb; 1 LBJ

70 10. Allan Feb; 2 North

Optional observation days February 8th and 9th.

Route

AFTERNOON ROUTES

4 Observation Order Date Base

73 1 Allan Jan; 5 North

142 2. Allan Jan; 6 South

157 3. Norman Jan; 7 LBJ

47 4. Metz Jan; 11 LBJ

97 5. Sunset Valley Jan; 19 South

10 6. Highland ?ark Jan; 21 LBJ

113 7. CaSia JRn; 26 South

154 8. SiMS Feb; 2 LBJ

164 9. Bryker :woods Feb; 4 Central

110 10. GoValla Feb. 9 North

Optional observation days February 11th and 16th.

*BUS driver and Bus monitor interviews will be conducted con-

Currently in conjunction with observations;Interviews with

BaSe SilperViaOrS_and Dispatchers (both morning and afternoon)

will be conducted on dates with an asteriskE Observation/

IntervieW dates may Vary due to unforeseen circumstances.

**Central Base = Criswell Center
LBJ Base = Deleon Terminal
North Base = Sneed Terminal
South BaSe. = Saegert Center

9i
E=-14
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Chapter 2-=Formula

Appendix F

BASE SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW

F=1



INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Base Supervisor Interview

Brief Dasdription of the instrument:
Six open-ended questions designed to elicit general and specific infOration
concerning the admirtistr'ative viewpoint of the bus monitor activity. Question 2
can be compared with questiOn I of the bus driver and bus monitor interviews.
Ouestion 6 can be compared with question 5 of the parent interview.; the adminis-
trator survey, and the teacher survey.

To whom was the instrument administered?
All base supervisors (>1..4).

How many times was the instrument administered?

°ride:

When was the instrument administered?

The interviews were conducted bet:ieer ..7-aniaary IS and February 10, 1983.

where was the instrument administe z?

in tne office of each base super.

WhO administered the instrument?

The Evaluation in:ern.

What training did the administrators have?

General traia:,..nw in interviewing techniques.

Was the in,trument administered under Standardized conditions ?'

Were ther-:: problems with the instrument or the administration that
might of the Validity of the data?
Note that are known.

Who developed the instrument?

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?

Are there norm data available fr.r inte.rpreting :he results?

Some .tern responses can be co ?aced to- those of bus ,:rivers, bus monitors, parents,
administrat.:,-s and teachers.
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BASE SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW

Purpose

The Base Supervisor Interview WAS designed to .contribute information

the following deCiSiOn and evaluation questions from the Chapter 2 --

Formula Evaluation Design:

Decision Question Dl: Should the District continue to
fund the Same activities under Chapter 2 in the future?

Evaluation_QueSti-t-2:. Are bus monitors meeting
theneedSof the StUen'cs and schools they serve?

Decision Quest. 2: Should AISD continue to fund bus moni-

tors from_ChapLer If So, are program alterations
necessary?

Evaluation
routes for

Evaluation
duties and

Evaluation
of the bus

Question D2-6: Do all appropriate
K, 1=3 schools have bus monitors?

Question D2-7: What are the primary
responsibilities of bus monitors?

Question D2-9: Can the managemea:
monitors be improved?

Procedure

for

T)-.e Base Supervisor IntLvieW was conducted in early spring .i983. It was

designed co collect general and Spetifit information concerning sever)

aspects of the bus :monitor activity: Some of the questions were dc,igned

to match several queStiOnS of the bus driver, bus monitor, parent.; and
administrator interviews, And the teacher survey; This procedure was

followed to develop an_c.:erall description of the bus monitor activity.

The topics ccriered included the base superviso's rolein the bus monitor

activity; the primary duties and reupo: of bus monitors;

management probelMS, and Suggestions t e bus monitor activity.

Instrumeni:. The Base_SUpervisor Ints,cvl: 'a ..-ent was developed by

Office of_Rt:search and EVa_ation sta'.:f during late winter any? early spring

of the 1932:=S3 ;'-ch..:,o1 year. Contributions for potential quest:.cn-,i and

revisions were solicited from the Chapter 2--Formula Evaluator, tbe

Chapter 2 Grant Planning_ administrator and the Transportation

A copy of the questionnaire is contained in Attachment F-1.

Sample. At the time this survey was conducted the Austin Indepencient

School DistricE maintained four separate t.ransporation bases. Each of

F-3
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these bases was assigned bus monitors.; these monitors were supervised by
a base supervisor. The base supervisor oversees the total operation of a
transportation base; they were selected to be interviewed to gain an under-
standing of the managerial issues associated with the bus monitor
activity. All four base supervisors were interviewed; this represents
a contact rate of 100 percent.

Implementatian. The interview process began on January 18 and was
completed on February 10, 1983. The original ,interview schedule for
the base supervisors was not adhered to; due to scheduling conflicts of
three base supervisors. The selected interview dates were noted with
an asterisk on the bus monitor observation schedule. A copy of this
Schedule is posted in Attachment F-2. Interviews ranged in length
from 10 to 30 minutes. Each base supervisor was provi\ d with a general
description nf the interview purpose by transportation de rtment per-

sonnel prior to each interview. The Chapter 2--Formula Eval t=on
Intern provilded each supervisor with a more detailed description---nf the
interview's purpoSe prior to the beginning of the interview. An identifi-
cation- number was written on each completed questionnaire to aid in
identifying each base supervisor's interview responses in case there was
a need for recontact.

Data Analysis. The data was analyzed using content analysis techniques.
The numbers and percentages concerning responses to each question were
calculated using a hand-held calculator. Responses for all Figures,
F-1 through F-6,were analyzed by examining the total number of comments,
made to each question and tallying these responses by the number of
times they were mentioned. This procedure resulted in the number of
responses being greater than the number of base supervisors interviewed.

This procedure was selected because:

a. the general nature of the questions did not allow the
recording of a singular response per question, and

b. to increase the amount of information obtained from each
driver.

Results

Responses. Base supervisors were asked six open-ended questions concern-
ing the bus' monitor_ The responses are listed by interview
question. .The general format of the interview questions prevented any
one question from specifically addressing any one particular decision

,or evaluation question.

Question 1:--What-isyour role in the bus monitor activity?'

The responses indicated that. base._ supervisors play a very general role

in the administration of bus monitors. This finding is to be expected.

F=4 98
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since the majority of a bus monitor's working time is spent away from
the transportation base. _The Most notable finding was that an equal
percentage, 25__TerCent, of the responses went. to two categories, "Hire
monitors" and "Provide training for monitors." _Figure FL1 lists the
base supervisors' comments concerning this question.

Question 2:. What do you consider to be the primary duties and
responsibilities of bus monitors?

The responses to question 2.-were varied, ranging from very specific to
very general statements; The most.common response category stating
that the monitor's most important duties centered on assisting students.
The most important responsibility under this heading was"Helping_
students cross the street.." It is somewhat surprising that this issue
is'emphasized, because very few monitors actually helped' students cross
busy streets (see Appendix G). Bus drivers and bus monitors stated
that the most important duties of a bus monitor were to keep students
seated; Figure D-1 lists the bus drivers' comments and Figure E-
Iists the bus monitors' comments concerning this issue. 1Gnly one base
supervisor indicated that keeping students seated was anImpattant bus
monitor duty. The Trobable reason for this difference in mphaSis_is
due to the base supervisors' concern for general transportation related
issues rather than the'more specific on-thebus operational issues.
A summary of the base supervisors' impressions concerning buS monitors'
duties is posted in Figure F-2.

\ a

Question 3: How do you insure that the overall buS_monitor process
and/or individual monitors are functioning properly?

Base supervisors receive the majority of comments concerning_bus monitors
from two sources: parents and drivers. Supervisors_believed that the
comments of parents carry more weight than those of drivers because
drivers are somewhat reluctant to provide complete information concerning
a bus monitor's failings. The base supervisors' comments concerning
source of feedback used to monitor the bus monitor activity are Sum-
Marized in Figure F-3. t7.

Question 4: How do you insure that all appropriate routes have buS
monitors?

The general guide that base supervisors follow concerning the assignment
of bus monitors is the scheduling sheet from the Central Transportation
Office; This scheduling sheet contains the list of rout6S(that should
have monitors.

The most common method used to guarantee that all routes have monitors
was to use extraboards, drivers or driver trainees that have not been
assigned to a bus route. The second most common response was not to_
assign anyone to replace absent monitors.

One base supervisor used a hierarchy of steps to replace absent drivers.
These steps in order of implementation were:

F-5
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1. reassignment of monitors from routes with few and/or
well behaved students.

2. substituting extraboards,

3 substituting road supervisors-, and

4. send busses out without a monitor.

In actuality, the most common procedure is to send'a bus out without a
monitor if the scheduled monitor is absent. Base supervisors stated
that the daily absentee rate for monitors ranges from 5-15 percent;
this. makes it very difficult to replace monitors with the few extra-
boards available: There.are usually not enough extraboards to replace
monitors because the replacement of absent bus drivers has a higher
priority than ihe replacement of bus monitors. Figure F-4 lists the
persons used by base supervisors to replace absent bus monitors.
According to base supervisors the low pay, split working shifts, and
short working hours make it very difficult_for the transportation
department to reduce the level of monitors' absenteeism. Monitors _

usually work 4.5 hours per day; usually 2.25 hours in_the morning and
2.25 hours in the afternoon. Monitors were paid $4.08 per.hourat
the time of this interview; seVeral. base superVisors commented. that
this was not a_sufficient amount ofiinducement-to come to work every'
aay. Monitors' pay has since been increased to $4.93 per hour with
another increase scheduled for the 1983-84 school year.

Question 5: Are there any problems with the management Of bus
monitors?

The,three most 'common response categories,"Absenteeismi'_' "Competition
for authority on the bus between the monitor and driver,"_and___
"Monitors' lack of interpersonal skills," each accounted for 25 percent
of the total responses. Two of the base supervisors stated that-low
pay, the short working day, and split shifts resulted in a high turn=
over rate and a high rate ofi_senteeism for monitors.

The problem between drivers and monitors can be summarized An three
general statements:

1. different techniques used to discipline students,

2. some monitors lack good interpersonal skillS, and

3. competition for authority'on the bus concerning the driver's/
monitor's contribution in establishing student discipline
procedures.

Two base supervisors said that_somenf the monitors were too young and/or
poorly educated and that this_limited- the range Of their. interpersonal
skills. Figure _F-5 contains base supervisors' comments concerning
management problems associated with the bus monitor activity.

F=6 10u
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Question
be to;.;.

The best way to improve the bus monitoring process might

Two response categories, "Improve training," and "MOnitOrS should be

given the responsibility to monitor secondary students," tied for the
most common response category,- Each received 27 percent of the total
mentions associated with question 6. One base supervisor_ suggested
haing the School Community Liaison staff_train monitors inmuchthe
same way as they had done in past. This base supervisor believed that
the leadership effectiveness training classes established _for lead
drivers should.aiso be made available for bu§ monitors. Three base
supervisors believed that-monitors should_be giVen_thd responsibility
to attend to the junior high and senior highschool students. _Cur-
rently monitors are tiding with both elementary and high school.
students; but they only monitor elementary students. One base super-
visor cautioned that monitors need Lo be better trained before they
are given the responsibility to supervise the behavior of secondary

students; The categories of the base supervisors'_ suggestions for,
improving the bus monitor activity are included in Figure F-6.

The base supervisors' responses to question 6 can be compared with
question 5 of the parent interview, the administratOr,_and teacher
surveys; Parents stated that the best way to improve the buS_MonitOr

activity might be to make'changes in the hiring and/or_training of

bus monitors; Figure C-8 and Attachment C-5 in Appendix C contain\
the complete listing of parents' suggestions concerning changes in:the

bus monitor activity. Administrators and teachers_also suggested that

improvements be made in bus monitor training procedures. Teachers''
comments are noted in Appendix I, Figure 1-6 and Attachment 1-2.

Administrators' comments are located in Appendix_H, Figure F -5 listS

the categories of base supervisors' responses_which_address this issue

and Attachment F-2 lists the complete suggestionS that focuS on the

issue of 'change in the bus monitor activity;

Ui_
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Role of the Base Supervisor
Number of
Responses

Percent_
of Total

Hire monitors 4 25

ProVitt training for monitors 4 25

Provide a job description 3 19

Disciplirle of bus monitor 2 12

Provide general superVision 2 12

Provide counseling 1 6

Total 16 99*

'Does not total to 100 percent due to rouldin5 error.

Figure F-I. BAE SUPERVISORS' ROLE IN TtlE,BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY.
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Bus Monitor Duties

Disciplining students

1. Keeping students under control

2. Keeping students seated

3. Making sure students obey riding rules

4. Keeping down students' noise level

Assisting students

1. Helping students exit at their
correct stop

.2. Aelping students cross the street

3. Providing comfort to students

4. Insure that students have a safe ride

Assisting drivers

Act as a vitiiess in students'
discipline disp'ites

2. Aid bus driver-in remembering students'
names and stops

3. Arriving on time so that the driver
may leave the base on schedule

Total

.

Figure F-2. BASE SUPERVISORS! IgPRESSIONS 05 THE PRIMARY DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUS MONITORS.

Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

1

1

1

31

6 46

3

1

1

3 23

I

13 100

F-9
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Source of Feedback
Number of Percent
ReSponteS of Total

Parents 4 29

Drivers 4 29

Teachers 2 14

Monitors 2 14

School Administrators 1 7

Students 1 7

Total 14 100

Figure F =3. BASE $ UPERVISCRS.' SOURCE OF FEEDBACK USED TO.110ZTOR THE
BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY.

Replacements for Aterit Bus Monitors
Ntimber of Percent
Response of

Extraboards (i.e.,replacement drivers)

Road supervisors

Reassignment of monitors

No provision is made

Total

4

1

1

9

*Does not total 100 PercenC due to rounding error.

44

11-

11

33

99*

Figure F=4. PERSONS USED HY BASE SUPERVISORS TO REPLACE ASSENT BUS
MONITORS,

F-10
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Management Problem
Number of
Responses

percent
of Total

Absenteeism. 2 25

Competition for authority on the bus
between the monitor and driver. 2 25

Monitors lack interpersonal skills. 2 25

High turnover rate. 1 12

Monitors are not needed. 1 12

Total 99*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure F-5. BASE SUPERVISORS' MANAGEMENT' PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY.

Suggestions for Improvement
Number of
ResPonses

Percent
of Total

Improve training. 3 27

Monitors should be given -the responsibility
to monitor. secondary students 27

Make provisions for substitution of absent
monitors 1 9

Fire additional monitors. 1

Hire experienced people: 1 9

Insti:tute a procedure to monitor monitors. 1 9

Provide guaranteed time for monitors. 1 9

Totals 11 99'

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure F-6, BASE SUPERVISORS' SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE BUS
MONITOR ACTIVITY,

Liu
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BASE SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW

1. What is your role.in the bus monitor activity?

Attachment F-1

:What do you consider to be the primary duties and responsibilities of
bus monitors?

3. How do you insure that the overall bus monitor process and/or individual'
monitors are functioning properly?

/

4. How do you insure that all appropriate routes have bus monitors?

5. Are there any problems with the management of bus monitor's?

6. The:best way to improve the bus monitoring process might be'to....

(rraining)
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Attachment F-2

Bus Monitor Obaervations, noted by, Date, Bus Route Number
and Morning/Afternoon Soutes

MORNING ROUTES.

Route i ObservatiOn Order Date, Base*,

121 1. Gcvalle Jan, 5 North

90 2. Sanchez Jan, 6 LBJ
98 3. Sunset Valley, Jan, 7 South

133 4; Oak Springs Jan, 11*- LBJ

75 5; Rosewood Jan, 18* North

150 6; Sims -:Jan, 19 North
95 7; Sunset Valley Jan; 25* South

183 8. Highland Park Jan;.26* Central

48 9; Metz- Feb. 1 LBJ
70 10. Allan Feb; 2 North

Optional observation days

AFTERNOON ROUTES

February 8th and 9th.

Route VI Obsery tion Order Date Bad

73 A Ian Jan; 5 North

142 9. Allan Jan;. 6 South

157 3. Norman Jan; LBJ

47 4. Metz Jan; 11 LBJ

97 5. Sunset Valley Jan; 19 South

10 6. Highland Park Jan; 21 LBJ

113. 7. Casts Jan; 26 South

154 8. Sims Feb; 2 LBJ
164 9- Bryker Woods Feb; 4 Central

110 10. Govalle Feb. 9 North

Optional observation days February,Ilth and 16th.

*.Bus driver and Bus monitor interviews will be conducted coTIL-

currently in.conjunction with observations; Interviews with
Base SupeFvisors and Dispatchers (both morning and afternoon)
Will be conducted on dates with an asterisk; Observation/
Interview dates may vary due to unforeseen circumstances;

* *Central. Base
LBJ. Base
North Base
South BaSe

= Criswell Center
= Deleon Terminal
= Sneed Terminal
= Saegert Center.

ase .
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Chapter 2--Formula

I
Appendix

BUS MONITOR OBSERVATION NARRATIVES\

G-1
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Bus Hotlitor Observation' NarratiN'A#

Brief Description of the instrument:

The Bus Monitor_Obsetvation Narrative) -(13/10t0 were used to recnfid on-the-hiis
behaviors associated z1th the ibus monhor activity.. 3ehaviors recoreled
during each bus route in a narrative format.

To whom was the instrument administered?

A el:kcal of 20 desegregation bus routeg,

How many times was the instrument ainistered?

One observation per'rouce; either the koraing or evening portioA 0f each route.

When was tne instrument administerece

The observations were conducted between JanuarY S and February ?, .983.

Where was the instrument administered?

On each selected bus.

Who administered the instrument?

The Chapter 2-- Formula Evaluation Intern.

What training did the Administrators have?

Ceneral training in obaervacional techAiques, and two trial obsetVations.

Was the instrument administered undet., standarOiZed conditions?

Each on-bus situation varied.

Were_there_prohlems _with_ the instrument or the'arninistration\
1;hAt

might affect the validity of the data?

Some driver and monicoe teams stated dyer the stU may have. Penaved differently
due to the presence of the observer.

\

Who developed the instrument?

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

What reliability and validity data are available cn the instrument?

N/A.

Are there north data available for interpreting the results?

bus monitors on their interview inscruzleats.
Some general item responsecacegories tan -be comparedAtOse bus drivers and
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BUS MONITOR:OBSERVATION NARRATIVE

Purpose

The Bus Monitor Observation Narrative (BMON): was the technique designed
to record on-the-bus,behaviors associated with the bus monitor activity.
This information was_used to answer_the following decision and evaluation

1

questions from the Chaptar-a--Fortula-Evaluation Design:

Decision Question Dl: Should the District continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter 2 in the future?

Evaluation Question D1-2: Are bus monitors meeting
the needs of the students and the schools they
serve?

Decision Question D2: Should AISD continue to fund bus moni-
tors f116715 Chapter 2? If so, are program alterations necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-7: What are the primary
duties and responsibilitieS of buS monitors?

Procedure,

Bus monitor observations were conducted in -early Springi1983. Observations
were conducted to collect general and specific information concerning the
roles and responsibilities of busmonitors. _SO-me:of the information col-
lected can be compared to that Of_the_bus driver and bus monitor interviews.
The issues covered include the role Of the bue'monitor and the behavior of
the students and drivers:-

Instrument. The Bus Monitor Observation Narrative (BMON) was selected by
Office of Research and Evaluation staff in June 1983 as the method, to
record on-bus behaviors of bus monitors, -bus drivers, and elementary stu-
dents. The design of the BMON provides for the recording of activities
that occurred on a single morning or afternoon portion of a bus route with
a bus monitor in a narrative format. This approach was selected because
of:

a. the high degree of variability between bus routes; in
terms of the number-bf.students, the size of bus, the
age of students, the tiMe,of ioute,:etc., and

b. the importance of noting unique behaviors performed by
each bus monitor,

c. moreover, theObserver was not sufficiently aware -of the

range of bus monitor activities to. Allow for the develbpm nt

G-3
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of a checklist with predetermined.categories prior to the
start of observations,

The period of observation was either the morning or afternoon portion_of
an elementary bils route. An-observation began with the boarding of the
first elementary student and ended with the exiting of the last elementary
student. Observatidhal information was.recorded during -the.but route in,
a continuous pattern. This ',process was followe&rather than using preset
recording intervals because of the rapidly changing nature of on-buS
behaviors. The unstructured narrative format afforded better recording
of the diversity of activities occurring on all buSses along with the
uniquenesS of activities occurring on.any one particular bus.

The behavior's ofthe drivers and elementary students were also noted even
though bus ;Monitors were the major focus of this study. This procedure
was adopted/because the activity of a bus monitor was discovered to be
heavily influenced by the actions of the driver and students. Each BMON
addresses/five general categories of on-bus behaviors:

a; General on-bus activities;
b. Behavior of students;
c;. Bus driver and bus monitor interactions,
d; Bus driver's behavior;
e. Bus monitor's behavior;

Several examples of the observation narratives are:enclosed in Attachment
C-I. These examplei illuStrate the range of behaviors recorded during the
observation;

Sapp litig-and-Sthedul-ing. A total of 20 observations were conducted by the
Chapter. 2--Formula Evaluation Intern; The bus routes to be obseived were
chosen according to the procedures outlined in Attachment G-2; The
selected bus routes were then evenly divided by morning and afternoon route
Schedules.

In scheduling the observations; several limitations were kept in mind.

l. No more than two observations were conducted on a given
day;

"All observations required an interview with the bus driver
and bus monitor; and

3. The other responsibilities of the evaluation intern limited
the days when observations could be conducted.

ImplgtidAritati The first task was bus route selection; The selection
procedure is described in Appendix G-2; The bus routes were observed on

_ _ _ _
-a prearranged schedule. Attachment G-3 contains a copy of the observation
schedule: Interviews with bus drivers and bus monitors on nearly all bus
routes occurred after the observation was completed; The observer was
usually seated in the rear of the bus; directly behind the wheels.
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The bus driver and bus monitor were informed of the purpose of the obser-
vation by transportation personnel. Each drivet/monitor team was also
provided with a more detailed description of the evaluation purpose and
content by the Chapter 2--Formula Evaluation Intern immediately after
boarding the bus.

The observation process started on January 5 and ended on February 9,
1983. Observations were Conducted between the hours of 6:45 a.m.-8:00 a.m.
and 2:20 p.m.-3:30'p.m. The route number was written on each completed
observation narrative so that an individual narrative could be compared-
with its associated bus driver and bus monitor interview results if the
need arose. The Evaluation Intern had the departure time for each;selected
bus route and the base from which it departed. A total of 20 observations
were conducted, representing a contact rate of'100 percent. Observations'
were done even if the bus monitor was absent.

Results

The totality of observational comments noted on each observation narrative,
exceeds that which is necessary to produce an accurate description of on-
the -bus behaviors. Fortunately, this information can be collapsed to--.
reflect five areas.of interest in providing information relevant to
Evaluation.Questions.D1-2 and D2-7. The data waS analyzed using content
analysis techniques. The results are presented in three ways:

a. a section entitled "General Results;" which provides
information concerning findings that could not be easily
categorized,-

b. specific behaviors performed by students, monitor-driver
teams,drivers, and monitors are presented in Figure G-1
through G-4, and

c. a composite summary for the ten morning bus route
observations is presented in Attachment G-4 and one,_
for the ten afternoon bus route observations is pre-
sented in Attachment G-5.

General Results. The observation process resulted in the observation of
10 morning and 10 afternoon bus routes. The bus route samples included
all eldmentary schools that are provided with desegregation bus service
except Barton Hills and Wooten. No routes were chosen from these schools
in the sampling'process. The average number of elementary students on each
bus was 39; the number of students ranged from 10 to 54 per bUs. The
average years of experience for drivers were 4.3 years; the range of
experience was 2 to 9 years. The average years of experience for a monitor
was 1 year and 3 months; the range of experience was one day to three years.
Several of the monitors observed were among the first hired by the Dis-
trict. Nearly 85 percent of the bus routes chosen for observation had a
monitor on board. This figure is consistent-with the comments made by
several base supervisors concerning a 5 to 15 percent absentee rate for
"monitors (see Appendix F):.

G-5
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There were a total of'seven bus routes where the 'bus driver and bus moni-
tor had assigned seating for elementary stUdents. The'presence or, Absence
of this practice did not appear to have a significant effect on,the quality
of supervision provided by either the monitor or the driver.

Only two of rthe'bus monitors'actively supervised secondary students; the
..remainder remained seated near the driver throughout the secondary portion
of the route; Eleven percent of the bus drivers that were interviewed
indicated that they wishad that monitors could supervise secondary students
(see Appendix D). Tha-monitors.through informal conversations informed the
observer that they believed that secondary:students are young adults and
do not wish to be told what to do.; therefore; they 'did not:see the need to
supervise them.- The monitors that did supervise seccndary students'per-
formed an effective job:-

Specific Behaviors. This, section contains listings of behaviors as follows:

a. students' behaviors,

b. monitor's and driver's joint supervisory.behaviors,

c. driver's supervisory behaviors, and

d. monitor's supervisory behaviors.

Each will be discussed in the above order.

-crudert_t_ behaviors; The recording of responsei for this category focused
on behaviors which required some supervisory action by-the bus monitor;
this bias should be kept in mind when the results .are interpreted. With
this caveat; the BMON's results for this section can be examined by posing
the following. question:_ Which students activity is more likely to result
in a supervisory behavior on the part .of the bus monitor? Figure G -1

contains a complete listing of studPnrs' behaviors;

Monito_e_s_am,ddriver's joint supervisory behaviors. This section addresses
activities in which the driver and the monitor performed activities related
to the supervision of students. Figure G-2 contains a listing of student
supervisory activities performed by the monitor and driver.

.

Drivers- supervisory- behaviors. This section addresses the driver's role
in the supervision of students. Figure G-3 contains a listifg'of drivers'
behaviors associated with the supervision of elementary stufents.

Monitor'Ssupervisor behaviors. This section addresses thb monitor's
activities associated with student supervision. .F.Igure G-L; lists the

supervisory behaviors performed by busmonitors.

Composite Narratives. The composite narratives were developed.to condense
the information contained on the twenty BMON's into a more readable format.
One composite narrative summarized the information obtained from the ten
morning observations while the other contained a summary of information
listed in the ten afternoon observation narratives. These composite
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narratives;one for the morning routes. and the other for the afternoon
routes, were developed to reflect the differences in on-bus behaviors due
to the more active behavior expressed by students on the afternoon routes
and- the other differences concerning.boarding and exiting procedures
between the two time periods. The composite narrative for the morning,
bus routes is contained in AttachMent G74. The composite narrative for the
afternoon btis routes is posted in Attachment G7-5: 7

A copy of some of the training materials provided to monitors which
describe-7-their role and responsibilities is contained in Attachment G-7.
The e material have been, included to serve as a comparison tool in which

_

measure actua {monitor's behaviors with suggested monitor's behaviors.
T e-materials witbin Attachment G-7 were developed by the transportation
dppartment to famliarize monitors with their expected duties.

A opy of "Riding Right," the student's guide to correct student's bus--
rid g behavior-`is contained in Attachment G-8. The student guide was
inclu oc--Provide a description of proper student's behavior. This
description can be compared with the obServed student's behaviors noted
in the BMON's and in the composite narratives. The booklet was designed
by the Austin Independent School District.

The- reader -is invited to compare the contents nf_Attachments G-7 and G-8
With the observed accounts of on-4pts behaviors in order_to_gain a clearer
picture -of proper and improper -on -bus behaVior. A detailed listing of
the. differences in observed_and suggested_on7bus behaviord4S_not'provided
ddeto the Large number. of differences and_the substantial informatiOn
provided by the observation accounts and the materials in Attachmentt G-7 .

and G=8.'
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Specific Student Behaviors

Seated, but talkative

Facing rearward

Standing in aisle

Fighting

Changing seats

\\Screaming

Puitingtheir coats over their heads

\ Standing in their seats

Trusting their limbs out of the bus windows

Banging on the wall of the bus

.Opening windows on freezing days

Tossing Paper

Figure G-1. SPECIFIC TYPES OF STUDENT ON-THE-BUS BEHAVIORS WHICH
ELICITED MONITORS' SUPERVISORY BEHAVIORS.

Specific-Temn4katviars-

Keeping students seated

Keeping students under control

Monitoring Stuaents' noise level

Providing comfort to students

Helping students locate their stop

Asking students to face forward

Figure G-2. SPECIFIC STUDENTS SUPERVISORY BEHAVIORS IN WHICH BOTH THE
MONITOR AND DRIVER PARTICIPATED.
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Specific Drivers' BehaviOrs

Asked students to quiet .down

Helped monitor to discipline students

Asked students t

CD

seated

Greeted'students
\-

s they boarded the bus

Helped to seat s dents

Monitored students in th0 front section of the bus

Monitored students from he rearview mirror

Asked students to face,fOrward
i\

Helped students exit at he correct stop

Directed _exit procedureS with no assistance frail 1.2 _ monitor

Directed exit procedures with monitor's assistance

Directed students across busy streets while atcl

Helped students Ideate their bus stop

Figure G-3. SPECIFIC DRIVERS' BEHAVIORS CONcERNIOG THE SUPERVISION OF
BLEMENTARrSTMENTS.
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ecific Bun Monitors' Behaviors

Asked Studeutsto quiet-. down.:

Seated students

Kept student seated

Moved about thebus to-supervise students

Remained seated at the front of the bus

Talked with students

Checked for students' belongings after they exited

Helped Students cross thestreet'after they exited

Assigned'seets to. students as they boarded the bus

Greeted students as they boarded the bus

the buS

Directed exit procedures without assistance from the driver

Monitor oily supervised students seated at the rear of the bus

Helped'students-cross the'street prior to boarding

Awakened students at their stop.

Inquired about absent students

= ..-.......""..........
Figure G-4. SPECIFIC MONITORS' BEHAVIORS WINCERNING THE SUPERVISION

OF ELEMENTARY STUDENTS.
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SELECTED EXAMPLES OF BUS 1110NITOR OBSERVATION NARRATI17S

(Page 1 of 6)
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PlaSERVATION EXAMPLE 1

Norming Bus Route

Attachment G-1
(Page 2 of 6)

I met moultor and driver and informed them of the evaluation procesa.
The monitor told me her job( was_to keep students quiet and tciseat them
on the bus--,nO'fUrther elabbration.

The monitor_ AS seated in the front of the bus...as the bus begins to
fill she\has.progreSsively Roved toward the'rear...she evelltnalIy.sits
oft the list seat between two boys who are known to cause a ruckus if
left alone to'play together;

At the beginning of the route she was greeting the childreh individu411Y;
at the. bus became more crowded she just said; "lia.set down so that'the
driver can She states that it was necessary for her to say this
because had she not the students would have spent too much time trying
to decide whith friend_to_sit. with. : Students are seated three to a
seat. It appears to be a very relaxed trip--the students have Stayed
in their seats throughout the trip. The-monitor did not have to leave
her seat at the rear: of the bus. She states that she chooseS-that place
to. sit because that .is wherq the "troublemakers" are seated,.

Throughout the route she would say, "Ya be quiet." This comment is
usually made only to th,se seated at the rear of the bus. The noise

level is "okay" according to the driver; The dfiver stated, "With
68 children in one place yot cannot expect to hear a pin droP." Nearly
everyone on the bus is talking --all at a normal sound level,

r

The monitor and driver appeat to like working with one another; however

there has beeh no direct or indirect contact between the two throUgh04'
the route. Batically; it is:the bus driver's bus -- meaning he gteeta _//

everyone, he detides when the children are too loud; and if they are he

asks them to be quiet. The arivar directed exit procedures wili6h Were
very orderly. The monitor had litt16 or no'role to play. in ttis Procedure;
The monitor's duties were.basicsily complete after the chilcir were/ off

the bus.

119
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OBSERVATION pCAMPLE 2

Morning Bus Route

I met the driver and the monitor on the bus and informed them of the
purpose of the evaluation.; Neither appeared., to be overly concerned.

The boarding:and riding'procedures on this. bUs appeared :to be very
rigid. The children waiting at the bus stop are required to lineup in
an orderly manner at the 'curb; They are nor:to approach the bus until
the driver opened the door and/or signaled the children to enter; If
the students failed to execute the hoarding.precedures-properly they
had to repeat the_hoarding process; The driver stated that the students
learned the procedures in school from a program entitled, "Bus rider
educational program."

The bus, monitor insured that the children located a seat and remain
seated throughout the route;

heen.Changing her seat throughout the route; This is
the relatively stall number of students riding a bus
.p;, large capacity hue).

The monitor has
possible due to
of this size (i

The driver does
the monitor had
rearview mirror

not move the bus nor completely close the door until
properly seated the children. The driver looks in the
to insure that all children are seated:

The monitor has been talking and-playing with the children throughout
the route. The, driver addressed the entire, group of students while-the
monitor addressed students individually. From this observation it
appears that the bus monitor's role is to keep the pressure_off the
driver so that she/he can watch the traffic.'

The monitor helped the driver exit the children from the bus by standin
midway in the aisle, blocking the hhildren in the rear until it was
their time to exit.

C-13
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OBSERVATION EXAMPLE 3

Afternoon Bus Route

Attachment G-1.
{Page 4 OV6)

_

The studentS boarded the bus in groups'. The substitute driver askedeach
group as they entered. to be quiet and seated. The monitor worked the
rear.of the bus attempting to seat:the students as they entered; The
driver asked the students to be quiet and remain seated,_ The driver asked

if everyone was ready; the students screamed back;' "Yeah! ".

Three boys are standing in the aisle as the bus leaves the sChoolyard..
Several are screaming as loud as they can to their friends on the side-
walk,. others are hitting or attempting to hit other students on the
sidewalk; The monitor is going from seat to seat asking, the students
to remain quiet; as she leaves one area to supervise other students, the

students in the area that she has just spoken to are again acting up.
The driver shouted for quiet; the students were quiet for five seconds.

The bus is completely full of students. They are seated three to a seat

in most rows. The monitor is working very hard, as is-the driver, but
the students are extremely disruptive and noisy.

The driver has been looking in the rearview mirror to check on' students'

behavior at traffic intersections. The driver is busy trying to maintain
order in the front three rows; freeing the monitor to discipline, the
students seated in the rear of the buS. The students are behaving on
the bus as they would at recess. The driver asked one boy in the front
section to stop banging on the roof and sit down. Another boy began
banging on the roof just after the other one was seated; he also stopped
after the driver asked him to sit down.

The students in the middle of the bus are starting to bang on the side
of the bus. The monitor has been up and down the aisle several times
since the bus left the school asking each group of students to be quiet
only to hear them get loud again after she leaves their Side. The monitor.

isispeaking-to the children-in 'normal tone of voice.

All of a sudden a group of students in the front got up to'have a paper
fight--the monitor shouts at t ern to sit down. They slowly obeyed her

command. One student lowered a window; ; the bus is travelingon an
expressway and it is cold o tside (43 degrees). The air in the bus has

rapidly_changed from_coo_l_t_o_sold. Several of the, girls screamed due
to the cold; the boys threaen him with words and fists. The monitor
moved up to where the student is seated and asked him in a quiet and
deliberate tone; "Could you raise the window? It is cold outSide." The

student then raised the Window.
/

_-_
The students are veryitalkstive; they have been throughout the route. The

volume of the noise they are making has -been steadily increasing.

I
The monitor told one student to stop throwing paper; he stopped till the

monitor walked past and continued tossing paper towards the rear Of the

bus.

121
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Several students in the rear of the buS are screaming to their friends
seated in the frant

One student is peering out of the emergency door window waving at cars.
Several of the students, some in the front and some in the rear; are
standing in their seats to talk with their\friends several seats away.
The monitor is tb-ObUsy elsewhere to supervise them; The monitor is
in the front Of the'bus, asking several students not to scream;

There is extremediaorder, in 75 percent of the seats. One boy in the
rear of the bus believes that the side of the bus is a drum; he has been
banging fbr thelast seven minutes.

I -
We have_arrived at the first stop. ;The noise is incredible. Nearly all
the Students are screaming. Several of the boys on the front seat are
direating the substitute driver as to-the location of the bus stops;

We have arrived at the second Stop; the driver has left his seat; a
little girl is pretending she is crying. The driver is; very upset about-
this.trick. The monitor is asking students to turn around; they are
enjoying an argument between two students.

One little boy is loudly tapping his footi.several of the students join
him by- stomping on the floor, each trying to outdo the other; The driver'
asks them to stop.

At the third stop the noise level is slightly lower due to the reduced
number of students. The monitor has just stopped a fight between two boys.

Two hoys who just exited are lined up beside the bus to race the bus to
the next stop. The driver is not participating in the race; he is only
driving to the next stop. The students on the bus all move to one side
to watch the race; the driver and monitor try to get them seated. At
the next .stop the \driver asks the two boys to stop racing with the bus.
As the driver pone off th7.. by are running alongside and the students
again move to the right side of the bus to see who is winning. The next
stop is about a ialf mile down the road--the boys stopped chasing the bus
and the students returned to their seats.

The driver misses one of the assigned bus stops; one of the students Iied
to him about where the stop was located so that the driver would stop in
front of his house. The substitute driverhad co ask the students about
the location of the bus stops because he was unfamiliar with the route
and the route sheet did not list all the stops. Several students are
screaming "Stop here!", "Do not stop here!", or "You missed my stop!".
The driver does not know who is telling the truth.

Aftereach_stop students_would yell to their friends who had just exited
the bus. No one escorted the students across the street. -

At the. next stop one boy hit another student with an umbrella then ran
off the buS.- The boy who was hit ran to the front to follow the boy who
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hit him. The driver stopped the boy near.the door* the boy then ran to
the window shouting _6t the boy who hit him..

A girl in the front is jumping ft'on side to side._ Thk aonitor asks her
to be seated, she refuses, the diver then .asked hdy to stop--she did- -
for ten seconds. The driver asked the Little girl._to stop acting crazyL.'
The driver asked studeltts'for dit'ettionsi they .Iied:tO him 7.-Ilow we are,,
lost._ The students began _to shoutt_; "We want. to go_boAe! WaWant to go
home! ". The girl in the front4ybaving her second temper tentrum
because the driver will not let her off at her uncle housa,:_

The driver asks the stUdgnts,whees the next stop is I4Ated^-they finally
'tell hph the truth. The girl is having her third_tst9er tantrum. The

driver and monitor ignore her. She is tossing and ttalling no the floor
of the bus now. We arrived at the next to the last stop,--all the
students have exited except for_brie boy. The remaitgAg student is taken
to a day care center;

?

qpiet now;the driver and vorlitorare talking about how loud and
wild thestudentswersthey alsO'seid that'rheir beliWvior had improved.

G==16
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Attachment G-2

SELECTION PROCEDURE. FOR BUS MONITOR OBSERVATIONS

(Page 1 of 2)
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SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR BUS MONITOR OBSERVATIONS

Step 1. The transportation department was contacted to find out which
elementary schools hadcaesegregation bus routes served by bus
monitors. There were 14 such schools: Allan, Barton Hills,
Bryker Woods, Casis, Govalle, Highland Park, Metz, Norman, Oak
Springs, Rosewood, Sanchez, Sims,Sunset Valley, and Wooten.
The final selection included all the above schools except for
Barton Hills and Wooten. No observations were scheduled on
bus routes to schools not involved ta-tussing for desegregation
purposes.

Step 2. The total number of elementary desegregation routes was obtained
from the transportation department. The total number of routes
included in the selection pool was 49. Two of these bus routes
were used as practice trials to familiarize the observer with
the bus monitor activity.

Step 3 An observation sample size was chosen; 20 bus routes was deemed
to be the maximum number that could be reasonably observed.
Each observation required 3.5 hours. The actual observation
ranged from 20 to 45 minutes; 'the remaining time was-spent
traveling to and from the transportation base, to and from ele-
mentary schools and the time the observer rode on\the secondary
student portion of the bus route.

Step 4. Each of the 47 bus routes were listed randomly and then assigned
a random number to represent it.

Step 5. The number of elementary, desegregation bus routes per base was
obtained. The proportional number of routes for each base was
calculated. This procedure resulted in the selection of 7 bus
routes from the LBJ base, 6 from the North base, 5 from the
South base, and 2 from theCentral base.

Step 6. Routes were randomly SelectedfLfrom each base proportionally.

Step 7. The selected, bus routes from he four.bases were combined; each
of these routes was randomly assigned a number and posted in
one single group.

Step 8 Ten schools were randomly seIected-Lfrom the list of twenty for
morning observations. The remaining ten for afternoon observa-

-:.

tions';

Step 9 Twenty days were selected on whiCh observations could be conducted.
Each bus route was randomly assigned an observation date.

12
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Bus Monitor_Observations, noted by Date, Bus Route Number, Base
and Morning/Afternoon Routes

MORNING ROUTES.

Route # Observation Order Date 'Base**

121 1. Gavalle Jan. 5 North
90 2. Sanchez Jan. 6 LBJ
98 3. Sunset Valley Jan. 7_._ South

133 4. Oak Springs Jan. 11* LBJ
75 5. Rosewood Jan. 18* North

150 6. SimS Jan. 19 North
95 7. Sunset Valley Jan. 25* South

183 8. Highland Park Jan. 26* Central
48 9. Metz Feb. 1 LBJ
70 10. Allan Feb. 2 North

Optional observation days February 8th and 9th.

Route

AFTERNOON ROUTES

# Observation Order Date Base

73 1. Allan Jan. 5 North
142 2. Allan Jan. 6- South_
157 3. Norman Jan. 7 LBJ
47 4. Metz Jan. 11 LBJ
97 5. Sunset Valley Jan. 19 South
10 6. Highland Park Jan. 21 LBJ

113 7. Casis Jan. 26 South
154 8; Sims Feb; 2 LBJ
164 9; Bryker Woods Feb; 4 Central
110 GovaIIe Feb. 9 North

Optional observation days February 11th and 16th.

*Bus driver and Bus monitor interviews will be conducted con-
currently in conjunction with observations. Interviews with
Base Supervisors and Dispatchers (both morning and afternoon)
will be conducted on dates with an asterisk. Observation/
Interview dates may vary due to unforeseen circumstances.

**Central Base
'LBJ Base
North Base
South Base

= Criswell Center
= Deleon Terminal
= Sneed Terminal

Saegert Center

G-19
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Attachment G-4

BUS MONITOR OBSERVATION NARRATIVE COMPOSITE
FOR THE TEN MORNING 'OBSERVATIONS

(Page 1 of 4)
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The following composite description summarizes the activities noted on
ten morning bus monitor observations.

The busses usually leave their_ respective transportation.bases between
6:30 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. The first elementary students are usually boarded
around 6:45 a.m. At the majority of stops students stand in a single line
just prior to boarding the bus. This is a. practice established by several
of the drivers. At some of the stops the children may be playing near the
curb; the drivers usually explain to them that this is very dangerous.
When students run across streets to board the morning bus a few of the
drivers may speak to them about the dangers of darting out of the house
and running towards the bus. Sometimes the driver may send the student
back across the street and direct them in the proper way of crossing:_
looking both ways first and then walking across at a normal pace. Drivers
never asked this of students when one of the student's parents was standing
in view; The parent-driver relationship is limited; the informal. olicy
is to relate as little as possible to parents._ This practice is _the out=
groWth of an incident which occurred near AuStin in which a buS driver
was:shot dead by an irate parent.

The students (elementary and_secondary) on the north and northwest sections
of the city are provided_With front door pickup service. The bus usually
stops in front of their house and the child is then escorted or watched by
their parents as they board the bus. Students on the south, east, and
southeast sides of town usually wait in'groups at sites assigned as bus
stops. One Of the base supervisors stated that the only reason forithis
difference in procedure was "the people on these sides of town did not
request this service, so they do-not receive it." This difference in
pickup procedures affected.the boarding procedures used by monitors.: The
children on.the north and northwest routes usually board and seat them=
selves separately; there is little confusion in the boarding procedure when
only one or two students board at a time. The students on the other routes
are usually boarded in groups of three or more. This requires a different
on-bus boarding procedure; the monitor and driver are'usually_under pressure
to seat the students. The driver is not allowed to move the bus until all
the students are seated; during this time_the emergency_ lights are on_and
traffic is being held. In,order to minimize the bus'_disruptionto the
traffic flow the driver and monitor sometimes hurriedly seat students. This
practice sometimes leads to instructions_being_given'in a gruff manner; it
also limitsthe_personableness between the monitOr-driver team:and the
students. On the north and northwest routes students were greeted by name
rather than by "Hurry up and find a seat."

The majority of the monitors remain seated directly behind the driver.
There are two possible reasons for this behavior:

a. they remain at this location to assist the students in
boarding the bus, and/or

b. since it was very cold inside the busses on the morning
bus routes (the average morning temperaturd was usually
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below 38 degrees) the monitor remained seated behind the
bus driver to be near the main heater outlet for the bus;
it is located directly behind the driver's seat.

The practice of remaining seated behind the driver limits the monitor's_
supervisory ability in two ways:

a. Many monitors.allow students to sit in the aisle seat
next to them. This practice limits a monitor's mobility
given that the students must getup from their seat in
order for the monitor to reach the rear sections of the
bus.

b. The other reason this could be a bad practice is that
all but three students are seated rearward of the
monitor.

Monitors who are seated in the front seat usually have to, turn around to
face students or turn and stand in their seats. Neither of these_ approaches
worked well. The drivers on these routes had to participate in the super-
vision of students at a higher degree than those on routes where the
monitors were seated in the_rear of the bus. The best practice was for
the monitor to move to the front while students were boarding and rearward
after each group was seated.

Several of the bus routes had assigned seating arrangements. This pro-
cedure was established to limit the number of ripped-seats. Another reason
for the practice of assigning seats is to separate or place students who
misbehave in sections of the bus where they can be watched closely. Bus
routes with assigned seating had better organized seating procedures and
a more orderly boarding procedure. On busses without assigned seating the
monitor limited students_ from fighting or misbehaving by reassigning seats
throughout the route. The movement of students up and down the aisle
while the bus was in motion was the principal problem with this action;
if the driver had to stop suddenly the students could possibly be injured.

The noise level and seating problems usually increased as the bus began to
fill. The monitor - driver. teams were usually kept busy attempting to keep
the students seated and quiet. The students became more alert towards the
end of"the route;it was difficult for the monitor and driver to keep them
seated and quiet. It was in this period of the route that the process of
monitoring students from the front seat began to fail; the distance between
the monitor and the students did not allow for the effective monitoring of
students. Drivers actively participated in the supervision of students at
this time. The most common driver's supervisory behaviors was looking into
the rearview mirror, and asking individual students to remain quiet.1 'When
the entire bus became rowdy the driver would address the students as a
group. Drivers never directed a monitor to discipline any student.

Only two of the monitors had time to
performed only disciplinary duties.

comfort children, the remainder
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The students' noise level increased as the bus entered the school grounds.
Upon arriving at school the students began standing up_and moving around,
this is another time_when drivers actively participated in the supervision
of. students. The driver usually asked the students to be quiet and to sit:
down. Half of the drivers said goodbye to the students as a group as they
exited the bus.

The majority of the bus routes did not have an organized exit procedure.
On these routes students just jumped up and ran to the front door of the
bus; this procedure resulted in mass chaos. Other forms of exit pro-
cedures included exiting by grade level, by sex, by side of bus, and by
row. The best procedure observed was o have students exit row by TOW,
left to right. The exiting procedure is mentioned because of its
importance; a proper procedure to get students off the bus quickly and
safely is very important. In the event of an accident, the'students will
already be used to an organiied procedure. ,Monitors had little involve-
ment in the directing of exit procedures.

Very few monitors checked the bus at the end of the elementary run for
items left by elementary students. Most of the busses used for elementary
routes are used later in the day to transport secondary students; there-
fore, items left on the bus belonging to elementary students may, not be
retrieved-after the route is codpleted.

Prior to the beginning of the secondary bus route, the monitor and driver
usually discussed the behal4ior of the students- and possible seat reassign-
ments. The monitor usually remained quietly seated behind the driver
throughout the secondary portion of the bus route.

3
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BUS MONITOR-OBSERVATION NARRATIVE COMPOSITE
FOR THE TEN AFTERNOON ROUTES

(Page 1 of 5)
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The following composite description summarizes the activities noted on
ten afternoon bus monitor observations.

The afternoon bus routes usually began about 2:10 p.m. The busses arrived
at.the elementary schooli around 2:30 p.m. The busses remained at all
schools until 2:37 p.m.; therefore, seven minutes were allotted for buS
boarding. At the end of each school day the elementary students rush out
towards their assigned busses. The busses are usually parked in the same
order every day to help the students locate the bus for their route.
Busses are also labeled with animal figures (e.g.,- ,,large pictures of
elephants,,tigers, etc., on the inside and outside of the bus). The
school exit procedure for students differed at one school; this School
had the students divided into separate lines according to their bus route.
A teacher stood in front of each line until he or she was relieved by a.
bus monitor. The bus monitor then marched the students onto the bus in
single file. Once on the bus the driver and the monitor seated students
according to a pre-established seating arrangement. On routes without
this procedure the boarding procedure resulted in students running through
the bus; changing seats frequently, students getting onto the wrong bus,
and general disorder on the school grounds and inside the buS. The
organized school exit procedure may also have benefits to others besides
the bus driver and bus monitor; parents picking up,their children and
teachers are afforded-a more orderly school environment.

As'students boarded the bus, both the monitor and driver worked rapidly
to not only locate each student in a seat, but also to keep them seated,
to prevent them from yelling to their schoolfriends from the bus windows,
to prevent fighting, and to limit the noise students were making. . Students'
pre-trip behavior could best be described as chaos on all but one bus route.

_--qbe-monitor-and-driver-were-usually-too-busy-seating-students-14th.i401
..... -

seven minute Mime period to Worry about students on-bus behavfors. On
the route thatvas, the exception the monitor and driver greeted each student
at the door of the bus and explained to them to be quiet and seated. One
reason that this approach worked so well was that the small numbet of
students riding on this route seemed to give the driver-monitor team less
trouble.

The drivers usually asked for quiet at the beginning of each route. At
this time some of the drivers issued traveling instructions. The drivers
usually stressed being seated and remaining quiet. The manner that these
instructions were presented ranged from friendly to gruff. The monitor
usually walked up and down the aisle during this time seating studentS and
asking them to be quiet.

The students were usually very quiet while the driver was speaking, but
as soon as the bus left the curb thnise level increased. The students'
behavior on afternoon routes was totally different from that observed on
the morning routes. On the morning routes the students were still very
drowsy; they were relatively ell behaved.: The students on the majority
of the afternoon routes were oud and disorderly.

132
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The drivers were more actively involved in supervising the students on
afternoon routes. On two bus routes the drivers pulled, the bus over to .

the side of the road and asked the students to be quiet and to behave;
On one of the routes this action proved to work well, bnton the other
the students appeared to have.gotten louder after the bus was again in
motion.

On each trip there was a period of about 15 minutes between the time
leaving the school and arriving at the first'stop. On one bus this time
period was reserved for reading. On the other buSses,the behavior ranged
from quiet talking to highly disruptive behavior. On four busses It was
the observer's opinion that the disruptiveness of the students could have
created safety problems. On these busses students were either talking
too loudly or moving about the bus without concern for their safety. When
talking, pleading, or demanding failed to work as tactics in keeping
students quiet the monitor and driver resorted/to write-up sheets.

/ '

Notice of Unsatisfactory Conduct on School Bus/Forms (NUCSB) are what
drivers and monitors refer to as "write-up sheets." A copy of this form
is contained in Attachment G-6. Write-up sheets are used in situations
where the students' behavior is well beyond the range of acceptability.
The majority of the write-ups are for stude ts who refuse to remain
seated (i.e., running up and down the aisle. The use of write-ups vary;
some drivers use them sparingly, others more willingly. Drivers on nearly
all the bus routes are in charge of deciding which students should be
reported. /

The following information concerning write-up sheets was obtained from
interviews and informal conversations with bus monitors, bus drivers, and
base supervisors. They mentioned that some drivers are reluctant to use

--the write-up sheets as a disciplinary tool because they do not want stu-
dents to have their bus privilege susPended. Other drivers either collect
write-ups for a particular student(s) and submit them all at one time, or
threaten students with a write-up with no intention_of ever submitting

.

them to school officials. All of the above uses of write-ups in'some way
diminish their effectiveness. Nonuse of write-ups may lead to a continuation
of Misbehavior, saving wiite-Ups concerning a particular student limits the
association of k particular misbehavior with punishment, and threats of
writ -ups' use without actual usage reduce the disciplinary value of the
sheets.

According to transportation deartment personnel the purpose of the
write-up sheet is to inform -school personnel about a student's misbehavior;
the general procedure'incluiles, the following:

a. a student has a conference with the school principal after
the first report of misbehavior on a bus;

b. after the second write-up the student's parents must come
to the school to attend a conference with the school adminis-
trator and student, and

13 3
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after the third write-up the student is considered for
a temporary suspension of their bus riding privilege.
The length of the suspension will vary according to the

the student's misbehavior and other factors.

The above procedure may vary by school and the severity of misbehavior.
Several transportation department personnel suggested that regUIarly
scheduled conferences with school. personnel may help drier-monitor teams
with the proper administration of write-ups.

Given the preceding comments it would appear that the value of write-ups
in the disciplining of elementary students may be somewhat questionable.
Write-ups appear to be a very effective discipline tool wtth secondary
students, probably because they immediately understand the relationship
between their misbehavior and ,the restraint imposed by the write-up sheet.
Elementary students may not fully understand the connects n between their
misbehavior and the restraint imposed as a result of a wr te-up. During
several observations students were heard to say,'"Go ahead and write me
up. 1 don't care."

On one-route a monitor took the reverse approach, instead Of using nega-y
tive reinforcement techniques such as write-ups, the monitor used' a
positive reinforcement technique. The monitor provided-candy to we4-
behaved students. This monitor proposed to students that the quietest
side of the bus would receive a reward; a lollipop. This approach resulted
in one of the quietest afternoon bus routes. Although this method of
providing sugary goodies to students was -.-ery successful there are several
limitations to this approach that may keep it from becoming an established
practice. These limitations include:

,

a. a matter of equity; all the students on the "loud'side7
of the bus may have been quiet except for a few loud
talkers,

b. providing items to students that parents may not wish
for them to receive; and

the cost; monitors,are not reimbursed for the candy they
may provide to students.

Although the approach used by the-monitor may have been somewhat incorrect,
the underlying theme of positive reinforcement worked well. The use of
positive reinforcement technique is the approach recommended-by teachers
(see Appendix L). Teachers recommended that several classroom-based posi-
tive reinforcement techniques could be applied to the schoolbus situation.

Very few of the monitorg exited. school busses to assist students in crossing
streets; according to transportation department policy this is a safety
procedure that many monitors sholld have performed. Crossing the streets
with students does not have to co flict with the monitor's need to remain
seated near the re of the bus nor their need to provide constant super-
vision. Monitors c easily walk to the front of a bus, exit with students:
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and then return to their seat. The driver can superyisestudents while
the monitor is off the bus, or perhaps the driver can help students
across busy streets. There were several times when cars continued to
proceed past the buseven after it had been stopped for several moments
with its emergency flashers operating.

Another important procedure noted by several bus monitors was permanent
assignment to one particular bus route throughouttheschool year.. They
mentioned: several reasons why this should be an established practice;
these reasons were:

a. the monitor is .=-,ware of each student's bus stop,

b. the monitor knows at which stops students have to cross
a street in order to get home, and

c. it breeds a sense Of familiarity between the bus monitor
and the students which leads to an improved student's
understanding of their expected behaviors.

The monitor on one bus seated students by the order of their exits.
The students that exited at the first few stops were seated in the for-
ward section of the bus. This procedure worked quite well in that the
monitor had asmaller area of space occupied by students to monitor after
each stop. This procedure would work only if monitors rode on the same
route daily.

Many of the elementary students had_to be told to gather their belongings
prior to the next stop. _Monitors who were familiar with_students and their
stops would -call -out each student by name and tell them it was time for
them to gather their_ belongings. El,mentary-age stuaants are very likely
to leave items behind--coats, hats, gloves, schoolbooks, and papers were
among some_of the items collected by monitors aftei-they checked for
student belongings. MonitorS usually handed each student their lost
articles the next day.

A .

The secondary students were also more animated in the afternoon than they
were in the morning hours; however, no monitors were observed supervising
thepe students on afternoon routes.

G--=29
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BO s3 f AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

AUTHORITY OF DRIVER:

hotted disorderly conduct

portation in accordance

reporting disorderly conduct

destination.

NOTICE OF UNSATISFACTORY CONDUCT ON SCHOOL BUS

Pupils transomed in a school Ws shall be under the authority of and responsible to

or persistent refusal to submit to the authority of the driver shall be sufficient reason for

with theiregulations of the governing board of the district, The driver of any school bus shall

of the pupils transported. No bus driver she require any pupil to leave the bus .before

the driver tithe bus COn.

a pupil to be denied trans .

be held responsible for

such pupil his reached his

0

.0

tsa

sctiooLi STUDENT NAME: GRADE:

ROUTE It EiUS DRIVER NAME: DATE:

DRIVER'S REPORT:

0 VIOLATION OF SAFETY PROCEDURES

0 DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY

FIGHTING1PUSHING/TRIPPING

OTHER_

0 EXCESSIVE MISCHIEF 0 EATING/DRINKING/LITTERING

U WRITING. O RUDE/DISCOURTEOUSIANNOYING

o SMOKING 0 UNACCEPTABLE LANGUAGE 0
0

0

C)

0

0
0

COMMENTS:

..... ..11=1.1.

ACTION .TAKEN:

1111.1

...M. 16...........m1=111.1.11,

Signed:

School PrincIpal

Note: It is the responsibility of the principal or his assistant to record this report in the student record file and take whatever disciplinary

action he believes necessary, If the student is to be reinstated on the bus, the principal should give the student a permit to that effect,

One copy should then be forwarded to the Transportation Office at the Administration Building,

PLEASE RETURN THIS COPY TO THE TRANSPORTATION OFFICE
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MONITORS

Due to the desegregation plan, a position linking familiar

neighborhood faces to somewhat unfamiliar situations, particularly .

for young children, has been created. As a part time bus monitor,

you will have the exciting and challenging responsibility of

guiding and reassuring young children on their dail.v journey to

and from school. Information concerning bus operations and safety,

strategies for talking withchildren and adults, as ell as,

behavior management are outlined in this packet to help y_o_u_g t

started in your new job.

As a part time monitor, you are responsible to the people

with whom you work. These people, from principals to bus drivers,

are professionals whose responsibilities and authority need to be

respected and responded to. Together with these people, monitors

form a professional team that can be of utmost help in the educa-

tion of young children, particularly in making desegregation a

meaningful experience. Feel free to seek advfoe from these team

mates. Remember, the key to success of the monitor program is

the ability of all staff to work together harmoniously.

In joining the Austin Independent School District this year,

you are asked to display a sense of loyalty to the.district, and

becone the best professional possible. Generally, this will require

becoming familiar with the district's policies and way of doing

things. Specifically, you will need to establish efficient routines

that comply with bus safety and school procedures. Most-important,

a dedication and love of all children needs to'be displayed.

G-34
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QUALITIES OF A GOOD MONITOR

When people are asked to think back of teachers:that they really

liked and describe their qualities, often descriptionS indltde: love of

children, .fair, fleXible, sense of humor, I knew what vas expectedi firm

but reasonable. These are in fact similar unli-ties yauyill be asked to

display in your position as a Part Time Bus Monitor or Full Time Site Monitor.

Some helpful suggestions include:

1. Strive for consistency in dealing with children. Apply rules and privileges eqully.

2, Encourage
SdhaoI,

3. Encourage
behaviors

the children to respect you and your colleagues on the bus and at

children to be responsible and independent. Model acceptable
and-praise the children for their efforts and compliance with rules.

4. Work to include what is called positive reinforcement.-(See

5. Do not take things children say or do personally. While they may 1e testing
your limits, often when children are acting out it is not directed at you
as a personal attack. AttentiOn getting may take many forms and be directed
at peers,as well as,at adult personnel.

6. Balance your role as friend and monitor.

7. Act as a professional when givpn confidential information.

8. Display a liking for all children regardless of appearance or behavior.

9. Develop your listening skills. It often helps to listen to children in order
to establish a good rapport. This is true for adulta as well.

10. Be neatly dressed and well groomed. Young children especially respond
positively to neatly dressed adults; they expect you to look professional.

11. Be aware of your voice-children respond to voice levels' and tones like a
thermometer; calm quiet tones encourage calm behaviors. Children are great imitat
Never-yell l ar disalay-temoer.-

12. Aim to ae e calm sreye or the storm" in difficult or
Give directions-in such situations clearly. calmly.

13. Be energetic and alert. Get plenty of sleep.

14. Never contradict what another staff member in a position of authority has said.

15. Never administer a punishment,' that is the job of the principal or teacher.
Do fill out unsatisfactory conduct. reports and hand them to appropriate personne:

16. Never give any inappropriate materials to children such as matches, aspirin or
other medicine, unauthorized, non-cafeteria food. Do participate in approved
reward systems,te.g,., at dcal or point systems.

emergency situations.

ars, e s

a:m. Such devices only 'hurt peolikcs feelings. .
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BUS ROUTE

CHECKLIST_FOR TH2 FIRST_DAY_OF_S
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. on. timeArrive

Get acquainted with driver and special procedures he br she follows
i

I

Ask the driver for ihformation about that bus and route ]

What animal decal is used? What route number?
IAsk how /you might help/With pupil accounting procedures

Be prepared toSdisembark at.each stop

/
Greet children by name, consult name tags on children:

AS children board bus, remind them to look around to recognize where'to

get off in the p.m.; look for a landmark I

Mark the nametags with a number corresponding to the sequence of stops

Give those children without a name tag' a blank WhiCh you quickly code with

the stop number

J _

If there is time during stops, write the. child' name on the blank. tag

(this may be complete by teaChers or by the monitors later in the day)

Repeat the process at each stop; be prepared to disembark at each

Circulate to any problem areas on the bus-quietly counsel or reassure

'a child; enlist the aid of a leader if several are having .a problem

During the long-part of the journey-(after the last a.m. pickup point)

move to the back of the bus for a better vantage point and to supvervise

the emergency door.

.=,..imi Prior to arrival at the school, inform the children thatIou will

disembark first to'establish where the children are to go

Upon arriving at the school, disembark quickly and ask the principal,

or other personnel in charge of bus duty, where they would like the

children to go

Follow the directionS of the school principal or his or her designate

.111111116

Part time monitors return with the bus (Those art time monitors that
41G=36
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ride a second morning route with older junior high or high' school students

need only ride at the back of the bus on these routes and assist the

drtver as needed.)

Ask your school principal to have the buS route name tags pinned on the

children for the p.m. route

P.M. BUS ROUTE:

If name tags are missing on some children, ask if they know their home

address. ,

Ask if he sees a friend on the bus that lives right nearby
1

At each 'stop,.ask the children to look'carefull; scan the tags for stop

nuMbers

Do not a11oW children to go home with a friend unless you were informed

of a written note at school

Cross the children at each stop where necessary (10 feet in front ofthe

buz)

If there is a child left over at the end of the run

Part time monitors return to the bus barn as their final destination

G-37
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MONITOR"S-RESPONSIBILITY FOR DISCIPLINE

Attachment 0 -7..
(Page. 6 of7)

1. " Pupils transportated in a school bus shall be under the authority

of and responsible to the driver of the bus."

Monitors are a _temporary addition to the Austin ISD staff in order

to help children make a smooth transition to a new situation, which may involve

riding a bus for the first time. Trierefore, it is the responSibility of. the

monitor to assist the driver with discipline.and enforcing reasonable rUIeS of

conduct on the bus. The monitor, however, does not supercede the driver in

authority. The driver must retain the decision as to Whether it is safe for

the bus to continue on its journey. Information relevant to bus discipline

and human relations have been excerpted from Driver;:: Handbook-Palicies-Protedures;

these pages follow subsequently. Many important tips to make your job enjoyable are

2. The Austin Independent School District has a Policy on Discipline as stated

in the Administrative Handbook, Section 5143. -This has also been excerpted and

taigas Lthe-tac erpt- Irmo:the Diriverls-Handbook- Polidi ea-Procedures.

Key facts to.remember:

A. Under no circumstances i3 the monitor to administer corporal punishment.

B. All serious discipline problems are to be referred to the principaI'or

designee.

C. When a serious infraction occurs on the bus an "Unsatisfactory Conduct"

report is to be filled out and given to the principal or designee.

D. Monitors are not to contact parents directly concerning discipline problems

without first obtaining the principals permission.

E. Do not make threats that you are not in a position of authority to carry out.

F. Striking a student or use of improper language will result in an investigation.

4.? If it is found that the monitor acted irresponsibly, the monitor will be terminated.

1.
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:AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

TRANSPORTATION

TITLE: Bus Monitor

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

Provides bus driver with whatever_ support necessary toenable the driver to concentrate on driVing

Reports to the school Principal, Supervisor of SchoolBus Operations.

Works cooperatively with driver.

EXAMPLE OF WORK PERFORMED:

Works at identifying by name, every elementary studentthat regularly rides the bus--Assists children in locatingthe correct P.M. bus and bus stops--Assists driver in seeingthat emergency door is closed when bus is moving--Assistsdriver and staff with any counts and reports-=Assists driverwith any particular bus seating arrangement--Assists studentriders with any physical or emotional problem while they areon the bus--Performs related duties as assigned.

GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS:

EDUCATION:

Required--Ability to read and write
PreferHigh School graduation

.

CERTIFICATION:

lone

EXPERIENCE:

Intworking with children and live in sending schOol area.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES:

Effective work habits--Ability
public and students.

PHYSICAL-:

A4iraie health

.PERSONAL: 144

communicate with schools,
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RIDING RIGHT

STUDENT'S GUIDE TO PROPER BUS RIDING BEHAVIOR

(Page 1 of 2)
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GUIDELINES FOR PROPER CONDUCT ON

PUSLICSCHOOL VEHICLES,

INTRODUCTION THE .)1\1.14T111 INDEPENDENT SctiooL DISTRICT
_,.

f

PROVI1*S FREE TO CNSPORTATION TO AND FROM
SCHOOLS FOR STUDE Ts ELIGIBLE EFOR THE SR
VICE. THERE ARE MA FIEASONS WHY STUDENTS
SHOULD PcTCTICE SAF TY AND COURTESY) WHILE.
RIDING SCHOOL VEHIC S. BY BEING CONSIDER--
ATE OF OTHER PASSENGERS AND OF THE BUS
DRIVER (WHO\IUST CONCENTRATE UPON THE ROAD
AND TRAFFIC) STUDENTS CAN HELP MAKE EVERY
ONES BUS R113.4 MORE PLEASANT; DRIVING A
BUS 15 NOT AN EASY JOB, ONE MISTAKE COULD
INJURE NUMEROUS PEOPLE; CAUSING DISTRAC
TIONS ON BUSES AN BE RISKY BUSINESS. SINCE
THE BUS RIDING ST1i9ENTIS "CLASSROOM DAY"
INCLUDES ENTERING AND LEAVING THE BUS DURING
THE MORNING AND AF-I4 NOON RUNS, ALL STU
DENTS SHOULD BECOME MILIAR WITH STUDENT
RESPONSIBILITIES. \1

''..

STUDENT A. LOADING :

\
0 BE AT DESIGNATED S TOP 5 MINUTES
,- PRIOR TO BUS ARRIVAL TIME. BUSES.

WILL LEAVE SCHOOLS 7 MINUTES AFTER
THE CAST BELL HAS RUN

, STAY OFF ROAD OR HIGH4AY; WAIT ON
SIDEWALK, IF AVAILABLE.\\.

;----,---, \
WHEN BOARDING,,IvIOVE IN A SINGLE
FILE; DO NOT PUSH, SHOVE, 41i RUN UP

- BUS STEPS..

Go TO THE REAR OF THE BUS 4R FELLOW
v

SEATING RULES) AFTER BOARD NG.

RESPONSIBILITIES

-48
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STUDENT
RESPNSIBI LITI ES

(CON I NUED)

O DO NOT SAVE SEA S'FOR FRIENDS.

O AVOID BRINGING SFi RP, LARGE, OR
BREAKABLE OBJEGTSvON BUSES. (IF
YOU HAVE A LARGS4-0 ,11 -TO CARRY ASK
THE BUS DRIVEH ABOU THE BEST PLACE
TO PUT IT.)

.....,

. RIDING

TALK QUIETLY AND COURTEOUSLY --
NEVER SHOUT, FIGHT, OR y4RGUE.

KEEP FEET AND ARMS DLit OF. THE
AISLES.

DO NOT LEAVE OR CHANGE YOUR SEAT
WHILE THE BUS IS IN MOTION.

EATING; DRINKING; SMOKING; OR
CHEWING TOBACCO IS NOT PERMITTED.

KEEP HANDS AND HEAD INSIDE, THE BUS.'
DO NOT THROW, HAND OR DANGLE ANY-
THING OUT OF THE WINDOWS.

HcELP KEEP BUS CLEAN BY THROW
ING THINGS ON THE FLOOR.

ROWDINESS, LOUD TALKING, PUSHING,
SHOVING, SPITTI NG, OBSCENE LANGUAGE;
DESI\RUCTION OF PROPERTY, AND GENERAL
DISCOURTESIES TOWARD OTHERS WILL BE
CONSIDERED VIOLATIONS.

sr WEAPONS OR OTHER UNSAFE OBJECTS
WILL NO BE PERMITTED ON THE BUS.

REPORT 1;3120/EN SEATS OR FAULTY
EQUIPMEIT TO THE DRIVER.

)

OLDER STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO LOOK
AFTER THE \ SAFETY. OF YOUNGER CHILD
REN RIDING \THE SAME BUS.

149



STUDENT DRIVERS WILL NOT CARRY FRIENDS OF
RESPONSIBILITIES REGULAR BUS RIDERS OR DISCHARGE

(CONTINUED) RIDERS AT PLACES OTHER THAN THE RE-
GULAR BUS STOPS ON THE ROUTE UNLESS
THE STUDENT PRESENTS PROPER AUTHOR-
IZATION IN WRITING FROM THE PRINCIPAL.

RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYERS MUST NOT
BE PLAYED ON THE BUS.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, STUDENTS MUST
TAKE DIRECTIONS FROM THE DRIVER.
EMERGENCY EXITS MUST BE USPD ONLY
AT THE DIRECTION OF THE DRIVER.

LEAVING

ADHERE TO DRIVER'S INSTRUCTIONS BE-
FORE CROSSING THE ROAD IN FRONT OF
THE BUS.

As YOU LEAVE THE BUS; LOOK BOTH WAYS
TO SEE IF OTHER TRAFFIC HAS STOPPED
BEFORE CROSSING THE ROAD OR STREET.

NEVER CROSS FROM BEHIND THE BUS.

IF YOU DROP AN OBJECT, DO NOT STOP TO
RICK IT UP; CONTINUE TO THE OTHER
SIDE 0 THE STREET. THE DRIVER WILL
INSTRUCT YOU ON HOW TO RETRIEVE THE
OBJECT.

GI STUDENTS NOT CROSSING THE STREET
SHOULD STEP BACK FROM THE BUS, SO
THE BUS MAY PROCEED.

Do NOT HANG ONTO BUS AS IT PULLS
AWAY.

3.



PARENT
RESPONSIBILITY

DRIVER
RESPONSIBILITY

ti

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PARENTS TO RE-
VIEW THESE GUIDELINES WITH THEIR CHILDREN
AND ENCOURAGE THEM TO COOPERATE'WITH THE
SCHOOL AUTHORITIES' EFFORTS TO OPERATE A
SAFE, EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM;

THE BUS DRIVER MUST OPERATE HIS VEHICLE
SAFELY AND ENFORCE HE REGULATIONS CON-
CERNING STUDENT CONDUCT TO THE BEST OF
HIS/HER ABILITY. VIOLATIONS MUST BE RE-
PORTED IN WRITING TO THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
AND THE TRANSPORTATION SUPERVISOR AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE.

;.

PRINCIPAL IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PRINCIPAL TO
RESPONSIBILITY CONDUCT AN ORGANIZED PROGRAM OF INFORMA-

TION AND INSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARENTS CON-
C.ESNING THESE RULES. IMMEDIATE DISCIPLIN-
ARY ACTION MUST BE TAKEN WHEN VIOLATIONS

--ARE-BROUGHT-TO.IHLS_A. TT-Ertl-ION. I-SCI P LI NARY

ACTIONS MAY INCLUDE SUCH AS SUSPENSION OF
THE STUDENT'S RIDING PRIVI LEDGE FOR A DAY
OR A FEW DAYS TO PERMANENT -SUSPENSION OF
THE RIDING PRIVILEDGE.

THE PRINCIPAL OR SOME DESIGNATED REPRESEN-
TATIVE. MUST BE PRESENT AT THE LOADING ZONE
WHEN PUPILS ARE UNLOADING IN THE MORNING OR
WADING IN THE AFTERNOON TO HELP SUPERVISE
THE OPERATION AND GIVE SUPPORT TO THE DRIVER.
EACH PRINCIPAL SHOULD PROVIDE ADEQUATE
SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL AS STUDENTS LOAD AND
UNLOAD AT THE SCHOOL.

4
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Chapter 2--Formula

Appendix H

ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY CONCERNING THE
BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY EVALUATION
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Administrator Survey Concerning the BUS Monitor Activity
Brief Description of the instrument:

The "Questions for Administrators" survey included 62 questions. Some questions on
this annual survey were also included on the "Questions for Teachers" survey to allowcomparisonsothers were asked only of administrators. The survey was computer-
generated during 1982-83 for the first time, with administrators asked only abouttopics applicable to 'them. Information related to bus 'monitors vas Collected forthis Appendix. Five questions were focused upon this activity.

To whom was the Instrument administered?

Administratora at R-3 paired schools provided with bus monitor service on
desegregation bus routes (n -17).

Now many times was the instrument administered? ,

price. Surveys were first sent out February 14 with a reminder sent February 28.

When was the instrument administered?

Febauary 14, 1983 with a reminder survey February 28.

Where was the instrument administered?

Through the school mail to administrators' building addresses.

Who administered the instrument?

Self-administered.

What training did the administrators have?
N/A.

Was the instrument administered under standardized conditions?

No, although instructions were the same to everyone.

Were there problems with the instrument or the administration that
might affect the validity of the data?
None that are known.

Who developed the Instrument?

District Priorities' evaluator finalized questions submitted by Office of Research
and gzaluation (ORE) and other AISD staff.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?
None:\

Are there norm data available for interpreting the results?
Some.responses can be compared to those of teachers, parents, and base super-, rs.
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ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY CONCERNING THE BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY

Purpose

One section of the Administrator Survey concerns the evaluation of the
bus monitor activity. This section was de',gned to contribute information
for the following decision and evaluation questions from the Chapter-2--
Formula Evaluation Design:

.

Decision Question_la: Should the.District continue to fund
-the same activities under Chapter 2 in the future?

Evaluation_Questiov-411-2-: Are bus monitors meeting
the needs of the students and schools they serve?

Decisions Should AISD continue to fund bus moni-
tors from Chapter 2? If so, are program alterations necessary?

Evaluation Quest-ion- Do the parents whose
children are transported on monitored busses believe
that the monitors are meeting the needs of their
children?

Evaluation Question D2-2: Do the principals whose
schools are served with monitored busses believe
that the monitors are meeting the needs of their
students?

Evaluation Queston_ -6: Do all appropriate routes
for K; 1-3 schools have bus monitors?

Evaluation Question D2-8: How do principals; teachers;
parents; bus drivers, And bus monitors think that bus
monitors' perfoimance could be improved?

Evaluation Question__D2-,9_: Can the management of the
bus monitors be_improved?

Procedure

Instrument. The questions which provided information about the evaluation
.questions above were given to administrators as part of the administrator's
questionnaire, Questions for Administrators. The complete results for the
administrator survey can be found in Appendix R & publication number 82.55.

Staff of the Office of Research and Evaluation and Other central adminis-
trators were asked if they had any queSti s for central or. school

H-3
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administrators and/or teachers in fall 1982. A District evaluator and
evaluation assistant worked individually with those submitting the ques-
tions to finalize the questions and samples. A final draft of the survey
was produced in January 1983 and distributed to ORE and other key
administrative staff for review. The questions for the bus monitor
activity are posted in Attachment H-1 by their item number on the Adminis-
trator Survey.

This year'S survey included over twice as many questions as last year's;
cTherefore; it was computer- generated this. year and administrators answered

only questions applicable to them; Some questions applied to all
administrators--these were answered by all central and a random half of
the elementary and secondary principals; Other questions that applied to
elementary or secondary school. administrators only were randomly given
to half the group. ,Finally, some project-specific questions were given
to all applicable administrators;

Sample. Also due to the length of the survey; all administrators (315)
were surveyed rather than half as last year. The number of questions
received varied from 10 for some central administrators to 33 for some
elementary school administrators.

Psoce'ssing. Administrators were assigned a number from 1 to 315 and two
Labels per administrator were run. Surveys were sent out through the
school mail on February 14. A printout of administrators in numerical
order was used to check in surveys as returned. New surveys were sent
out February 28 as a reminder to those who had not returned them by that .
date. Surveys were accepted through March

Surveys were keypunched and verified at the Southwest Educational Develop-
ment Laboratory. Response distributions were transferred from the
printouts to the CRT terminal in their appropriate place on the survey.
The sample size and percent respOnding with each option were typed in.
The actual number responding with a particular option can be calculated
by multiplying the percentage by the sample size and div±ding by 100.

The survey-and responses were then printed and reduced.

Results

Bus Monitors. The administrator survey is one Part of the evaluation of
bus monitor activities. This report summarizes the responses and comments
of 17 principals and assistant principals of K-3 schools receiving bussed
students. Each administrator received a questionnaire with five questions
designed to elicit their perceptions of the bus monitor program.

Results for the first four questions are presented in Figures H-1 through
H-4. Some conclusions to be reached from examining the tables are as
follows:

11==4
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About 95% of the principals agreed or strongly agreed that the
bus monitors are important to parents of their bussed students;
No one disagreed with this statement.

About 88% of the principals agreed or strongly_ agreed that the
bus monitors provide an important service to their students.
NO one disagreed with this statement.

Their satisfaction with the performance of the bus monitors
was less positive. Only 47% were Satisfied or very satisfied.
Six percent were dissatisfied.

Most of the administrators (59%) assumed that parents were
satisfied or very satisfied with the performance of the moni-
tors.

Of the 17 administrators surveyed, 12 responded to question 31, "The best
way to improve the bus monitoring process might be to...." Improvement
in the training of monitors was by far and away the area most frequently
mentioned. Nine of the 12 who responded mentioned training. All responses

to question five are listed below.

Administrators' comments concerning the buS monitor activity:

Provide training in handling problems, safety, etc. Make

known expectations.

Provide bus monitors.

Be sure we have ,a monitor on evory bus K-3).

Train and then check to see if they Are doing as told.

Training on how to work with children. Get the monitors chat
just go along for the ride back to work.

Incorporate this process with monitoring breakfast program
and lunch, and being available on site. The bus-site monitor
served in this way and was effective.

Mote training on how to work with children.

Train monitors to work with school age children. Provide
activities whereby they could handle bus behavior--provide
some help to'principalS for this.

Provide on-going and on-the-spot training for them in
effective and ineffective methods of dealing with student
behavior on the bus.

H-5
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Let principal hire!
Train them!!
Train them!
Pay them more!

Pay more to get better trained monitors.

1. Intensive workshop, (i.e., training),
2; Rewrite guidelines and rules for monitors and learn to

abide by them.
3. Teach them child psychology, writing and spelling.
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Amount of Agreement
Number of Percent
Regponses of Total

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Do not know

Total 17

71

24

101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error;

Figure H-1. AMOUNT OF STATED AGREEMENT By K-3 PAIRED SCHOOLS' PRINCIPALS
WITH QUESTION 12; "BUS MONITOR SERVICE ON GRADES 1-3 SCHOOL
BUSSES IS IMPORTANT TO PARENTS OF CHILDREN WHO RIDE BUSSES."

Amount of Agreement
Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

10

4

63

25

13

Do not know

Total 16 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure H-2. AMOUNT OF AGREEMENT ADMINISTRATORS EXPRESSED WITH QUESTION
13, "I THINK BUS MONITORS PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT SERVICE TO THE
STUDENTS AT MY SCHOOL."

H-7
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Degree of SatiSfaction
Ndtber of Percent
Responses of Total

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

Do not know

Total

8

0

17

6

41

47

6

100

Figure H-3. PRINCIPAL RESPONSES TO QUESTION 29, "FOW SATISFIED ARE YOU
WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF BUS MONITORS?"

Degree of Satisfaction
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

Do not know,

Total 17

6

53

12

12

0

18

. 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure H=4. PRINCIPAL RESPONSES TO QUESTION 30, "HOW SATISFIED ARE
PARENTS OF YOUR STUDENTS-WITH BUS MONITORS?"

H-8
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12.

Attachment H-1

ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY QUESTIONS--BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY

Scale for items 12 and 13:

1 = Strongly agree '3 7 Ndutral
2 =Agree - . 47 Didegree

Bus monitor service on grades
1-3 school busses is important
to parents of my :students who'
ride busses.

13. I think bus monitors provide
an important service to the
students at my school.

Strongly disagree
= Do not knoW

5\ 6

Scale for items 29 and 30:

1 = Very satisfied 3 = Neutral 5 = Very Dissatisfied
2 = Satisfied 4 = Dissatisfied 6 = Do not knoW

29. How satisfied are you with the
performance of bus monitors?

30. How satisfied are parents. of
yourstudentswith bus
monitors?

5

5 6

31. The best way to improve the bus monitoring process might
be to:

1_60

H=9
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Chapter 2--Formula

Appendix I

TEACHER SURVEY FOR THE BUS
MONITOR ACTIVITY EVALUATION

-o

I-1
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Teacher .LS'ATrvey for the Bus Monitor Activity Evaluation-- ".Z

Brief Description of the instratiiiint:.1
. .

A computer-generated questionnaire, with a unique assortment of about 15 questions
per teacher from an item pool of 102 items. There were six items concerning he
bus monitor activity.

To whom was the instrument administered?

All K-3 teache'rs assigned to paired schools who did not receive reacher surveys
last year.

How .many times was the instrument administered?

Once, with one reminder notice.

When was tne instrument administered?

Initial mailing was February 16, 1983, with a reminder sent on
closing dace for data processing was April 6, 1983.

Where was the instrument administered?

To the teachers in their schools.

Who administered the instrument?

Self-administered.

What training did the administrators have?

N/A.

Was the instrument administered under standamized conditions?

N/A;

March 2, 1983.

Were -there problems with the ..n.,+.:^ument or 1...-- administration that
might affect the validi*.r of the :Ok;i

ur_known.

Who developed the irstrunw :it?

The Offize of Research \ant: Evaluactrn

What reliability -and V:1.07 . on -strunWi.nt?

None.

Are there norm data available kr- !s`2!"

Some items are col7para-ble to itectl on .- . mazes -:: base supervisor inter-
view, and the adm: #.srTacor au-rve-f-ago-c:-...-ces 77. cecauical report.

1-=.2
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TEACHER SURVEY CONCERNING THE BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY

Purpose

Teacher Surve Questions for the Bus Monitor Activity were designed to
contribute in ormation for the following decision and evaluation questions
fromtheChap4r2-Formula Evaluation.Design:

Decision question Dl: Should the District continue to fund
the same activities under Chapter 2 in the future

\

Evaluation Question D1-2: Are bus. monitors meeting
the needs'of the students and schools they serve?

Decision Question D2: Should AISD continue to fund bus moni-
tors from Chapter 2? If.so, are program alterations necessary'

'Evaluation Question D1,2: How do principals,
teachers; parents; bus drivers; and bus monitors
think that bus monitors' performance could be-
improved?

Procedure

The Teacher SUrvey Questions for the Bus Monitor Activity were included
in one of the multiple unique forms of "Questions for Teachers." Each
.test format was generated on the District's IBM computer. The total item
pool consisted of 102 items; Attachment I-1 contains the questions_which
address the bus monitor activity; For a complete description of how the
questionnaires were developed; distributed;and processed see Appendix Q

. of SYSTEMWIDE_EVALUATION_1982-83_TECHNICAL REPORTS: Volume IV, Surveys
'and Redords. The teachers who received the survey with bns monitors
related questions were those:'

1; teaching grades K-3;

2; assigned to paired schools; and

3. had not already received retention surveys;

Paired schools were those K; 1-3 schools that exchange students with 4-6
schools.'

/Mplementation. The Administrator Survey to Principals told them their
--teachers would be getting surveys. The surveys were mailed through school
mail on February 16, 1983. Each survey included a sequence number to
allow the returns to be checked in A second survey was sent out on
March 2, 1983 to teachers who had not returned their surveys.

I=3 163
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Analysis. The survey forms were keypunched at Southwest Educational
Development Laboratories, and the data analyzed on the District's com-
puter.

Results

Responses- Elementary teachers were asked_six_questions_concerning the
bus monitor activity. The responses are listed by question. The
general forMat of the questions prevented_any one question from specifi=
tally addressing any one particular decision or evaluation question.

The possible .responses fOr questions 33, 34, and 35 were posted on the
following scale:

stro4gly sttotigly Do Not
Agree Neutral Disagree

Agree Disagree KnoW

1 2- 3 4 5 6

The possible responses for questions 96 and 97 were:

. Very Very Do Not
Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied Dissatisfied' Know

. 1 2 3 4 , '5

Question 98 was an open-ended question; content analysis was performed on
each teachet's comments. General categories of responses were formed by
reviewing the comments and placing thote with similar .content in the same
categoriet.

Question 33: I am familiar with the bus monitor service on busses to
schools with grades 1-3.

About 63% of the teachers surveyed indicated that they were familiar with
the bus monitor activity. When parents were asked the question in a phone'
interview a similar percentage (677).agreed that they were familiar with
the activity. A complete categorical listing of teachert' responses is
posted in,Figure I-1.

Question 34: Bus monif7r service is important to,parents of my students
Who-ride busses.

Two thirds of the teachers stated that bus monitor service is important
to the parents of their students who ride the bus. The Parent Survey
results indicated that 917 of the parents believed that the bus monitor
activity is an important-District activity (see Appendix C). The adminis-
trators' comments appear to be consistent with those of the parents; 957
of them indicated that the provision of bus monitor service is important
to parents -of children who ride busses (see Appendix H). The three sources
consistently support the notion that bus monitors are important to the
parents. The results for question number'34 can be found in Figure 1-2.

I=4
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Question 35: It is important tc me that bus monitor service be continued
for my students.

Over 60% of the teachers and 88% cif the campus administrators agreed that
the bus monitors provided an important service t- the stud nts at their
schools (see Appendix H). Parents responded to a similar uestidn; "How
important is it to you that the bus monitor activity contin ?". Over
90% stated that it sho d continue. Figure 1 -3- provides the esults for
question number 35.

Question 96: How satisfied are you with the performance of bus
monitors?

The discussion of the previous questions shows that parents; teachers; and .

principals are in general agreement that the bus monitor program is needed.
However; are they satisfied with the way the program is operating? Fewer
than half (46%) of the teachers indicated that they were satisfied or very'
satisfied .with the performande of the bus monitors. Eleven percent
expressed dissatisfaction, and 43% did not know whether or not they were
satisfied; When -the calculation of the percentage satisfied 'or di.-Ssatis-

6---

.fied is limited to those sting one of those two opinionsthe results
indicate thatiabout80%/- f teachers with an opinion are satisfied with the
performance of the bus monitors. The principals provided 4imilar responses.
Forty-seven percent were - satisfied with the performance of bus monitors;
6% were dissatisfied, and 47% T4ere.nbutral; If the-calculations are
limited to those with an opinion,. 89% are satisfied with the bus monitors:
Figure 1-4 provides a breakdown of the teachefs' responses. to this question.

Question 97: How satisfied with bus monitors are parents of your
students2

Two thirds of the elementary teachers surveyed reported that they did not
know how satisfied parent5 were with'the bus monitor program. Of those
who had an opinion, 85% Thought parents were satisfied. When adminis-
trators were asked the s;:.me question, 59% thought parents are satisfied;
12% thought they are dis6atisfied, and 30% gave a neutral 'response or
had no opinion. When those without an opinion are exclude', 83% thought
the parents were satisfied and 17% thought .they were not (see Appendix H).
When parents were asked to express their level of satisfaction, 68 %were
satisfied, 30% were dissatisfied, and 3% were neutral (see Aptendix C).

Question 98: The best way to improve the bus monitor process might

The most common response' teachers made in completing this statement was
to change the training that monitors received. Administrators and base
supervisors also agreed that training was very important. Parents' stated,

that the most important change should concern the area of the monitors'
behavior toward children. Figure 1-6 lists the categories of changes in
the bus monitor process recommended by teachers.. Attachment 1-2 lists
the complete comments teachers made concerning this issue.

1-5
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Teachers suggestions concerning monitors' training were mor focused than
those suggested by either parents or administrators. Teache s emphasized
that an effective monitor training program should address i creasing the
monitors' ability to understand'and work with children; Their sugges-
tions included training in positive reinforcement techniques', behavior
modification, and motivational skills.

One of the second most common group of suggestions concerned the imple-
mentation of proper and effective discipline techniques; Teachers
stressed that consistency with students should be the focus of this
activity;

In general, teachers,stated that the on-bus environment should be as
similar as possible to that of the classroom. Other groups such as parents,
base supervisors; bus d:ivers; and bus monitors do not adhere to this
point as strictly as teachers-

1-6
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Number of Percent
Level of Agreement' Responses: of Total

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree .

Strongly disagree

Do not know

Total

21

69

15

48

19 13

8

4

18

3

13

143 100

Figute I-1. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT;
"I AM FAMILIAR WITH THE BUS MONITOR SERV/ICE ON BUSSES TO
SCHOOLS WITH GRADES 13." Question number 33.

Level of Agreement
ti umber of Percent
Responses of Total

Strongly Agree 46 32

Agree 50 35

Neuti-al 10 7

Disagree 0 0

Strongly disagree 1 1
/

Do not know '35 25

Total /142 100

Figure 17-9; ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' LEVEL OF_ACREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT;
"BUS MONITOR SERVICE 13 n7ORTANT Tp PARENTS OF MY STUDENTS
WHO RIDE BUSSES." Question numb-citrI34.

1-7
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Level of Agreement

-Umber of
Responses

Pei-tent

of TOtal.

Strongly agree 7 57 40

Agree 48 34

Neutral 17 12

Disagree 3 2

Strongly disagree 5 4

Ci not know 13 -9

Total 143 'IC1*

*Does not total 100 percent ,due to rounding error. .

Figure 1=3. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH_THE STATEMENT;
"IT IS ri".POt4TANT TO ME THAT BUS MONITOR SERVICE PE CONTINUED

FOR MY STUDENTS." Question number. 35.

Level of SntiSfaction

Number of Percent

ReSponSeS of Total

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very diSs4tisfied

Do not know

Total

7 5

58 41

15 11

1

61 43

142. 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure 1-4. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' LEVEL_OF AGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT,-__

"HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF BUS MONITORS?"

Question number 96.
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Level of Satisfaction
Number of" Percent
Response /' of Total

-1/

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

Do not know

6

3

5

2

94

P
4

24

67

Total. 140 100

Figure 1-5. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS LEVEL OF 1AGREE = ItH_THE STATEMENT,
"HOW SATISFIED WITH BUS MONITOR ARE PARENTS OF YOUR-STUDENTS?"
Question number 97.

Number of
stiggetion Suggestions

Percent
of Total

Change monitors' training 20 30

Change students' supervisory procedures 8 12

Expand 'the bus monitor activity 7 11

Change bus monitors' hiring procedures '8 12

Involve other groups in the bus monitor activity 7 11

:Discontinue bussing 2 3

No changes are needed 2 3

Increase monitors'.p y 2 3

Miscellaneous,

Do not know 9 14

Total 66 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure 1-6. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT; "THE BEST
WAY TO IMPROVE THE BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY MIGHT BE TO...."
Question number 98.

I-9 1 R9
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Teacher Survey Questions--Bus Monitor Activity

Questions are listed by their assigned teacher survey item number in order
of appearance.

33. I am .amiliar with the bus monitor service on busses to schools
with grades 1-3.

34. Bus monitor service is important to parents of my students who
ride busses.

It is important to me that buS monitor service be continued for
my students.

c6. How satisfied are you with the performance of bus monitors?

9'. How satisfied with bus monitors are parents of your students?

98. The best ,-ly to improve the bus monitoring process might be to:
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Attachment 1-2

TEACHERS' SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGES IN THE BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY

(Page 1 of 6)
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Item 98--Teacher Survey

Attachment 1-2
(Page 2 of 6)

The best way to improve the bus moh-jtoring process might be to...

Sug_test-i-ans-

CHANGE MONITORS' TRAINING 20

1.- Give them some training in behavior modification
and set effective city-wide guidelines.

2. Provide special training to help monitors learn
Low to interact with children, parents, and
school.

3. Train monitors in positive reinforcement.

4. Give better training programs in dealing with
children in a'positive way.

5. ...Provide in-service for discipline techniques..

Provide more_training sessions to help monitors
deal with behavior problems.

/ 7. Train and screen monitors better.

8. "Special training"--hiring more, dependable
people.,

9. Improve training--i.e., how to deal with children
besides blasting them with disco music and
screaming at them. -

10. Give monitors training give monitors the authority
to_impose sanctions. Have_students, monitors,
drivers, parents and administrators meet three
times a year to eiscuss the Situation.

11. Give them training.

12. Have training. USe aides from school. Put
monitor at front and back of bus.

13. Give training of some sort to bus monitors.

14. Provide more training--especially in positive
reinforcement.

15. Training monitorsto work with students, positive
'reinforcement techniques.

-12
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(Page 3 of 6)

16. Train people -- attempt to get more concerned people.

17. Give them more in- service training. Especially
training them and makingrhem understand they are
Working with children, not AdultS.

18. Provide them_ with_in-service training on effective
discipline, behavior modification, or motivation.

19. Train them how to implement proper and effective
discipline techniques (consistency with students
being the most important).

20. Offer_MOre training in handling childrenindi-
vidually and in groups.

CHANGE STUDENTS' SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES

1. Teach the monitors to be consistent.

2. Follow up on discipline problems with parents- -
if no results or can't contact them, keep child
after school.

3. Make sure all monitors are consistent.

4. Assign seats, child-parent sign behavior code,
behavior code enforced! --or punishment such as
ISS.

5. Suspend disobedient or unruly children from the
bus.

A. Make sure monitors know how to work productively
with students. Set expectations lor'the s'tudents.

7. Organizing children--ex.: same seat daily,
iesiabliShing and sticking to routine, treat all
children fairly.

8. Stress consistency of enforcing rules on every
bus.

EXPAND THE BU`- MONITOR ACTIVITY

1. Have site monitors because the children respond to
a higher degree, to the site monitors because there's
continuity of service during the day and they get
to know students personally. 1

1-13 113
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Have...[site ]...monitors for the bus:

3. Recruit more volunteers.

4. Have more! It's not the teacher's responsibility
to "settle" children on the bus.

5. Provide for all elementary schools.

6. Have another adult on bus-besides bus driver.
Hold parents responsible for behavior of child
or children.

7. Have them on each buS and trained in discipline.

CHANGE BUS'MONITORS' HIRING PROCEDURES.

1. Hire more monitors.

2. Hire more people with the ability to work with
and understand children.

3 Choose bus monitors that are aware of their
responsibilities. Bus monitors should carry out
their responsibilities on a consistent basis.
They should be given the liberty to enforce stiffer
and stricter penalicies with students who misber
have.. For example- using some type of assertive
discipline plan on the bus. If a child gets three
checks dUring the week, bus privileges are lost
for a certain period of time. Good or super
behavior should be revarded with something special
at the end of week or on a, daily basis. Inform
parents!

4. Hire people'who are capable of learning positive
reinforcement and good management strategies;
there is entirely too much yelling at the children.

5. ...Have better monitors. With part-time help it
apparently is difficult to, get quality people.
Possibly recruit...[college students]...who need
part-time jobs.

Screen applicants mon closely, train in behavior
management techniques.

7 - Try-to find mature, responsible adults (older
adults) .
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8. Have monitors who know how to work 1.:11, children.
Use monitors on each bus.

INVOLVE OTHER GROUPS IN THE BUS MONITOR ACTIVITY

1. Put parents on the bus!

2. Hold a meeting with teachers so that we will know
all rules and- regulations.

Daily reports to school administrators concerning
discipline or other problems; communication/parents,
regarding individual children.

4. Involve monitors and teachers in all aspects -of bus
safety. When a child is turned in to the office .

and not to his homeroom teacher, valuable communi
cation is lost. Teachers can usually act
immediately.

5. Have parenrs'meet with bus monitors at beginning
of year

6. Have in-service for parents of children that ride
the.bus.

7. Let each school faculty meet and get to know its
monitors, so we can help them out more.

DISCONTINUE BUSSING

1 Let students walk to neighbOrhood'schoo_ -
bussingno monitors needed.

2; Not bus!

NO CHANGES ARE NEEDED

1. Seems to be satisfactory as is.

2. None;

INCREASE MONITORS' PAY

1. Pay them more.

1715
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age 6 of 6)

2. Pay well so they don't quit.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. PTA (individual schools).

DO NOT KNOW

1. l have no idea, at Present, my only interaction with
them is to deliver the bus riders to'the bus safely,
for departure.

Do not know. (Four responses)

3 Limited information. on that subject;

4; I don't have any Pertinent suggestions,.

5; I am unfamiliar with the program so I'can't say
what could be done to improve it.

6. What is it?

TOTAL SUGGESTIONS 66

NO RESPONSE 82

1 1 f)

1-16
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ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY
QUESTIONS CONCERNING EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION

Purpose

One section of the Administrator Survey concerns, the evaluation of extra-
curricular transportation service for secondary students who are' bussed
for desegregational purposes. This section was designed to contribute
informatiOn_for the_following decision and evaluation-questions from the
Chap-ter. 2 --Formula Evaluation-Design-:

Decision Question Dl: Should the District continues to fund
the same activities under Chapter2 in th- future?-

Evaluation Question D1-3: Does th Chapter 2 funded
extracurricular program meet its ecified goal?

Decision Question D3: Should the Au in ISD continue to use
transportation for extracurricular tivities?

Evaluation Question D3-4: Ar there ways in which
the provision of ektracurricular transportation
could be improved and/or be made more cost effec- I

tive? From the transportation Department's
perspective? From the school's perspective?

Procedure

Instrument._ The question which provided infortatIon about the evaluation
questions above -was giVen_t administrators as part of the administrator:
questionnaire, Questions for _Administrators: The complete results for the
administrator Sur-ey can be found in Appendix R of publication number
82.55.

Staff of the Office of Research and Evaluation and other central adminis-
trators-were asked if they_had any questions for central or school
administrators and /or teachersinfall19.82. A District evaluator and
evaluation_assistant worked individually with those submitting the ques-
tions to finalize thequestions and samples. A final draft of the survey
was produced in January 1983 and distributed to ORE and other key adminis-
trative staff for review. The question for the extracurricular activity
is posted in Attachment J-1.

This year's survey included over twice as many questions as last year's.

Therefore, it was computer generated this year and administrators answered

only questions applicable to them. Some questions applied to all adminis-
trators--these were answered by all central and a random half of the
elementary and secondary principals. Other questions that applied to
elementary or secondary school administrators only were randomly given to

J-3
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Number of Petcent_

ReSptenses , Responses of Total

Changes are needed

No changes are necessary

Not specified.

Do not know

Total

17 28

40 66

2

3 5

61 10i*

*Does/not total 100 percent due to rounding error,

Figute J-I.- CATEGORIES OF ADMINISTRATORS' COMMENTS CONCERNING CiiXNGES IN

THE PROVISION OF EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION.

179
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ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS TO ITEM 32

(Page 1 of 3)
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11. Busses leave early, and sometimes !7ney are extremely late.

TOTAL COMMENTS 16

SURVEYS WITH NO COMMENTS 45
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Appendix K

CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR
TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR INTERVIEW
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Campus Extracurricular Transportation Interview Form
Brief Description of the instrument:

Five open ended quest ono developed to elici and specific information
roni.eraing the schoo_.,' role in the provisit, at: eNtracurricular transportation.

To whom was the iii!.;rumeint administered?

All Junior High and High School administrators who were assigned the role or :"ampus
extracurricular transportation coordinator.

How many times was the instrument aditiniStered?
Dried; in a faCe-to--face interview formItt.

When was the instrument administered?
Interviews were conducted between January 26, 1983 and February 23, 1983. A telephone
call one week prior La the interview dace to establish an appointment served as
notice.

Where was the instrument administered?

In the office of each administrator.

Who administered theinstrument?
The Chaptet 2-- ,'drroula evaluation intern.

What training did the administrators have?
General traini' g in intervieW procedures.

WAS the instrument administered under standardized .:onditioris?
NIA

We're there'problems with the Instrument or the administratiOn thatright affect the validity of the data?
Unknown.

Who developed the instrument?
The Office, of Research and Evaluation.

z

What reliability and valicity data are available en the instrument?
;;Orte.

Are there norm data available `or interpreting the results?\

K-2
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CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION INTERVIEW'

Purpose

The Campus_ Extracurricular Transportation Interview activity was con-
Ucted in Gering 1983. It was designed to collect general and specific
ormation cbritnirLthe_SChool's role in the provision of extra-

cur icular transportation for junior_and senior high school students

under the District's desegregation plan. An effort was made to match
the questions included in this interview with those .he dispatcher;

teacher, and administrator surveys to gain anoverall understanding of
the extracurricular transportation activity as it rel-tes to students
traveling on bus routes created by the District's desegregation. plan:

The survey was designed to contribute information for the following
decision and evaluation questions from the -Chapter 2--Formula"EvaIuation
Design: I

Decision uestion D1::ShoUld the District continue. to fund
the same activities under Chapter_2_in_the future?;

Evaluation Question D1=3: Does the Chapter 2 funded
extracurricular program meet its specified goals?

Decision Question D3: Should AISD continue to use Chapter 2
funds to pro-IIde transportation for extracurricular activities?

Evaluation Question D371 What kinds of extra-
curicllar transportati6_ activities are provided
to schoo7.s?

-/

Evaluation Question_D3=3:_ Hbw is extracurricular
transportation coordinated between the schools
and the Department of Transportation

Evaluation Question D3-4: Are there ways in which
the provision of extracurricular transportation
could he improved and/or_be made more cost effective?
From the Transportation Department'S perspective?
From the schools' perspective?

The major areas addressed by the interview_ process include: the role of

the Campus Extracurricular Transportation COordin-tor (CETC); services

provided to stools, operating procedures, problems with service provisions,

and suggestions for improvement.

184
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Procedure

Instrument.; The "Campus Extracurricular Transportation Intervie for-
mat was developed:by Office of Research and Evaluation staff durilthe
fall of the 1982-3 school year. Input was solicited from the Chapter 2
Formula Evaluator, the Chapter 2 Grant Planning Administrator; ant the
Transportation Director. A copy of the interview instrument is shown in
Attachment K-1.

Sample. The interview was administered to administrators who were
designated as CETC's. The identification of junior and senior high
school administrators who served as CETC's was. accomplished by consult-
inga list entitled,- "Persons Chosen to Represent Secondary Campuses
in the Area Of Late Busses_ for Students Staying After School for Band,
Athletics, Choir, etc. " There_ was.a total of 19 CETC's: ten at the
junior high school level and -the remainder at the seniorhigh,school
level. The name Of each CETC was verified through the:initial telephone
contact used to establish an interview time and dn!2..

implementation. Interviews were conducted between January 26 and February
23, 1983. CETC's, were contacted by tC.ephone to inform them of the pur-
pose of the interview_and_tO establisl. a meeting time and date; A follow -
up call was made_the day before the scheduled interview to establish or
confirm a specific tithe. The: interview was condUcted within the adminis-
trator's Office.. The average interview time was fifteen minutes; Comments
were notcid on the interview. sheets. An icie7itification number was added to
each completed questionnaire -so that eac .:,t:.:pondent could be identified
if they had to be recontacted._ A tots' CETC's were interviewed;
representing a response rate of 100 per,-.:!It=.

aata-Analysas- The data was analyzed' using a hand7heIdcalculator The
number and_percent of respondents answering each question in various ways
were calculated._ Rnsponses were analyzed for the total group; therefore;
there is no breakdown between junior and senior high school CETC's.

Results

Reeponees. The CETC's -were asked five open-ended questions concerning the
schools' perspective of the extracurricular transportation activity; The
interview form_is contained in Attachment K-1. Because of the general.
nature of the interview questions no one question specifically addressed
any one particular decision or evaluation question; therefore, the responses
are liSted by interview question.

Question 1: What role do you play in the coordination of extracurricu-
lar transportation activity?

Equal-percentages; '36 percent, of CETC's stated that coordination and
supervisLrr wet..? primary roles in dleir schoc0: extracurriculartrans
portatiun progr. A 'tally of the responses reiated to this issue are

K-4
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depicted in Figure K-I. Atlisting of the specific responses is contained
in Attachment K-2.

Analysis of the responses to question I showed that 42,percent of the
CETC's stated that their primary duties were school related. The second
most common category was "Tasks pertaining to the transportation depart-
ment;" 26 percent of the CETC's stated that their primary area of work
concerned interactions with the transportation department.

A description of the total results is contained in Figure H-2;. A more
detailed reakdown of responses is contained in Attachment K -3.

Question 2: What kinds of .:extracurricular transportation services are
provided to your school?._-

'A majority of the CETC's, 63 percent; stated that their school.was pro-
vided with two afternoon bus runs. The first bus run was classified as
the activity run; the second as the athletic run. The second most common
category of service was the provision of a morning activity run in addi-
tion to the afternoon activity and athletic runs; 36 percent .efthe
CETC's st-Jted that they had received thi.s level of service; Figure K-3
contains a tabular description of the findings related to this issue:
Lyndon Baines Johnson Senior High Scho-61is not provided with desegrega-
tion- related extracurricular transportation services because it is a
neighborhood school (i.e., none of its students are bussed).

A further examination of the responses associated with question 3 -yielded
information concerning the uses pertaining to each activity; The primary
Use concerning the morning activity was band practice; No primary:usage .
was indicr:'::e.cl the afternoon run. The athletic run busses were use--::
almc_3t exc. _.:_ .y for athletic purposes. Figure K-4 contains specific
infc, on concerning the above and other areas of service provision.

Question 3: Doe's your school have a standard procedure to inform the
transportation department of changes in extracurricular transportation
need?

Examination of the data showed that 89 percent of the CETC's had a standard
procedure. The remaining Eleven percent stated that they had none; Figure
K-5 .has a full description of these results.

The most commonly stated procedure used by. CETC's was to contact main .

transportation office personnel; 52 percent stated they used this approach
The next_most common procedure was for the CETC to contact transportation
personnel at one of the four baSeS= A complete description of the
approaches used by CETC's is presented in Figure K-6.:

Question 4: Ate '.:here any problems with the current procedure used to
assign extracurricular busses to you-s-chod?

A Majority, 84 percent, of the CETC's st :hat they did not have aprob-
lem with the procedures used to assign urricular bossez, to their

Kz5 186
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schools.. The remaining 16 percent stated that they had problems. Figure
K -7 contains a tabular description of this information;

Question 5: The best way to. improve the extracurricular transportation,
activity might be to...

The two most common response categories were: "Improve scheduling and
planning" and "Noimprovement necessary." EaCh category accounted for
21 percent of the total. The next most common suggestion; "Provide
smaller busses;" accounted for 16 percent or' the total. _Figure 8 contains
a complete listing of the response categories. A complete description of
the responses is included in i.ttachment K-4.
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Type of Role
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

COOtAination 7 37

Supervisory 7 31

Liaison

Undefined 2 '11

Performs no role

Total 19 101*

2 11

1 5

*Does not total 100 percent Aue to rounding error.

Figure K-1. ROLES OF CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS,

Extracurricular Transportation Tasks
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

School- related activities

Interaction with transportation department

Undefined tasks

Working with parents

"Ictal

5

19

42

26'

26

5

99*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error;

Figure K -2. EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION TASKS PERFORMED BY CAMPUS
EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS.

188
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Type of Service Provided
Number of
Responses

Percent
of Total

Afternoon activity and athletic bus service 12 63

Afternoon activity and athletic bus service
plus morning bus service 6 32

No assigned buSses 1 5

.Total 19 100

Figure K3., TYPE OF DESEGREGATION EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
PROVIDED TO SELECTED SCHOOLS.

Activity Number of Responses

Morning Activity Bus
1. Band practice
2, 7oL: Specified

Afternoon Activity B.:S
1, Detention 2

14

2: Drill teal, . 1

3, General purpose 1

4. Academic pli'..pas 1
3. Drama class 1

6. Club activity 2

7. Computer class 1

8. Not specified 5

Athl-,:iticBusService 18
1. Athletic service 8

Athletit and other services 1

3. Not specified 9

Nor. 'applicable 1

Fagure K-4. AK7AS OF SERVICE PROVISION FOR MORNING, AFTERNOON, AND
ATHLETIC BUS SErVICF,

K- 8
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Procedure
Number Of Pertent_
Responses of Total

Standard procedure 17

NO Standard procedure 2 11

Total 19 100

Figure K-5. NUMBEK WOLS WITH A STANDARD !TOCEDURE TO INFORM THE
THANK )N DEPARTMENT OF CHANGES IN EXTRACURRICULAR
TRANSJ ON NEED.

Type of Procedure
Number of Pattent_
Responses of Total

Campus extracurricular transportation
coordinator contacts the main transporta-
tion office 10 53

Campus extracurricular transpr)rtation
coordinator contacts a transportation
base

Campus extracurricular transportation
coordinator asks the activity sponsor
to contact the main transportatiOn
office

Activity sponsor asks the campus extra-
curricular transportation' coordinator to
contact the main transportation office

16

, 5

11

'ctivity sponsor contacts the main
transportation office 1 5

No standard procedure 2 11

Total 19 101*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure K-6. TYPE OF STANDARD PROCEDURES EMPLOYED BY SCHOOLS TO INFOL:.
THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT OF :CHANGES IN EXTRACURRICLLAR
TRANSPORTATION NEEDS

K-9 _190
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Response
Number of Percent
Response:: of Total

No problems 84

Problems 3 16

Total. 19 . 100

Figure K-7. NUKER OF CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS
WHO INDICATED A PROBLEM WITH THE PROCEDURES USED TO ASSIGN
EXTRACURRICULAR BUSSES TO THEIR SCHOOL.

Number of
Suggestions SuggeStion8

Percent
of Total

Provide smaller busses 3 16

Provide exclusive service to each school 2 11

Improve driver capabilities 2 11

Improve scheduling and planning 4 21

expand program operations 2 11

Include additional actors 2 11

No improvement necessary 4 21

Total 19 102*

*DoeS not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure K-8. CATEGORIES OF RESPONSES STATED BY CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR
TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS TO THE QUESTION: "THE REST
WAY TO IMPROVE THE EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITY
MIGHT BE TO...,"

K-10
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CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR'S INTERVIEW

1. What role do you play in the coordination of extracurricular transporta-
tion activity?

2. What kinds of extracurricular transportation services are provided to
your school?

3. Does your school have a standar,1 procedure to inform the transportation
department of changes in extrarricular\transportation needs?

4 Are there any problems with thecurreut. procedure used to assign extra-
,;urricular busses to your school?

5. The best way to improve the extracurricular tranSportation activity might
be to...
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Type of Role
Number of Percent
Responses of Total

Coordination

Utilization of busses 2

1. COOrditiae the use of busses
2. Make sure that busses are available

Scheduling
1. Suggest minor-altR,ra..ons to schedule
2; Schedule the busse:T.
3. Establish of -ler-vice

4. Fine tune . routi=ng system -//
5; Modify trspurtation department schedule

5

37

Supervisory 7 37

Working with sponsors
1; Ask sponsors about their transportation

needs
2; Ask sponsor to turn in/bus requests
3; Delegate scheduling authority

General supervision
1. SUpervise the -extracurricular buS

activity
2. Take charge-of general transportation

process at school
3. Insure that busses arrive on time
4. Insure that are enough busses

Liaison
1. Serve as_contact person
2. Liai8on between transportation- office

and sponsors

Undefined

Plays no role

Total

*Does not torai 100 percent due to rounding error.

2

in

11

Attachment K-2. PERCEIVED ROLES OF CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR TP 'PORTATION
COORDINATORS.

K=I2
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Extracurricular Transportation Tasks
Number of .

Percent
Responses of Total

School-related activities 8 42

Human relations
1; Handle discipline problems__
2; Handle children/driver ProbleM§
3. CommUnicate the availabilitY of late

'busses to students

Program-related activities 5

1. MOhitor bus load and discipline issues
2., Coordinate sponsors' program with bus

rung
3. Matcn students' needs with bus

availability
4. Insure students get home safely
5. Mbnitor the boarding of busses

Tasks pertaining to the transportation
department

Scheduling
1. Arrange for alterations in schedule
2. Talk with central transportation

concerning schedule

Ordering busses
1. Request extra busses
2. Calling transportation department to

inform them of change in need

2

26

3 Keep transportation department
appraiSed of our needs

Undefined tasks 5 26

Working with parents 1 5

1. Work with parents to inform them of
activity

Total 19 99*

*Does not total. 100 percent due to rounding error.

Attachment EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION TASKS PERFORMED BY CAMPUS

EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS.

K-13 194
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Suggestions

Number of Pertent_

Suggestions of Total

Provide smaller busses
1. Send smaller busses rather than the

large _ones
2. Pr-di:ride mini =bus service

3. PrOVide Steller busses

16

Provide exclusive service to each school 2 11

1. Assigh_dach bUS to one school
2. I WOUld_like td_have our own busses,

consolidation with other schools is
something I. do not approve of.

Improve driver capabilities
1. Drivers need to discipline children

better
2. Provide additiOnal interpersonal skills

training to driverS

Improve scheduling and planning
1. Have busses arrive at school earlier
2. Institute shorter routes to limit

students' time on bus
3. Pass system
4. Improved planning and projection of needs

Expand program operations
1. Extend service to non-desegregated routes
2. Provide two==way redici on all busses

Include additional actors
1. Combine service with Austin Bus System
2. Increase parent-student involvement in

extracurricular transportation

No improvements necessary

Total

21

it

11

4 21

19 102*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

.

Attachment K-4. CAMPUS EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS'
RESPONSES AS TO THE BEST WAY TO IMPROVE THE EXTRA-
CURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITY;

K-14
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BASE DISPATCHER INTERVIEW'CONCERNING THE

EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITY
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Base Dispatcher Inter7-riew

Brief Description of the instrument:
The interview consisted of three -open -ended questions designed to elicit general and
specific information concerning the base dispatchers perception of several aspects
relating to the provision of extracurricular transportation to secondary schools.
These aspects are : methods_of contact between the schools and the transportation
bases, problems related to equipment and scheduling, and suggestions for improvement.
All interviewees,. were asked every question.
To whom was the instrument administered?

Tc all base dispatchers (n8).

How many times was the instrument administered?
Once.

When was the instrument administered?

January 5 - February 3, 1993.

Where was the instrument administered?

In a loc.ation of the interviewees' choice, usually their office.

Who administered the instrument?

The Chapter 2Formula Evaluation intern.

What training did the administrators have?

General. training in interviewing techniques.

Was the instrument administered under standardized conditions?

Net applicable.

Were there problems with the instrument. or the administration that
might affect the validity of the data?

Who -developed the instrument?

The Evaluation Intern.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?

None.

Are there norm data available for interpreting the results?
Some item responses a:lay be compared to those of administrators and campus extra-
curricular transportation coordinators.
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BASE DISPATCHER INTERVIEW

Purpose

The Base Dispatcher Interview was conducted in Spring 1983. The Inter-

view was designed to address the following decision and evaluation

questions:

Decision_ Question D3: ShOUld the Austin ISD continue to use
Chapter 2 funds to provide transportation for extracurricular

activities?

Evaluation Question D3-3: How is extracurricular
**--"nsportation coordinated between the schools
a.,d the Department of TtanapOrtation?

Fvaluation Question D3 -4-: Are there ways in which
the provision of extracurricular transportation
could be improved and /or be made more cost effec-7

tive? From-the Transportation Department's
Perspective? Ftom the schools' persuctive?

Procedure ft

The Base Dispatcher Interview was designed to collect general and specific

information concerning several aspects of the provision of extracurricular

transportation. Saffie of_the questions are similar to thoSe of the adminis-

trator survey qUestiOnS for extracurricular transportation and the campus.

extracurricular transportation interview questionnaire. This similarity

of .questions allOWS fbr the development of an overall description of_the

extracurricular transportation activity: The topics coveredincluded the

nature of the working relationship between the schools and the transporta

tion department concerning extracurricular transportation; method_of

contact between the transportation base and schools; and reasons for

contact between the.tranSpOrtation department bases and schools.

Instrument. The Base DiSpetther Interview form was Aeveloped by Offite

of Research and Evaluation -staff during late winter and early spring of

the 1982-83 school year. Contributions were solicited from-the Chapter 2=-

Formula Evaluator and the_ Transportation Director; A copy of the

questionnaire is contained in Attachment L-1.

Sample. During the tiMe_the interviews were conducted the Austin _

Independent School DiStritt Maintained four separate transportation bases.

Each of these bases participated. in the provision of extracurricular
transportation for set-cindery students served by bus routes established_

under the District desegregation plan: There were two dispatchers assigned

to each-base: a_Morning and afternoon dispatcher. The dispatcher oversees

the assignment of early morning and late afternoon/evening busses concerning

L-3
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extracurricular activities. Dispatchers were selected to be interviewed

because of their knowledge concerning operational issues associated with

the provision of extracurricular transportation. All eight dispatchers

were interviewed; this represents a contact rate of 100 percent.

rtiplimtafttatlam. The interview process began on January 5 and was completed

on February 3, 1983 The original interview schedule for diSpatchers was

not strictly adhered to due to scheduling conflicts between the interviewer

and the dispatchers; The selected interview dates were noted with an

asterisk on the bus monitor observation schedule. A copy of this schedule

is posted in Attachment L-2; Interviews ranged in length from 10 to 25

minutes Each dispatcher was provided with a general deactiption of the

interview purpose by transportation department personnel prior to each

ifttorview;. The Chapter 2--Formula Evaluation Intern prtiVided each dis-

patcher with a more detailed description of the intervieWS purpose prior

to the beginning of the interview. An identification number WaS written

on each completed questionnaire to aid in identifying each dispatcher's
responses in the event there was a need for recontact. All interviews were

conducted by the. Chapter 2--Formula Evaluation Intern.

Data Apalyala; The dispatchers' comments were analyzed using content

analysis techniques. The number and percent_of total concerning each ques-

tion Were calculated using a hand-held calculator.

Results

Base dispatchers' responses to the three open-ended questions concerning

extracurricular transportation are summarized below. Their responses are

listed by survey question; because the general nature Of_the interview

questions did not allow any one interview question to address any one

particular decision or evaluation question.

Quettidn 1: Regarding extracurricular transportation, dispatchers are

the primary source of contact between the transportation department and

the school. mold you describe the nature of this world ft-relationship?

This question was incIudedin the interview questionnaire to gain an under-

-tanding of the process used to coordinate activities between the trans-

:

pbrtation department and the schools which receive extracurricular

transportation for desegregation purposes.

Responses to this question yielded comments concerning six specific issues:

Method of contact used by schools, type_of school_ personnel who contact

base dispatchers; method of contact used by base dispatcher; type of

School personnel contacted by base dispatchers, reasons schools give for

contact, and reasons base dispatchers initiate contact with school per-

sonneL Each of these issues will be addressed in turn.

Method_ol_contact used by schools to notify base disatchers_of changes in

extracurricular transportation needs. An analysis of the comments concern-

ing this issue showed that the method of contact was evenly divided between

L=4 9j
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the schools contacting the main_ transportation office personnel who then

contact the appropriate base and the school contacting the base directly.
Figure L-1 contains a numerical description of the above comments

Type of school personnel who inf-Otui--ba-s'e-dispatchers of changes in

extracurricular transportation needs This issue concerns the type of
school personnel who informed base dispatchers of changes in extra-
curricular transportation needs. The dispatchers' comments indicated
that no single type of Sthddl personnel was much more likely to contact

transportation departMent personnel than any other; Figure L-2 con-

tains a complete liSting of the type of contacting person and the

percentage of mentions per type.- The information suggests that each

school uses more than one -type of contact person to inform the trans-
portation department of changes in extracurricular transportation needs.

Method of contact used by baSe di-- orm schools of changes

in the provision Of eXtratUttitUla-tran-S44ortatiam; The third issue

related to question 1 concerned the method of contact used by base

dispatchers to inform SthbolS Of changes in the provision of extra-
curricular transportation. All dispatchers stated that they contacted

school personnel directly. Figure L-3 depicts this information in a

tabular format.

Type of School personnel contacted by baso-dispatchers; The most common

contact was office personnel, thiS is somewhat surprising since they

are not directly responsible fOr_SponSoring extracurricular activities.

Figure L-4 provides a complete liSting of responso_s.

Reasons schools give for initiating tOntat-t-_ith-the transportation .

department. Base dispatchers_ reported that the most common reason for

contact was to request extra bUSSeS. This category received 63 percent

of the total mentions. A complete deSttiption of the responses con-
cerning this issue is repotted in Figure L-5.

Reasons given by base diSpatthetS for-iii -ti ating_contact with school_
personnel. No one 'particular response category received a majority of

the total mentions. Figure L=6 displays the findings related to this
issue.

In general extracurricular transportation follows aroutine pattern;
the routes are eStabliShed by -the main transportation office personnel

prior to the beginning of each school year The relationship between
schools and baSe dispatchers is evident only when changes in the

scheduling or number of bUSSeS becomes an issue;

Question 2: Are there any problems with the current procedures used to

assign extracurricular bUSSeS schools?

This interview question was designed to learn whether there are problems

with the provision Of extracurricular transportation from the transportation

department's perspective. _The responses were structured into two major

categories: school related concerns and transportation department concerns.

School related issues Were mentioned by the majority, 63 percent, of the

L-5
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base dispatchers as the primary,source of problems. This category was

followed in frequency by transportation department concerns.. The most

common areas of concern were the requesting of the wrong number of busses

and the lack of sufficient advance notice concerning changes in trans-

portation needs. Figure'L-7 has a tabular deScription of the:. above

comments. The most common problem mentioned by campus extracurricular

transportation coordinators was poor student supervision by drivers;

School personnel were very pleased with the quality of extracurricular

transportation service (see Appendix K).

Question 3: The best wav to improve the provision of extracurricular

transpotatIon_is_to... /

This_question was designed to elicit suggestions concerning improvements

in the_provision of extracurricular transportation service for bus routes

established fcr desegregation purposes. EaCh base dispatcher was asked

what_changes they would recommend to improve the current method of

service provision. Their suggestions were assigned to two categories:

SChO6l related improvements and transportation departMent improvements.

Half of the dispatchers suggested transportation department improvements,

While 38 percent mentioned some school related- concern. IA majority of

the campus extracurricular transportation coordinators also suggested

that the transportation department provision Of Service was the area

needing the most change (see Appendix K). Figure_L-8 provides a listing

of the suggestions under each of these major headings plus a further

division by subheading;

Establishing a working relationship betWeen the Schools and the base

dispatcher would be an Important procedural -change, The Campus_Extra-

currIcUlar Transportation Coordinator Program (CETC Program) was.

established CO create this linkage, howeVer, the_program is not

functioning at the level necessary to limit the duplication of calls.

This is noted by the number of school contacts made directly to the

main_ transportation base providing services to that school and the

finding that only two of the base dispatcher§ mentioned an awareness

and use of the CETC program.
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Method of Contact

Number of Percent
Responses of Total

The schools contact the main transportatidn
office, whose personnel then call the
appropriate baSe.

The schoOls contact the bases directly;

Total 8

50

50

100

Figure L-1. METHOD_OF CONTACT USED BY SCHOOLS TO NOTIFY BASE DISPATCHERS

OF CHANGES IN EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS.

Number of

Contacting Person Responses

Percent
of Total

Schools' office personnel 2 25

School administratdr§ 2 25

Extracurricular activity sponsors 2 25

Teacher 1 12

Not specified 1 12

Total 8 99*

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Figure L-2. TYPE OF SCHOOL PERSONNEL WHO INFORM BASE DISPATCHERS OF

CHANGES IN EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS.
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Method of Contact

Number of Percent
Responses of Total

. Direct contact with schools

Total

8 100

8 100

Figure L -3. METHOD OF CONTACT USED BY BASE DISPATCHERS TO INFORM SCHOOLS .

OF CHANGES IN THE PROVISION OF EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTATION.

Person Contacted

Number of Percent
Responses of Total

Office personnel

School administrators

Extracurricular activit sponsors

Not specified,

Total

2

2

38

25

25

12

100

Figure L-4. TYPE OF SCHOOL PERSONNEL CONTACTED BY BASE DISPATCHERS.

203
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Reason for Contact

NUMber of Percent
ReSponSeS of Total

Request for extra bLiSSeS 5 63

Bus not on time 2 25

Not specified 1 12

Total 8 100

Figure L-5. REASONS_ SCHOOLS GIVE FOR INITIATING CONTACT WITH THE TRANS-
PORTATION DEPARTMENT, AS REPORTED BY BASE DISPATCHERS.

Number of Percent

Reason for Contact Responses of Total

Notification of late bus 2 25

Mechanical difficulties 2 25

Verification of request 12

Not specified 3 38

Total 8 100

Figure L-6. REASONS GIVEN BY BASE DISPATCHERS FOR INITIATING CONTACT

WITH SCHOOL PERSONNEL.

L-9
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Problems

NUMber.Of Percent
Responses of Total

School related concerns 5 63 \\
I. Schools order too many_busses
2. Schools order too few busses 2

3. Lack of sufficient advance notice
concerning changes in transportation
needs 2

Transportation department concerns 2 25

1. Nov enough spare busses
2. Not enough large busses

No prOblems 1 12

Total 8 100

Figure L-7. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROVISION OF EXTRACURRICULAR
TRANSPORTATION AS STATED BY BASE DISPATCHERS.

Number of Perdent

Suggestions Responses of Total

School related improvements
1. Improve the_bus requisition process
2. Get more schools to limit bussing

2

I

38

Transportation department improvements 4 50

1. Purchase more busses 2

2. Purchase larger busses 1

3. Institute provision for extra drivers 1

No improvements needed

Total

1 12

8 100

Figure L-8. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROVISION OF EXTRACURRICULAR TRANSPORTA-

TION STATED BY BASE DISPATCHERS. .

L-10
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0-3. Extracurrt6ular Transportation -- Dispatchers' Survey

I. Regarding extracurricular transportation, dispatchers are the

primary source of contact between the transportation department

and the school. Could you describe the nature of this working

relationship?

2. Are there any problems with the current procedures used to assign

extracurricular busses to schools?

3. The best way to improve the provision of extracurricular transporta-

tion is to...

To be administered to selected bus terminal dispatchers.

2u6
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Attachment L-2

Bus Monitor Observations, noted by Date, Bus Route Number, Base

and Morning/Afternoon\Routes

MORNING ROUTES

Route ! ObSerVatiOn Omier Date Base**

121 1. Govalle Jan. 5 North

90 2. Sanchez Jan. 6 LBJ I,

_ 98 3. Sunset Valley Jan. 7 South/

133 4. Oak Springs Jan. 11* LBJ

75 5. Rosewood Jan. 18* North

150 6. Sims Jan. 19 North

95 7. Sunset Valley Jan. 25* South

183 8. Highland Park Jan. 26* Central

48 9. Metz Feb. 1 LBJ

70 10. Allan Feb. 2 North

Optional observation days February 8th and 9th.

Route

AFTERNOON ROUTES

# Observation Order Date Base

73 1. Allan Jan. 5 North

142 2; Allan Jan. 6 South

157 3; Norman Jan. 7 LBJ

47 4; Metz Jan. 11 LBJ

97 5. Sunset Valley 'Jan. 19 South-

10 6. Highland Park 'Jan. 21 LBJ

113 7. Casis Jan. 26 South

154 8. Sims Feb. 2 LBJ

164 9. Bryker Woods Feb. 4 Central

110 10. Govalle Feb. 9 Ndtth

Optional observation days FebtUary 11th and 16th.

*Bus driver and Bus monitor interviews will be conducted con-

currently in conjunction with observations. Interviews with

Base Supervisors and Dispatchers (both morning and afternoon)

will be conducted on dates with an asterisk. Observation/

Interview dates may vary due to unforeseen circumstances.

**Central Base = Criswell Center
LBJ Base = Deleon Terminal
North Base = Sneed Terminal
South Base = Saegert Center

207
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